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Foreword
The Third International Conference on Adaptive and Self-Adaptive Systems and Applications
[ADAPTIVE 2011], held between September 25 and 30, 2011 in Rome, Italy, targeted advanced system
and application design paradigms driven by adaptiveness and self-adaptiveness. With the current
tendencies in developing and deploying complex systems, and under the continuous changes of system
and application requirements, adaptation is a key feature. Speed and scalability of changes require selfadaptation for special cases. How to build systems to be easily adaptive and self-adaptive, what
constraints and what mechanisms must be used, and how to evaluate a stable state in such systems are
challenging duties. Context-aware and user-aware are major situations where environment and user
feedback is considered for further adaptation.
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organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ADAPTIVE 2011 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a
success.
We hope that ADAPTIVE 2011 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field of adaptive
and self-adaptive systems and applications.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We also hope the attendees enjoyed the charm of Rome, Italy.
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Facilitating Context-Awareness in
Composite Mashup Applications
Stefan Pietschmann, Carsten Radeck, and Klaus Meißner
Technische Universität Dresden, Germany
{Stefan.Pietschmann,Carsten.Radeck,Klaus.Meissner}@tu-dresden.de

Abstract—Dynamic adaptation and adaptivity of web applications have been subject to research for over a decade.
With the shift from document-centered hypermedia to rich
web applications, i. e., software as a service solutions, the
applicability of traditional adaptation methods and techniques
is in question. We first investigate what it means to facilitate
adaptation within composite service-oriented applications and
deduce adequate adaptation techniques. Then, we introduce
a generic adaptation system which can be integrated with
existing composition platforms to facility runtime adaptivity
on a component and composition level, based on a platformindependent definition of adaptive behavior. With the help of
a comprehensive sample application we eventually show the
suitability and practicability of our approach.
Keywords-mashups; composite
awareness; adaptation; CRUISe.

applications;

context-

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Internet has become an open application platform
and is not anymore a static, document-centered source of
information. Based on the service-oriented paradigm, mashups, i. e., applications composing distributed web resources,
have gained momentum. While initially their use was limited
to the integration of data and business logic based on
proprietary platforms, recently the need for presentation
integration has been underlined [1]. Several research projects
have since addressed this problem resulting in lightweight
component and composition models that even allow for a
universal composition [2], [3] of applications. This entails
the uniform description and integration of resources covering
different application layers, ranging from services encapsulating data and business logic, to user interface parts.
Alongside this development, the context of web applications has become increasingly complex and diverse.
Developers are facing a growing heterogeneity of users,
devices, and usage situations. Applications can no longer be
developed for specific platforms or environments: they shall
be available and usable both in the office with a desktop
computer and in the tram using an iPad or the like. Users of
different skills should be able to interact with them, taking
into account specific user abilities and preferences, and also
their current situations.
Context-awareness, especially in the web application domain as addressed by our work, has been subject to research
for a long time. Yet, most of this research has been targeted
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at “traditional” and closed-corpus hypermedia systems [4].
Alternative approaches from service computing have studied
adaptive service composition at the data and business logic
levels, primarily with regard to QoS measures. However,
presentation-oriented, universal compositions pose new challenges regarding the dynamic configuration and composition,
which have not been addressed by prevalent concepts [5].
The adaptation of composite applications can be looked at
from different angles. On the one hand – since we propose
a model-driven development [3] – design time concepts for
the authoring, reuse, and maintenance of adaptive behavior
are needed and discussed in [6]. On the other hand, runtime
adaptation involves both the initial context-aware service
selection and the adaptation of a composition. This paper
focuses on the latter, i. e., the system architecture and
mechanisms necessary to monitor, manage, and use context
information to dynamically adapt composite mashups.
Starting from traditional adaptation methods and techniques, we investigate into techniques facilitating adaptation
and adaptability within mashups. We then present a generic
adaptation system designed to be used in conjunction with
existing composition environments. It addresses the shortcomings of available concepts and combines context monitoring and management, the platform-independent modeling
of adaptive behavior, its evaluation and finally the realization
of dynamic adaptations at the component and composition
level at runtime. Thereby, adaptive behavior and adaptation
techniques are decoupled from concrete platforms and applications, catering reusability, maintenance and extensibility.
In the next section we define the conceptual foundations
for our system, present exemplary adaptation scenarios, and
deduce corresponding adaptation techniques. Afterwards,
we discuss related efforts to enable context-awareness in
application and service compositions. After giving a brief
overview of our concept, the following section presents the
application-independent definition of adaptive behavior, context management facilities, and the realization of dynamic
adaptation techniques including component exchange. We
then provide details on the implementation of our system,
its integration with the CRUISe composition environment
[3], and its validation with the help of a sample application.
Finally, we conclude this paper and outline future work.
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II. A DAPTATION IN M ASHUP A PPLICATIONS
To facilitate adaptive behavior in mashups, we first need
to clarify the relation between traditional Adaptive Hypermedia and modern applications “mashed up” from distributed
web resources. To this end, this section provides a brief
characterization of the type of applications addressed by our
work, presents exemplary adaptation use cases and deduces
corresponding techniques.
A. Composite Mashup Applications
Mashups indicate a way to create new applications by
combining existing web resources utilizing data and web
APIs [5]. While originally restricted to data and application
logic, there are ongoing efforts to enable compositions
including user interfaces. In contrast to most programmatic
mashups, we focus on universal composition efforts [3], [2]
which imply certain component and composition models.
Thus, we call them composite mashup applications (CMA)
to denote their component-based nature.
While Adaptive Hypermedia stipulates closed-corpus systems [4] for data-driven, document-centered applications,
CMAs are composed from black-box software components.
Those can be integrated, used and adapted only via their
interfaces, described by WSDL in the case of web services.
Most importantly, these “building blocks” are distributed and
strongly decoupled by definition. Despite this, the resulting
applications are highly interactive, so components must
by tightly integrated. Finally, unlike traditional applications
using a hypernet of web pages, CMAs are usually singlepage solutions offering different views on an application.
It becomes evident that techniques like page variants,
sorting fragments, or link annotation can not be applied to
CMAs directly, as they are based on different metaphors.
While pages can be considered views in our vocabulary of
concepts, and fragments may correlate with components, the
techniques still imply hypertext documents and are rather
located within components in our concept space.
Next we present a number of exemplary adaptation use
cases, which allow us to deduce higher-level adaptation
techniques specific to CMAs.
B. Adaptation Use Cases
To illustrate the set of adaptation possibilities, it is necessary to identify the adaptation triggers, i. e., the context
information available. Generally, four context categories can
be taken into account [7]: First, the delivery context defines
the technical environment of the application at runtime, e. g.,
the capabilities of the device, web browser and network
connection. The second category includes the user, his
identity, roles, characteristics, preferences, etc. Third, the
physical environment is characterized by information such
as the location, noise level, and brightness. The last aspect
includes situation and time, e. g., being at home or at
work, the current weather, or the season. Since CMAs are
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composed from distributed services, the quality of service is
an additional trigger which has been intensively studied in
the context of web service compositions (cf. [8]).
This wide range of context information implies a variety
of adaptation scenarios. A special field that has gained lots
of popularity are location-based services, such as adaptive
route planners. The following use cases give a practical
insight into the possibilities and challenges of contextawareness: Imagine, you are on vacation and use the services
provided by a travel guide application: it shows locations
of nearby restaurants and hotels, or sights on a map. For
each of them, you can check further details in the form of
videos, images, and text, calculate a route. The suitability
and usability of the application in this rather simple scenario
largely depends on the reasonable integration and use of
context knowledge. Examples including the type of context
(in parentheses) are:
• The application including all components use your
native language (user).
• The map initially centers at the your current position
by default (physical).
• All components are constantly synchronized with your
location: the route planner adapts the route calculation
once you move (physical).
• The selection of locations matches your interests and
preferences: a vegetarian user is offered special restaurants that cater his needs (user).
• Route planning considers your mobility (foot/car) and
whether you have any disabilities that might impact on
transfer times (user and situation).
• The layout changes with respect to the available screen
real estate, and big images are replaced with textual
descriptions on mobile devices (delivery).
• You can minimize, remove, and exchange components,
e. g., to choose your preferred map provider – a choice
that is monitored and stored to select the correct component for you in the future (user).
• A low battery level on your mobile device triggers the
exchange of resource-intensive components, e. g., of a
video player with an image slide show (delivery).
• Once a component or service becomes unavailable, it
is automatically replaced with an alternative (QoS).
C. Adaptation Techniques for CMAs
While the abstract adaptation methods as presented in
[9] and the like remain valid, the corresponding techniques
must be updated and applied to the notion of CMAs.
We regard adaptation techniques as any alteration of an
application composition subject to context changes. Hence,
adaptation forms an additional aspect that can be applied
to a composition model. The reasons therefore range from
adaptive, corrective, perfective, to extensive adaptations
[10]. Consequently, runtime adaptation for CMAs can be
realized with the following techniques:
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Component Adaptation
•

•

•

•

•

•

III. R ELATED W ORK

Adding Components to the composition supports perfective and extensive adaptations: New components
may provide additional data and information to support
a user in his task.
Removing Components which are not used or not
necessary anymore facilitates perfective adaptations. It
must be ensured that removals don’t affect application
operability and stability, and that data loss is prevented.
Exchanging Components combines the above techniques for corrective and adaptive reasons. Challenges
include the state transfer and concurrency problems
during the exchange.
Reconfiguring Components basically changes configuration properties, which can result in internal state
changes, the use of different algorithms, data sources,
etc. This technique is limited to adaptation scenarios
foreseen by component developers.
Adapting Component Interfaces implies a change
of a component’s external interface for interoperability
reasons, e. g., when exchanging one component with
another. This technique involves both the adaptation of
operations, events or the like using adapters, and the
mapping or mediation of data.
Migrating Components between different devices, or
between client and server, can be seen as a combination
of addition and removal along the lines of component
exchange (see above).

Composition Adaptation
•

•

•

Adapting Communication between components is a
powerful technique to adapt control and data flow to
the context.
Adapting Layout of the application means to rearrange
frontend components on the canvas. This can also involve changes to dimensions of individual components
within the layout.
Adapting Screenflow changes the order of views, i. e.,
which UI component is visible at a certain application
state, and the transition between those views.

As stated in [11], both parameter adaptation (reconfiguration) and architectural adaptation (addition, removal,
exchange) are needed and sufficient to support all scenarios
of dynamic adaptation. Thus, with the help of the abovementioned techniques, all adaptation examples sketched out
before are supported.
An additional dimension of adaptation includes the dynamic reconfiguration and migration of the runtime environment, e. g., the dynamic redistribution between client
and server depending on the server load. In this paper,
though, we focus on the adaptation of the component-based
application within a fixed composition environment.
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Several concepts for runtime adaptation have been proposed. A typical representative from Adaptive Hypermedia
is AMACONT [12], which offers an extensible context
framework – similar to our solution – and realizes adaptation
with the help context-dependent variants being part of its
document model. In contrast to our work, the concepts are
based on dynamically generated documents, and adaptation
takes place only when a new document is requested.
Schmidt et al. [13] introduce an event-based adaptation
system for RIAs, which employs an ontology-based user
model and Event-Condition-Action adaptation rules, both of
which served as inspiration for our approach. The solution
does not imply the use of any component or composition
models, though, and concentrates on event detection and
condition evaluation. Consequently, techniques like component exchange are not supported.
ACCADA [14] uses architectural models and an external
control loop for context monitoring and dynamic adaptation.
Thus, adaptation logic is strictly separated from the application. However, it is used to satisfy functional constraints only
– components and adaptation techniques at the presentation
layer are not considered. Similarly, the extensive body of
research in the field of dynamic service composition fails in
this regard. The joint effort here is to enforce composition
plans and utility functions. While initially, this involved
service exchange with regard to functional and QoS requirements [8], more complex service adaptations [15] and more
diverse context information [16] have been used, lately.
Only few academic works have addressed contextawareness for mashup systems, most of which again focus on the initial composition [17] as discussed above.
Most importantly, the Mixup framework [18] comes with
a component model and an event-based runtime similar to
our concepts. Context components resemble sensors which
publish events upon context changes. A sophisticated context
management is not included, though, and the adaptation
techniques are quite limited, e. g., adaptive layout and screen
flow as well as component exchange are not supported.
Further, context components (resembling monitors) are first
class concepts of an application, while we strive for decoupling adaptive behavior from application, i. e., composition
logic.
In summary, none of the approaches to date provides a
generic solution which covers both context management and
dynamic adaptation for interactive CMAs. In the next section
we introduce our solution to this end.
IV. A DAPTING C OMPOSITE M ASHUPS
In this section we present a concept for the runtime adaptation of component-based mashup applications. Therefore,
we propose an adaptation system which can be used with
existing composition environments – in our case the CRUISe
platform [3]. The latter facilitates context-aware component
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selection and integration at application initialization time.
Based on an abstract composition model, suitable components are dynamically chosen with regard to the particular
context. The concept presented here focuses on adaptation at
run time, once the application has been initially composed.
Following a brief overview of the conceptual architecture,
we discuss the definition of adaptive behavior, the strategy to
monitor and manage context data, the realization of adaptation techniques, and the adaptation workflow, subsequently.
A. Architectural Overview
As Figure 1 shows, our adaptation infrastructure is divided
into two parts responsible for the adaptation and context
management, which are coupled with a composition environment.
Adaptivity
Model

Rule

Rule
Engine

Action Implementations

Composition Environment

Context Service
Adapter

Action

Adaptation
Manager

Context
Manager

Context Service

Monitor

Context
Context
Context
Provider
Provider
Provider

Context Management

Adaption Management

Adaption Infrastructure

Figure 1.

Overview of the adaptation system

Adaptation Management carries out adaptations based
on generic Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules. Those
adaptation rules address specific parts of a composite application (component properties and instances, layouts, etc.)
to be modified by adaptation actions subject to (optional)
conditions. The evaluation of adaptation rules is carried out
by the Rule Engine, which subsequently calls the Adaptation
Manager to execute adaptation actions as specified.
Context Management comprises both context monitoring
and modeling. Monitoring within our architecture is carried
out by Monitor components. Context modeling, reasoning
and consistency checking is done by a dedicated system. We
argue that this complex task is best externalized, e. g., to a
Context Service like discussed later. To increase performance
and decrease network load, the Context Manager holds a
local representation of a part of the remote context model
and is updated whenever the latter changes. To keep the
system flexible and extensible, the Context Service Adapter
concept hides service specifics and thus makes it easily
exchangeable.
The application-specific configuration of the adaptation
infrastructure is deduced from platform-specific composition
models. They include adaptive behavior, but may also define
the supported levels of adaptability and the configuration
of context monitors, e. g., update thresholds. Optionally,
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the context service can provide a structural description of
the context model to allow the service adapter to do the
necessary mappings.
B. Description of Adaptive Behavior
The definition of adaptive behavior is usually intertwined
with application code and heavily depends on the composition platform used. For the adaptation system presented here,
we use a platform-independent representation in the form of
declarative XML-based ECA rules. They come with certain
implications regarding the composition environment, such
as event-based communication and a uniform component
model. Yet, those are concepts found with the majority of
existing mashup systems, ranging from industrial solutions
like Yahoo! Pipes to academic approaches such as mashArt
[2]. Generally, the rules remain independent from specific
composition platforms and languages. They are either written manually, but can also – as in our case – be generated
from corresponding information in the composition model
[6]. Each of these Adaptation Rules consists of three parts:
event specifies triggers for the adaptation, conditions need
to be fulfilled to carry out the adaptation, and action defines
the adaptation techniques to be applied. Additionally, every
rule has a unique id and a priority to define the processing
order.
Events define the triggers for adaptation, which may
not only be published by application components, but by
arbitrary parts of the composition environment, as well.
Application events are actuated by components of a CMA
and usually signalize state changes. Context events are issued
by the Context Manager and contain updates of context
parameters. Runtime events are published by the composition
environment, e. g., upon successful component integration.
Thus, they can be used to realize error handling with the
help of adaptation rules instead of imperative programming.
Finally, complex events describe non-atomic event patterns,
such as causal dependencies. This way, a certain sequence
of events can be defined to trigger an adaptation.
Listing 1 shows an exemplary event part of an adaptation
rule. The latter is evaluated whenever a change of the user’s
device’s battery level is detected and propagated.
1

<contextEvent contextParam="/user:currentDevice/dev
:state/dev:batteryLevel" />

Listing 1.

Definition of a rule’s trigger event

The execution of adaptation rules is subject to Conditions. These consist of terms that can be combined with the
help of logic operators (AND, OR) and use binary comparison
operators (>,>=,!=, etc.). Further operators are supported,
such as CONTAINS or such useful for semantic context
representations (TYPE, ISA). Terms contain literal values
or refer to context or event parameters. A typical case for
using the latter is the extraction of a menu item’s name
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from a corresponding itemSelected event. In case of more
complex conditions, SPARQL [19] can be used.
Listing 2 shows a condition, which restricts the adaptation
to mobile devices (lines 7–10) with a battery level below
30% (lines 3–6).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

<condition>
<and>
<term operator="lt">
<contextParam>/user:currentDevice/dev:state/dev
:batteryLevel</contextParam>
<literal> 0.3 </literal>
</term>
<term operator="eq">
<contextParam>/user:currentDevice/dev:isMobile
</contextParam>
<literal> true </literal>
</term>
</and>
</condition>

Listing 2.

Exemplary condition for a rule

Finally, rules contain Actions representing concrete adaptation techniques, which are processed following their priority in a descending order. We use a generic vocabulary
for these actions, which is derived from the techniques
presented in Section II and easily extensible. It includes
component actions addressing one or multiple components
(e. g., removeComponent, reconfigure, setVisibility), channel
actions adapting communication relationships (e. g., subscribe, unsubscribe, removeChannel, fireEvent), and complex
actions changing application-wide concepts (e. g., changeLayout, updateContext).
Listing 3 shows an exemplary component reconfiguration
– in this case the property map city is set to the user’s
current location (a city) referenced from the context model.
1
2
3
4
5

<componentAction priority="9" pointcut="sightmap">
<reconfigureComponent property="map_city">
<contextParam>/user:currentLocation/space:name</
contextParam>
</reconfigureComponent>
</componentAction>

Listing 3.

Adaptation action to reconfigure a component property

The availability and consistency of context data is ensured
by several components forming the context management
subsystem, which are discussed in the next section.
C. Context Monitoring and Management
In this section we discuss how context is monitored,
stored, and made available to adaptation system.
1) Remote Context Management – CroCo: Due to
its complexity, we externalize context management to a
dedicated Context Service. Therefore, we use the ontologybased service C RO C O [20], which allows arbitrary context providers to submit, and context consumers to request
context data via specific service interfaces. Thus, it serves
as a general context supplier for external context-aware
applications and platforms, such as ours.
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Within C RO C O context data is represented by a generic
ontology-based context model, which uses several subontologies describing aspects like time, place, the user, and
his device. With the help of domain profiles, this model
can be extended with additional concepts and relationships
particular for specific domains. For the scenario mentioned
before, we use concepts such as UserProfile (related
to a Person), WebBrowserConfiguration (related
to a WebBrowser being part of a UserProfile), and
UserLocation (a type of City).
By using C RO C O, our adaptation architecture highly
benefits from its sophisticated means to check the consistency of the context model, to detect conflicts, and to infer
additional knowledge with the help of semantic reasoning.
These mechanisms guarantee, that we can rely on a valid and
comprehensive model at minimal cost. Context information
can either by requested synchronously, or consumers register
for specific data, so that they are notified once it changes.
More detailed information on its architecture, inner workings, and the ontology-based model can be found in [20],
including several examples of use.
2) Local Context Management: Our concept entails a
local (client-side) context management to stay independent
from the context service used, and to improve performance.
A slice of the context model relevant for the application
is cached by the adaptation system. That way, not every
context request must be sent to the remote service, but can
be evaluated with the local model which is continuously
synchronized in the background. The following components
are responsible for context management within our system.
Context Monitors are software components of the adaptation system that sense context data. Once it changes,
monitors publish context updates to the Context Manager.
Internally, they process raw context data to comply with
the context model used, e. g., by mapping it to semantic
concepts of an ontology. In addition to the actual data, they
can provide a confidence value as discussed in [20].
The behavior of monitors can be configured as part of the
application model, e. g., to set the minimal time threshold
between context updates, or to request user confirmation
before context updates are published to C RO C O. Monitors
provided by our system itself need not cover all context
parameters used by the application as arbitrary external
context providers may as well contribute to the model.
Further, by implementing a dedicated monitor interface, new
sensors can easily be added.
The Context Manager provides a uniform interface to
the context model, using the local and remote context store,
transparently. Its central responsibility is the local management of context information to minimize synchronous
requests to the Context Service for every single parameter
needed. Therefore, it initially downloads all parameters
required for component configurations and rule evaluations
from C RO C O and registers there to be notified in case of
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D. Dynamic Adaptation Management
Figure 1 illustrates the modules involved in the dynamic
adaptation process and their relation.
The Adaptation Manager’s main responsibility lies in
providing and managing adaptation techniques. Whenever
the evaluation of a rule implies a certain adaptation, the
manager delegates its execution to the corresponding action
implementation. It is also the central management entity
within the adaptation system. Externally it offers a facade,
i. e., an interface to request context parameters and process
adaptation rules. Internally it is responsible for initializing
and managing the other adaptation components. Before the
application initialization, it loads configuration data and
rules and subsequently initializes the Rule Engine, Context
Service Adapter and Context Manager. The Rule Engine is
provided with the necessary rules, and context parameter
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SPARQL result

7

model updates. Upon notification, the local model representation is synchronized with the remote model and context
update events are issued, which trigger processing of the
corresponding adaptation rules. Only on special occasions,
e. g., when complex SPARQL requests need to be evaluated,
requests are forwarded to C RO C O.
Additionally, the Context Manager manages all local
monitors and offers methods for (un)registering and (de)activating them. Their data is passed to C RO C O for validation,
consolidation, merging with the model and reasoning.
Communication with the external context management
facility is handled by Context Service Adapters (CSA),
which hide implementation and interface specifics of the
context service used behind a uniform interface. Hence, it
can be exchanged with an arbitrary local or remote solution,
as long as a proper adapter exists. With regard to C RO C O,
the corresponding adapter transforms the context query and
update events into RDF. Thereby, the implicit creation of
instances and relations may be necessary. To accomplish
this task, structural knowledge about the context model is
needed, which can either be hard-coded into the adapter, or
be provided dynamically by the context service, as is the
case with our system.
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references from component configurations are replaced with
the actual values requested from the Context Manager.
The Rule Engine is designed to evaluate adaptation rules.
Therefore, it is automatically registered to be notified with
all application and runtime events that are referenced by
rules. Upon notification, the engine identifies all affected
rules and sorts them with respect to their priority. Subsequently, their conditions are evaluated and the Adaptation
Manager is called to execute the resulting actions.
Actions are platform-specific implementations of adaptation techniques as discussed above. For every abstract
action there exists a corresponding implementation, which
is naturally specific to the composition environment.
E. Adaptation Process
Figure 2 illustrates the steps of a dynamic adaptation and
the components taking part in this process. Basically two
very similar scenarios can be distinguished: In the simple
case, context updates are sent from the external context
service and result in an adaptation. In the extended case,
updates result from data sensed by local monitors. Figure 2
presents the second case – the simple one is included starting
with step six.
1. A monitor instructs the Context Manager to publish a
detected context change.
2 /3. The Context Manager checks, whether a user confirmation is required to publish such (possibly sensitive)
data to the external context service. As discussed
before, this can be configured as part of the adaptivity
model. If a confirmation is needed, the data is presented to the user to be approved. Upon confirmation,
the updated context data is handed to the CSA.
4 /5. The latter parses the data, generates a representation
particular to the context service and sends it there.
Since we use C RO C O, RDF triples are built to conform
with its service interface.
6. C RO C O carries out consistency checks, validation, and
reasoning of context data. Then, context consumers
registered with the affected data are notified. Consequently, the CSA is informed that parameters relevant
for the evaluation of adaptation rules have changed.
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7 /8. After parsing and transforming the updated context
data into the internal representation, the CSA forwards
it to the Context Manager.
9 /10. The latter updates its local representation of the
context model and informs the Rule Engine about
model changes using the corresponding context events.
11. The Rule Engine analyzes the events, searches for
adaptation rules that apply to the updated context parameters, and evaluates their conditions. If additional
context parameters are referenced, those are obtained
with the help of the Context Manager.
12. Finally, the Rule Engine returns a list of adaptation
actions to be executed to the Adaptation Manager.
13. The latter then chooses a suitable action implementation, triggers and coordinates its execution.
Even though the context information coming from monitors could be directly merged into the local model, it is
instead first sent to the context service. This is for the
obvious reason that C RO C O employs mechanisms for validation, consistency checking and reasoning which determine
whether the information are merged into the model or not.
Furthermore, this round trip ensures that only the context
data needed is processed by the Context Manager.

B. Sample Application TravelGuide
To validate our concept and implementation, we built the
TravelGuide application (Fig. 3) based on the use cases
discussed at the beginning of this paper. To realize the desired behavior, a number of components were implemented,
including a Google Map (on the right, indicating sights
around the user and calculating routes there), a details form
(bottom left), and an image gallery for the sight (top left). As
an alternative to the latter, a video viewer was built which
fetches videos of the sight from YouTube and has the same
interface as the gallery, hence both are exchangeable. All
visible components can be removed, restored, and explicitly
exchanged with alternatives using a drop down menu.
The adaptivity modeled includes context-sensitive configurations, e. g., with user’s native language, and the following
behavior: 1) The map is continuously synchronized with the
user’s location; 2) His interest in cultural activities leads to
the display of optional sights, e. g., museums, on the map; 3)
The overall layout depends on the available screen estate and
dynamically switches between a single- and multi-column
layout; 4) When the battery power of the user’s device falls
below 30%, the video player component is exchanged with
the image gallery in case the device is mobile.

V. I MPLEMENTATION AND U SAGE
Based on the concepts discussed we implemented a prototype of the adaptation system and integrated it with our
composition platform CRUISe. In the following, we outline
relevant parts of our implementation including an exemplary
application realizing the travel guide scenario.
A. Integration of the adaptation system in CRUISe
The adaptation system was integrated with the CRUISe
Thin Server Runtime (TSR), a browser-based composition
environment. Its event-based communication allows for an
easy integration by adding the Adaptation Manager as a
publisher and subscriber to the global event bus. Several
JavaScript-based monitors were implemented, e. g., to detect
browser settings and the approximate location by means of
the Geolocation API (http://dev.w3.org/geo/api/). The local
context model is a JSON representation of C RO C O’s OWLbased model. Communication with C RO C O is realized via
SOAP using a dedicated adapter that generates SPARQL
queries for synchronous requests. Asynchronous context
notifications rely on CometD (http://cometd.org/).
The adaptation rules are derived from the composition
model and dynamically evaluated by the Rule Engine. The
corresponding actions are realized in JavaScript, extending a
universal interface. Adaptability is offered by a component
panel (see Figure 3) with options to minimize, close, and
exchange components with alternatives. The latter proved to
be the most challenging due to the dynamic integration of
new code and the state transfer realized using proxies and
the memento pattern.
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Figure 3.

Adaptive composite TravelGuide application

Overall, our prototype proved to be stable and sufficiently
supported all of the adaptation techniques defined, including
the adaptation of components, their properties and the layout
– both implicitly and explicitly by the user – as well
as the dynamic adaptation of the control and data flow.
Adaptation of component interfaces, i. e., mediation, was
not explicitely modeled, as it is inherentely provided by the
CRUISe platform.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we present an adaptation concept which
successfully transfers the principles of traditional Adaptive
Hypermedia techniques to composite mashup applications.
The definition of adaptive behavior is based on platformand application-independent rules. They define dynamic
adaptation techniques, such as component reconfiguration
and exchange, data and control flow as well as adaptive
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layout and screen flow at run time. To this end, the system
provides context monitoring as well as context management
entities. For the latter, a dedicated, ontology-based context
management service is used, which can be transparently
exchanged. A prototypical implementation of our solution
and its integration with the CRUISe composition platform
proved the feasibility and practicability of our concept.
In summary, we provide a valuable approach for the
adaptation of presentation-oriented mashup applications. It
combines a sophisticated context management with an efficient adaptation runtime, while keeping all means of contextawareness separated from the application. Thus, adaptation
can be handled as an additional aspect. Our system can be
integrated with other composition environments, provided
that platform-specific adaptation actions are implemented.
One aspect that proved challenging was the definition of
adaptive behavior. Even though the rules are easy to understand, the interactions between rules and the interactions
with component-internal adaptivity are hard to overlook
at design-time. Therefore, we are currently investigating
on how to improve modeling and authoring of adaptive
behavior. As part of this effort, we strive for a simplification
and abstraction of the adaptivity model including higherlevel adaptation aspects which take into consideration the
semantics and self-adaptation capabilities of components.
Furthermore, we are working on improving context management, by 1) letting C RO C O autonomously learn and gather
knowledge with the help of other services and 2) incorporating a better deduction of context from user interactions.
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Abstract—On-line track reconstruction is one of the bottlenecks of the pattern recognition task in High-Energy Physics
(HEP). This problem has been traditionally divided into the
sub-tasks of track finding and track fitting. The latter involves
estimating the state of a particle inside a detector moving under
the influence of a magnetic field. For the last twenty or so
years the most popular solution to the track fitting problem
has been the Kalman filter (KF). It is well known that the
KF is only guaranteed to compute the optimal estimator if
the dynamics of the system are linear and subject to Gaussian
noise. However, these conditions are not met in the track fitting
problem, in particular, the dynamics are strongly non-Gaussian
due to effects such as multiple Coulomb scattering and energy
loss. A proposed solution is the “Gaussian sum filter” (GSF)
which runs a bank of KFs to estimate each of the modes of the
noise distributions, modelled here as a mixture of Gaussians.
But this solution is limited by the fact that the GSF uses the
same distribution for every input dataset. To address this issue,
we present in this paper the Input-adaptive KF (IAKF), which
makes use of the dynamic code generation features in Intel’s
ArBB parallel framework to create a GSF that matches the
given (observation) noise distribution. The IAKF further deals
with non-linearity by having the GSF drive, instead of KFs,
the recently proposed Quasi-Monte Carlo KF (QMC-KF), a
generalization of the σ -point KF family. Numerical results are
shown to validate the performance of the IAKF. The generated
code is not only tailored to the data, but takes advantage of
several levels of parallelism in multi-core processors.
Keywords-Nonlinear dynamic systems; quasi-Monte Carlo
(QMC); Kalman filter (KF)

I. I NTRODUCTION
High-Energy Physics (HEP) studies the fundamental components of matter and radiation, as well as their interactions,
thereby addressing questions crucial for the understanding
of the Universe. HEP experiments pose unique challenges
in design, implementation and data analysis. For one, HEP
experiments often have to sort through the massive data
streams produced by particle accelerators. Particle accelerators use electromagnetic fields to induce high-momenta
on sub-atomic particles, whose collisions among each other
generate data that is invaluable to understand matter under
extreme conditions. This data often takes the form of traces,
measurements of various physical aspects of the particle
taken along their collision paths at specific detection points
(the “stations”). A considerable portion of the data mining
that takes place in a HEP experiment is spent in the track
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reconstruction task, which consists of taking the traces
and reconstructing the underlying physical process. Track
reconstruction is often broken up in the complementary subtasks of track finding and track fitting. Track finding involves
associating a set of readings with the likely trajectory of
a specific particle. Track fitting then takes those sets and
determines the values that best conciliate the experimental
readings and the mathematical description of the trajectory.
These values, or state are usually denoted by xk ∈ R5 , and
consist of the exact intersection point of the particle with
each of the detectors, the track direction and the curvature.
A measurement zk is taken at each station k, and a collection
of stations represents a model of the whole detector.
The mathematical setting of this problem is to consider
the particle accelerator as a nonlinear dynamic system [1]:
xk+1 = f (xk ) + ωk

(1)

of which the measurement zk is a function, also polluted by
noise to form the stochastic “observation” process:
zk = h(xk ) + νk

(2)

It can be seen from the notation that the system is
considered as discretized in time with indices k. In the
transition between measurement points k − 1 and k, the
state is considered to be subject to process noise, which is
denoted here by ωk . Moreover, precise observations are not
possible because of the limitations in the measuring model
and instruments, a circumstance which is considered by introducing the measurement noise νk . The precise probability
distributions of ωk and νk heavily depend on the application,
but they are commonly taken to be mutually independent.
The goal of track fitting is then to filter out the noise,
i.e., to calculate the posterior distribution p(xk |z1:k ) at all
measurement indices k, where z1:k denotes a sequence of
observations {zi }ki=1 . The optimal solution to this problem
is given by the recursive Bayesian estimation algorithm
[2], which recursively updates the posterior density of the
system state as new observations arrive. However, it is worth
noting that this recursive solution is only tractable for linear,
Gaussian systems, in which case the closed-form recursive
solution to the Bayesian integral equations is the well-known
Kalman filter (KF). Because in HEP experiments process
noise arises from interactions between charged particles and
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detector materials, the linearity and Gaussianity assumptions
the KF relies on are hardly ever met. The measurement
noise νk is also rarely Gaussian, since in real detectors
there is an ever-present possibility of outlying or ambiguous
observations. Therefore, approximate solutions need to be
applied to this problem.
Approximate filtering for general dynamic state space
systems can be roughly categorized in two approaches:
deterministic and Sequential Monte Carlo-based. The first
approach, which is the focus of this paper, generalizes the
KF, trying to keep its simplicity and well-understood theory
[1], [2], [3]. However, these generalizations suffer from the
fact that filters must be manually constructed from the input
data, or that the same filter is applied to every input dataset,
which degrades the quality of the estimator or require
inordinate user effort. To overcome these disadvantages,
we present the Input-adaptive KF (IAKF), an approximate
solution to the filtering problem based on the KF where
an automatically constructed Gaussian mixture models the
measurement noise and a set of non-linear KFs are used for
the actual filtering. We note that some ideas preliminary to
this paper have been presented in [4], but a paper-length
exposition has never been published.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II
introduces the variants of the KF designed to handle nonlinear dynamics in the presence of non-Gaussian noise.
Our proposed method, the IAKF is presented in Section
III, where we describe its operation and demonstrate its
statistical performance. The most novel feature of the IAKF
is that it is implemented by relying heavily on dynamic
code generation, an aspect we explore in section IV. After a
brief introduction to this technology, we present the dynamic
code generation facilities of ArBB, and how we use them to
implement the IAKF. We also compare previous approaches
to code generation for filtering with our work. Finally, we
conclude in Section V.
II. N ON - LINEAR GENERALIZATIONS TO THE KF
The KF is a prediction/correction scheme with the predicted state and observation being calculated from the estimate at the previous measurement point (or from the prior
distribution p(x0 )):
xk|k−1

=

zk|k−1

= h(xk|k−1 , νk )

f (xk−1|k−1 , ωk )

These predictions are then updated with the innovation,
the difference between predicted and actually observed measurement, modulated with a correcting factor Kk , the Kalman
gain, to render the next state estimate xk|k and corresponding
covariance Pk|k :
xk|k

= xk|k−1 − Kk (zk − zk|k−1 )

Pk|k

= Pk|k−1 − Kk (Pz )k−1 KkT

The KF is optimal (in the least-squares sense) provided
process and measurement mappings are linear, and the
associated noise is Gaussian. However, as mentioned in
Section I, this is not the case in HEP experiments. Below, we
present two general approaches dealing with non-linearities
and non-Gaussianity, particularly relevant to track fitting.
A. Dealing with non-linearities
When considering non-linearities, a common simplifying
assumption is that
p(xk−1 |z1:k−1 ) = N (xk−1|k−1 , Pk−1|k−1 )
p(xk |z1:k−1 ) = N (xk|k−1 , Pk|k−1 )
which makes the filtering distribution p(xk |z1:k ) normally
distributed as well.
The Extended Kalman filter (EKF) is by far the most
popular technique for state estimation on non-linear dynamic
systems. Despite its advantages, the EKF comes at the cost
of considerable shortcomings, most of which result from the
EKF’s linearization of process and measurement equations
around the previous estimate. This does not take into account
the statistical properties of the noise, and may ultimately
cause the divergence of the filter [1].
Alternative approaches go back to the definition of firstand second-moment of the filtering distribution:
xk|k−1

=
=

Z
Z

xk p(xk |z1:k−1 )dxk
f (xk−1 )p(xk−1 |z1:k−1 )dxk−1

The second moment follows the same pattern and is ommitted here due to space restrictions.
In this paper we present the Input-adaptive KF, which
makes use of the QMC-KF algorithm to construct filters that
are tailored to the input data, thereby improving the robustness of a track-fitting system as shown in Section III-B. The
QMC-KF numerically approximates (3) using Monte Carlo
or quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC) integration. QMC-KF [2], a
generalization of σ -point filters, relies on the approximation
n

where ωk and νk are independent and normally-distributed,
with zero mean and covariances Q and R respectively. f is
a stochastic transition kernel from state xk−1 to state xk and
h is a stochastic non-linear mapping from the current state
to the observation. xk−1|k−1 is the state estimate given the
observations z1:k−1 , and xk|k−1 is the predicted estimate for
the next state given the same trace.
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(3)

(i)

xk|k−1 = ∑ f (xk )

(4)

i=1

(i)

where [xk ]ni=1 is a low-discrepancy point set of the appropriate dimensionality (in this work, as in [2], we use
randomized Halton point sets) under some transformation
that maps to a Gaussian distribution. This can be done in
several ways, and we explain our choices in Section III-B.
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B. Dealing with non-Gaussianity
Gaussian distributions are hardly appropriate for the phenomena studied in HEP experiments. Measurements include
outliers and ambiguity that introduce tails in the measurement error distribution νk , whereas the biggest contributors
to process noise, energy loss and multiple scattering, are
highly non-Gaussian. Forcing a Gaussian distribution to
describe these effects greatly reduces the amount of information contained in the true densities, especially in the case
of multimodal densities.
A common approach to avoid information loss while
remaining within the KF framework consists of modelling
the non-Gaussian distributions by Gaussian mixtures. For example, measurement outliers can be handled by a Gaussian
mixture with a “core” component describing the “regular”
measurements, and one or more components describing the
outlier-induced tails [5] (e.g., by a mixture of Gaussians
sharing the mean but with different covariances). Likewise,
ambiguous measurements can be modeled by a mixture of
Gaussians with one component per possible value, i.e., with
the mean set to the possible value and identical variances,
thus concurrently using all possible meanings of the ambiguous measurement. As for process noise, we can model the
tails of the multiple scattering for low-energy particles, or the
highly asymmetric energy loss of electrons by suitable Gaussian sums [6]. In principle, every distribution involved in
the filtering process (state priors, measurement and process
noise) can be modeled as a Gaussian mixture. Taking this
notion as a guideline, Alspach and Sorenson [3] proposed
the Gaussian-sum filter (GSF), where every component of
the mixture is propagated and updated by a standard KF.
This is to say that the GSF consists of a bank of Kalman
filters running in parallel.
III. T HE I NPUT- ADAPTIVE K ALMAN FILTER
All the techniques described in the above section assume
that the same filter will be applied to every input, since
parameters chosen for the filter are fixed at program construction time. This does not reflect the actual system under
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consideration, and may therefore result in inaccurate or
divergent filters. Here we address this issue by dynamically
building the filter based on the input data. In this section
we present the Input-adaptive KF (IAKF), a GSF driving
QMC-KFs with a preprocessing step of data clustering.
A. Operation of the IAKF
Figure 1. shows the conceptual diagram of the IAKF,
whose general operation is as follows: a sample of the tracks
at the first station is read as a training set, assumed to have
been generated by a Gaussian mixture density
l

p(x0 ) = ∑ αi N (µi ,Ci )

(5)

i=1

We fit the training data into the Gaussian mixture, which
models the notion that the measurement noise is multimodal
due to outliers. It is premature to decide a priori how
many terms l the mixture is to have because of the lack
of information on the outlier distribution. Therefore we run
a parameter-estimation task on several candidate component
counts and use a model selection criterion to choose the best
fit among them. The parameter estimation procedure determines the values for mixture parameters and proportions.
Having determined the appropriate number of components,
we generate the corresponding QMC-KF instances, which
will be “baked in” the final filter. Finally that resulting filter
is run on the input data to perform the actual state estimation.
It is worth noting that the mixing proportion of the Gaussian
sum needs to be reweighted at every iteration to maintain
an accurate estimate.
The model selection criteria we use to determine how
many components the Gaussian mixture should have is the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC). For parameter estimation, we have chosen the Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm, a commonly used maximum-likelihood technique
to estimate the parameters of a distribution of a specified
form from training data. As the computational load of the
GSF is directly related to the number of components in the
mixture, we run EM for a low component count (2 to 5).
In the GSF, care must be taken to control the possible
combinatorial explosion of Gaussian terms in the posteriors.
As the IAKF has a fixed number of components, when
any of the constituent QMC-KF estimates becomes multimodal, the smaller components are dropped as to maintain
a constant component count.
B. Numerical evaluation
To validate the computational performance of the IAKF
implementation, we test our system on simulated data.
We use the methodology proposed in [7] to simulate the
transit of a charged particle in a magnetic field. Therefore,
the function f takes the form of a 4th-order Runge-Kutta
solution (with fixed-step size) to the equation
dp = κq(v × B)ds/|v|
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where p is the momentum of the particle, q its charge,
v its velocity, dt = ds/|v| the trajectory length, B the
magnetic field, and κ is a constant. The state is the 5tuple (x, y,tx ,ty , q/|p|) where (x, y)z denote the intersection
of the trajectory with detecting surface z, tx (z) = dx/dz
and ty (z) = dy/dz indicate the particle’s direction at that
point. The observation function h mimics the way silicon
micro-strip detectors carry out measurements, projecting the
x, y-coordinates at the intersections with the stations z. An
illustration of a simplified version of the above system is
shown in Figure 2. The simplifications consist of using an
homogeneous magnetic field and a (uni-modal) Gaussian
noise for both system (a) and measurement (b) noise.

(a) Dynamics process f (motion of
charged particle in a magnetic field)
Figure 2.

(b) Measurement process h

Non-linear functions f and h for track fitting

The actual experimental setup consists of adding 2-, 3and 4-component Gaussians mixture additive noise to the
measurement process on a 7-station detector. The dynamics of the system are encoded in the Runge-Kutta solver
described above.
We test three filters: the Unscented Kalman filter (UKF)
and the IAKF driving both QMC-KFs and traditional Monte
Carlo filters (i.e., a non-linear filter making use of Monte
Carlo integration of the Kalman filter recurrences). Our
QMC-KF filters are fed by a 1024-randomized Halton sequence of state dimension 5. The particular randomization
method is to use an Owen-type scrambling [8].

(a) Covariance trace
Figure 3.

(b) State estimation residuals

Performance of 2-component IAKF (solid) vs UKF (dashed)

Figure 3 illustrates the relative filter efficiency of the
UKF vs the 2-component IAKF/QMC on simulated runs.
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It averages the RMSE (i.e., the trace of the covariance
matrix Pk ) on 1024 tracks on 20 stations subject to a 2component Gaussian mixture “outlier” measurement noise
(i.e., two components with the same mean but different
covariance). It is shown that the IAKF (solid line) presents
a significantly smaller and steadier filtering error than the
UKF (dashed line), thus providing more accurate and stable
state estimation.
IV. RUN - TIME CODE GENERATION OF THE IAKF
When developing a program, there is a constant tension
between information and time: often, decisions about a
program structure have to be made and implemented well
before any input is actually seen; when input data becomes
available to the program, it is too late for the characteristics
of that data to shape the program’s execution in a deep
level. A system that could interpret the specific input and
generate code specifically tailored to that input and the
host environment would see improved performance. Such a
system clearly has the need to programmatically manipulate
program code. This is made easier by a simple, regular
syntax, so systems based on Lisp or its variants are highly
favoured in this type of application. A common solution
to allow the creation and execution of code at run-time in
languages with richer syntax is to provide a special function
(usually called eval) that takes a string containing the
source code to be executed, and executes it immediately.
Incrementally building strings that constitute correct and
complete programs is difficult enough, but having to deal
with dependencies, variables and other bookkeeping that
allows communication between host and created program
constitutes a cost that far outweights the possible benefits.
A more tractable solution has been found to use a twostage approach, where the code to be generated is restricted
to a small domain-specific language (DSL). Instead of feeding text written in this language to an eval-like function, a
full language processing infrastructure processes the DSL
source and somehow injects it to the main code, which
is written in a general-purpose language. The best-known
example of this form of DSL is the pair lex/yacc for
lexer/parser generation, which generates code from the DSL
at compile-time. The recent proliferation of just-in-time
(JIT) compilers has made this two-stage approach possible
at run-time, but the maintenance of two separate source
translation infrastructures is still cumbersome. Recent work
addresses this problem by using an “embedded” variation
of DSL, which uses some facilities of a general-purpose
language, to host a more specific language. Examples of this
technique can be found in a number of modern languages,
like the Spirit [9] parser generator C++ library, the LINQ
language-integrated data-query framework for Microsoft’s
.NET, and most famously, numerous examples in the Ruby
language, like Ruby on Rails. Embedded domain-specific
languages (EDSLs) and JIT compilers are a good fit, as it is
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much easier to develop a compiler for a simple language than
to take on the task of developing an incremental compiler
for a full language.
A central issue when developing EDSLs is the choice of
data structure to represent programs or program fragments.
As stated above, the most natural to use is a string containing
the source of the program to be executed at the next stage.
This representation, however, is rife with problems, as the
contents of a string are effectively out of the control of
the programming language. An alternative is the macro-like
approach incorporated in the Intel Array Building Blocks
(ArBB) library, which is used in this paper and will be
described next.
A. Code generation in ArBB
ArBB, formerly Ct, library [10] is a retargetable dynamic
compilation framework whose main purpose is to facilitate
the coding of programs that are to take advantage of modern
multi- and many-core architectures. As such, it provides a
set of implicitly data-parallel collection data structures and
computational patterns (including map, reduce and prefix
sum). A programmer can make use of this abstract notation
and target several levels of parallelism present in multicore homogeneous systems, as well as potentially heterogeneous accelerator-based many-core architectures (for example, Graphics Processing Units) and cluster-based systems.
A more complete description of ArBB is best found
elsewhere [11]. Here, we focus on the code-generating
aspect. ArBB is a two-stage system, where the programmer
works within the usual confines of the C++ language (the
uncaptured environment), but specifies the functions that
are to be run in parallel using library-provided data types,
functions and control flow (the captured environment). The
rationale for this two-level architecture is that captured code
can be compiled to make maximum use of the system
it is running on: vectorized ALUs, multiple processors,
accelerators and other possible system configurations.
ArBB provides mirrors of C++ control structures in the
form of the ‘keywords’ _if, _for, _while and _do. This
inclusion allows the programmer to express the effect of
the computation serially, even though this computation will
ultimately be performed in parallel. For example, the kernel:
v o i d n r s q r t k e r n e l ( a r b b : : f 3 2 a , a r b b : : f 3 2& s )
{
i f ( a < 0 ) { r e t u r n −1; } e n d i f ;
arbb : : f32 sprev = arbb : : f32 ( 0 ) ;
s = a;
w h i l e ( a r b b : : a b s ( x p r e v −x ) > t o l ) {
sprev = s
s = 0.5 ∗ ( sprev + a / sprev )
} end while ;
}
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can be the argument of a map operator to find the square root
of each (positive) element in an ArBB array. Each invocation
of nr_sqrt_kernel will execute concurrently.
An interesting side effect of this two-level execution
approach can be seen when C++ control flow is used in
captured mode. The following code:
unsigned i n t u n r o l l f a c t o r = 4 ;
v o i d f i l l v e c k e r n e l ( a r b b : : d e n s e<a r b b : : f32>& v ,
arbb : : f32 val ) {
f o r ( s i z e t i = 0 ; i < u n r o l l f a c t o r ; i ++)
{ v [ i ]= v a l ; }
}

has the same effect as unrolling the loop:
v o i d f i l l v e c k e r n e l ( a r b b : : d e n s e<a r b b : : f32>& v ,
arbb : : f32 val )
{
v [0] = val ; v [1] = val ; v [2] = val ; v [3] = val ;
}

In what follows, we will use this sort of template-based
generation to produce QMC-KFs customised to the input.
It is pertinent to note that, while C++ templates are one
form of code generation and programmatic manipulation
(known as metaprogramming), they are an altogether different mechanism from the one described above for ArBB.
C++ template-based metaprogramming is a compile-time
construct that can be used in addition to the run-time
facilities we have explained.
B. The ArBB implementation of the IAKF
We have built an ArBB implementation of the IAKF,
which determines the number of components NUM_KF by
the procedure described in Section III and uses this number
to generate as many QMC-GSF as necessary, in a manner
sketched by:
f o r k = 0 ; k < NUM KF; k ++) {
f o r ( i = N − 1 , i >= 0 , i −− ) {
/ / . . . magnetic f i e l d setup . . .
f i l t e r ( t s , s s , x I n f o , t s . h i t s X 2 . row ( i ) , w, T , C ) ;
f i l t e r ( t s , s s , y I n f o , t s . h i t s Y 2 . row ( i ) , w, T , C ) ;
f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < 3 ; j ++ ) {
H2 [ j ] = H1 [ j ] ;
H1 [ j ] = H0 [ j ] ;
}
z2 = z1 ; z1 = z0 ;
} end for ;
}

The filter kernels are wrapper functions over maps,
which result in a parallelization strategy both over tracks and
over concurrent QMC-KFs. Below we present the results
of some numerical experiments. As an experiment we ran
the filter with 1- and 2-component mixtures to assess the
computational load.
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Figure 4 illustrates a benchmark of our system, running
on a dual-Core Intel i3 at 2.27 GHz. It can be seen from
that the running time is roughly proportional to the number
of components. Beyond that, it is more interesting to note
that the program is scalable, i.e., that the running time
consistently decreases as the number of cores increases. This
is greatly desirable, as core count is only likely to increase
given the current hardware trends.
C. Other approaches to KF code generation
The automatic generation of data analysis programs has
been explored for at least a decade. For example, the
AutoBayes program synthesis system [12] generates C++
code from a declarative specification of the statistical model
via deductive synthesis directed by code templates. As
such, it most resembles the lex/yacc-approach of DSLs
described above, where a separate programming language
infrastructure is required.
Another example of a system that synthesizes KF and
variants code is AutoFILTER [13], which similarly to AutoBayes, outputs C++ code from a textual specification
specialized to the description of noise distributions and
differential equations. An interesting variation that AutoFILTER includes is that it links against the libraries from the
Octave linear algebra system, within which its output is
supposed to be used. This illustrates another aspect of code
generation within C++, its interoperability.
In contrast to the above-mentioned systems, our work only
requires a standard C++ compiler. Furthermore, our generated code takes full advantage of the parallel features of the
architecture the program is running on. On the other hand,
significant work has gone into the automated verification
and certification of the code generated by AutoBayes, an
aspect of considerable importance, which is not covered in
this paper. The interoperability aspect of AutoFILTER is also
a straightforward addition to our system.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work we proposed the Input-adaptive Kalman filter
(IAKF), a member of the deterministic, approximate, nonlinear filter family. In contrast with traditional methods,

the IAKF adapts to the input, running as many filters as
necessary to best fit the input data. This feature, validated
by numerical results, makes its estimates more accurate.
Furthermore, the IAKF is more robust to changes in data
than its non-adaptive counterparts. To implement the IAKF,
we make use of the run-time code generation and compilation afforded us by modern parallelism libraries. It is
our contention that furnishing the end-programmer with
the ability to tailor the program in data-driven programs,
as inferencing systems must be, allows for simple and
straightforward implementation of programs that deal better
with realistic scenarios. Moreover, the improved running
time that modern parallel hardware offers can be put to good
use in more realistic models and greater variety of data.
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Abstract—This study presents work in progress on how to
develop a process-planning tool to handle interaction between
human operators and robots within a robot cell. First, we
introduce how to include human activities in the process flow;
then, we turn to our ideas for communication and feedback
systems inside a robot cell. A small example of how to design
interactive and re-programmable screens is presented.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
When producing automotive vehicles, a large part of the
manufacturing process is automated. The vehicle parts go
through different stations or cells to be adjusted and
assembled and robots and humans have different, usually
isolated, assignments. A typical robot cell might consist of a
couple of robots up to as many as 20 robots. The entire cell is
controlled and coordinated by a PLC (Programmable Logic
Controller) or an industrial computer. A robot might be
assigned a specific manufacturing process or to transport the
product through the cell.
A problem with this type of automated production is the
time it takes to make changes. An update in the vehicle
model or the introduction of a new vehicle in the
manufacturing line could take up to a year or more from
planning to implementation [9]. The goal with our work is
therefore a quicker process with fewer steps involved and
production cells with robots easy to reconfigure and adapt so
the time for changeover can be reduced. As a first step to try
to achieve this goal, a process planning tool, P-SOP (Product
oriented Sequence of Operation), was introduced in our
earlier work [5] where the operators could create a new flow
of activities for a robot cell through dragging and dropping
icons in the tool. The tool then generated code from the
graphical flow chart, which could be uploaded to the robots
and PLCs. The next step to achieve more flexible production
was to include the operator in the process; create possibilities
for humans and robots to interact. The human operators
should be able to go in to the cell and help the robot or
interact with the robot to make the assembly more efficient.
This required new functionality in our tool and a new way of
thinking in the robot cell, involving safety, interaction, and
efficiency issues.
This study will focus on how to reconfigure the software
tool to be adaptable for human-machine interaction during
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the production. We will present our work in progress for how
to 1) communicate to the robot that a part of an assignment is
performed by a human operator, 2) give the human operator
feedback on what to do and where and when to step in, 3)
visualize the work flow, and 4) in real-time analyze the
consequences of a human operator stepping in and
performing a task. In this paper we will discuss how to
change the software tool and how to create an adapting
solution. The work is planned to be performed in two steps;
firstly, create an adaptable tool, where the human interaction
can be predetermined, and secondly, a fully adapting system
where the human, on the fly, can go into the production line
and assist the robot.
Next, we will introduce a brief background followed by
our suggested solution and a small discussion of our work in
progress.
II.

BACKGROUND

This project started a few years back when the industry
of Europe required quicker changeover times for changing
automated production cells. Through a better and quicker
process for how to give the robots instructions and
reconfigure a cell a first step towards reduced changeover
times could be achieved. A team was put together and
worked within the FLEXA project [5, 7] to develop a tool
and work with process development.
In the original process (also the process still used in most
companies), a process planer creates a sketch or workflow
for the activities a part should go through in a specific
production cell. Information about the part, the material and
different constraints are added to the sketch and the
document is then sent to a subcontractor. They turn the
sketch into instructions and code that is uploaded to the
robots and PLC. They configure the cell to be “turn-key”
ready for production. While this is done the process planer
have sent work instructions to the operators of the cell for
what to do and how. To speed up this process the idea is to
exclude the subcontractor and create a tool where the process
planner and operator can make the robots and PLC ready by
themselves. Eventually the idea is to also exclude the process
planer and only have an operator to perform the whole chain
of activities.
A software tool was invented [5], where an operator
could create new sequences or flows of instructions by
combining graphical icons representing different tasks in the
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cell. The sequence is translated into code and downloaded to
the robots and PLC. This made it possible to put together
different tasks for the robot to perform with rather short
notice; creating a more flexible production.
Parallel to this project a second project called Flex Lean
was initiated [6] where safety issues were addressed; due to
safety regulations (HSG43 and EN ISO 13849-1) the humans
are not allowed to be in the robot cell when active. If a
human enters the robot cell during operation, sensors will
activate the safety system. This will initiate the safety control
system to cut power to the robots. Such a response will slow
down production and halt the entire cell. In Flex Lean, these
safety regulations have been further investigated and
different ways for robots and humans to interact have been
introduced within the safety regulations.
These two projects create the foundation for our work in
this study. Where we add more functionality to the tool and
assume that the safety issues of the cell can be solved
through cooperative solutions for robots such as SafeMove
from ABB [2, 12].
A. Related work
A more advanced process simulation tool and theories for
how to best describe, model and simulate process planning
activities are produced within the framework of FLEXA but
by another research group [3, 19]. They have studied how to
create and simulate the sequences in which tasks should be
carried out but also how to include different constraints and
organizational parameters when trying to optimize the
process flow.
Comparing the more advanced tool to the current one in
this study; the current tool tries to focus more on how to
quickly re-program a robot cell and the actual interaction and
communication language between operators and robots while
the other tool focus more on a understanding of the process it
self and the work model. Their tool is used as a guide earlier
in the process when the actual steps of the process are being
determined; they also try to visualize the workflow. In
current work we assume that the process steps have been
already determined by a tool like theirs or similar. We start
with a process plan that has been simulated in earlier steps
and then try to look at how to handle rapid changes in that
sequence and how to, eventually, include the operator in the
process sequence. We will however, in later work, try to
merge the ideas from booth tools.
III.

WORK IN PROGRESS - INTEGRATING HUMAN TASKS IN
PROCESS FLOW

To create a situation where the human operator and the
robots or machines can cooperate we need to adapt 1) the
configuration tool, 2) the interface of communication, 3) the
feedback system, and 4) the physical environment. In the
current study we have initiated work on no. 1, 2 and 3 while
4 is considered in a parallel project and related studies. In our
work we are very aware of the safety issues but also
confident that results from related projects [2, 3, 6, 12, 19,
21] will solve the physical challenges in the robot cell. To a
get better understanding of the requirements for how to
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include the operator in the process, we are closely
cooperating with a number of industrial partners [14].
The work of further developing the configuration tool has
been divided into two sub-steps. In the first step we create an
adaptable tool where the human activity can be preconfigured and planned, analyzed and implemented during
setup of the cell. In the second step this should be possible to
do in real-time from the cell while in action, resulting in
changed activities for the robot during production. We are
currently working on the first step of introducing human
activities into the workflow.
A. Adapting the configuration tool
In Figure 1, an example of a process flow is illustrated,
taken from one of our industrial partners. The flow could be
described as a regular UML activity diagram [1], but we
want to show both the physical robots and their activities,
which is why we use this type of flowchart. The product,
illustrated by a triangle, comes into the flow from the left and
is then moved from station to station until it has passed
through the sequence. Each rectangle in this example
represents a machine or robot that performs a specific task.
In the example in Figure 1, no human activities are included.
If we now introduce activities performed by a human
operator, it could look like the flow presented in Figure 2.
The activity is marked as “human activity” during process
planning and translated into information to the cell. A formal
way to describe the details of the human activity and the
interaction could be to use BPEL4People [11] or any other
standardized modeling language. By clicking the rectangle
marked as a “human activity” a new UML chart or flow
chart should be visible showing each step of the task
performed by the human. A tree view according to GOMS
model (Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection rules) [4]
could be added to the chart to further expand the details. The
goal would be the purpose of the human activity – what is
the human expected to do. The Operators then describe the
particular actions the human must perform to reach the goal.
The order of the operators creates a sequence or a Method.
There might be more than one viable sequence of actions
available and if so the selection rules are used to establish
when to use which method. In Figure 2 the human is
expected to perform an inspection and the GOMS
documentation should then provide information about how to
perform the inspection, what type of inspection it is and if
there are alternative ways depending on the product.
From a software-tool perspective, this looks just like a
small change but in reality this will have major
consequences. The outcome of the human activity has to be
communicated to the robots so that the next robot in the flow
knows how to act. The communication could be through a
broadcast signal or a message sent from the PLC system. The
messages also have to be visualized to the operators in the
screen. This can be done in several ways and is a matter for
future testing.
The overall PLC control system will be responsible for
coordinating the work and keep track of the parts. By using a
unified process description, the system can keep track of the
parts in a sequence of activities.
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Figure 1. An example of a sequence of activities in a production line, created in our process planning tool.

A GOMS document – A
text description of what the
human operator is supposed
to do step by step including
alternative methods – In
this case an Inspection

Figure 2. An example of how a human have taken over one activity in the process flow.
B. An interface for comunication between actors
To solve parts of the communication problem we have to
turn to the actual robot cell. It is here the interaction is being
performed and also here the signals have to be sent from. In
Figure 3 below we see a typical robot cell and a human
operator waiting outside for an activity (left side). Next we
see how the operator goes into the cell (right side) to perform
the tasks. To communicate with the operator it has been
concluded that we need a screen of some sort in the cell.
According to our industrial partners the screen should
have multiple purposes and communicate different types of
information to the operator. The screen should provide the
operator with support for the task at hand but also show the
overall flow so the operator knows where in the flow they
are involved and why.
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Figure 3. A robot cell where an operator is first waiting for
the command to go in (to the left) and then goes into the cell
(to the right) to solve a set of tasks.
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It is beneficial to use symbols and icons the operators are
used to as well as interaction styles that are adapted to the
industrial environment [20]. By using an interface with
different levels of information the operator can get access to
information of the process from a meta level down to
detailed information on materials and assemble instructions.
The interface should show the process flow so that the
operator can see what is going on in the cell in front of him
or her. In Figure 4, an example of our current design
suggestion is illustrated. When an activity in the flowchart is
clicked a set of icons in a menu appear and the operator can
select what to do by clicking one of the icons. In Figure 4
the operator has selected the document mode and a group of
documents, attached to the activity selected, have appeared
in the lower part of the screen. It should then be possible to
open up available documentation for that activity and
detailed descriptions on the different steps.

Figure 4. An example of what a screen for cell interaction
and process information could look like.

half of time. In this screen we have also concluded that it
could be helpful to show instruction for pre-conditions. A
pre-condition could be material or a tool needed for the
assembly, which the operator must fetch and bring with him
or her into the cell before the task can be performed.
C. Creating a feedback system for interacting actors
When the robots have performed a task they signal to the
PLC that the part can be picked up and moved to the next
station. The screens described in previous section should not
only function as information displays they should also adapt
and provide possibilities for the actors to interact. The screen
should be able to signal different scenarios to the operator
but also be used to signal feedback to the robot and to the
PLC. When an action has been performed or a problem has
been solved the human must be able to signal back to the
system. Figure 6 illustrates an example of our current design
for what such a screen could look like. In the figure the
action Inspection is selected and its work tasks are shown as
a list. The list is clickable to provide details for each task. By
clicking a task the operator also gets access to forms for
measurements, error reports and feedback notes. The
operator can use the checkboxes to signal when a task is
completed. When all tasks in an action are performed and
checked the “completed” button will light up and get
available. The operator can then click it and through that
signal to the control system that the action is complete and
that the part can be moved to the next cell. Depending on the
outcome of the activity the PLC will order different actions
for the next step in the flow. If for example the part is
discovered to be defect during inspection the part should be
discard and the PLC will order the moving robots to do this
instead of moving it to the next station in the flow.

According to our background research, the screen should
provide process completion information; time status of the
activity. It should also signal to the operator that it is time for
human activity within the cell and when to go in (see Figure
5). When the operator has entered the cell, the screen should
provide information about the tasks at hand, and be able to
guide the operator through the tasks by providing text and
image descriptions.

Figure 6. The process flow and instructions for the operator.
IV.

Figure 5. An alert message telling the operator that it is time
for him or her to enter the cell in a minute and a half.
In Figure 5 an example of an alert message is displayed
showing that an operator is needed within a minute and a
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DISCUSSION AND CONTINUING WORK

The next step of our work is to gather more information
of how to design the interfaces. We will look at icons, click
patterns, interactions styles, and colors, as well as contents
and information presentation; using established research in
the field [20]. The operators will then be involved in
usability analyzes [16]. Later on, the human operator should
be able to change the process flow during operation by
accessing the tool from the cell; changing a “machine made”
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activity into “performed by operator”. According to
industry, it would be beneficial if a sensor grid could identify
what the operator is doing and by automation change the
activities in the process flow and tell the robot how to
interact. It should be possible to signal to the system and the
robot by hand signals or camera identification when a part
for example has been assembled correctly and then update
the status of that task in the tool. Research has been done [8,
10, 13, 17-18] on this type of Human-Robot inter-action and
should be possible to incorporate in our solution. We have
also concluded that the process planning tool has to be able
to in real-time analyze a change of procedure and estimate
different consequences and produce a risk assessment for the
operator. The idea is that the tool should be able to look at
the process flow and estimate the consequences of different
scenarios. It should be able to tell the operator if it is
beneficial to enter the robot cell at that time or if he or she
should wait a bit depending on how that interruption affects
the robot at that time. The tool should also be able to signal
for help when a robot gets overloaded and falls behind the
work flow, so that an operator can go in and if possible assist
that robot or reassign another robot in the line to help out.
Similar problems have been tackled in research on
holonic manufacturing systems [9, 15, 22, 23]. Here each
robot, machine or operator is assigned with autonomous and
cooperative properties and their activities are determined
through cooperation instead of a centralized system. A large
proportion of the work done within holonic systems is
focused on the technical sides however and our work on
including the operator could perhaps add knowledge to that
domain. Current work in related projects on artificial
intelligence could also render guidance in this matter.
However, this is highly non-trivial and it will require
solutions both from our project and parallel projects within
FLEXA [18, 19] and Flex Lean [6, 7] as well as related work
within the research community. The work from several
projects will eventually be turned into one or two
applications that will be used within our partner industries.

http://www.cdti.es/recursos/doc/eventosCDTI/Aerodays2011/1D4.pdf
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]
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Abstract—Modern societies are heavily dependent upon a
number of critical infrastructure networks that allow our
societies to function, including water, power and transportation.
These networks are open to failure through a range of processes
including shortage of essential resources, breakdowns at key
nodes and surges in demand and this means that effective
management of such networks is challenging. The fungi, an
entire kingdom of life, epitomise successful networks in nature,
demonstrating pervasive growth in harsh environments and a
capacity to optimise resource distribution in space over time.
We detail a graph-based implementation of an established
model of fungal colony growth and recycling that provides a
scheme for efficient resource allocation and distribution. Local
processes of uptake of resource, growth and biomass recycling
lead to non-local emergent patterns of biomass distribution
and colony functioning. This colony growth and recycling in
response to changes in resource supply leads to highly flexible
spatio-temporal resource balancing in the natural world. In our
simulations, we identify fungal colonies that have genotypes
that maximise throughput from prescribed sources to sinks in
a spatial environment, and provide a biological interpretation
to reveal the link between the observed macro-scale pattern
and the micro-scale processes that effect a given solution. This
interpretation is then contextualised in the domain of critical
infrastructure management.
Keywords-adaptive systems; critical infrastructure; biological
metaphors.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern societies are heavily dependent upon a number of critical infrastructures, including energy, transport,
water and telecommunications, that allow our societies to
function in an effective manner [1]. These infrastructures
are interconnected and often have common resource dependencies [2], and have often evolved over long periods
of time without foresight of the extent of future demands
or system interconnectivity [3]. Rinaldi et al. characterise
this interconnected, interdependent mix of networks as a
complex adaptive system [4] where the behaviour of the
whole system is not describable in terms of the component
parts alone but in terms of emergent properties of the whole
system. Ulieru highlights that to preserve functioning across
this adaptive system, a management system must be able to
dynamically reconfigure itself through self-organisation and
self-repairing processes to effect resilience to perturbation
[5], and in later work suggests that natural systems may
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offer routes to solutions [6] since natural systems have many
of the properties sought after in complex adaptive systems
management.
The use of biological metaphors to inspire algorithms for
solving complex problems is already a well developed field
with a long history [7]. Ant colonies have been used as
a metaphor for routing algorithms in telecommunications
networks [8]. Recent work in this field has extended the
metaphor to consider ad-hoc networks [9] and trust provision
in wireless networks [10]. Other biological metaphors for
network management include bees [11] and cell biology
[12]. In the field of biological metaphors, a little explored
but highly successful organism that exhibits features that
are desirable for protecting societys critical infrastructures
are fungi.
Fungi are an entire kingdom of life and are one of the
most successful organisms on the planet, with estimates
suggesting that there may be as many as 1.5 million species
of fungi globally [13]. A fungal colony is a highly successful
organism, demonstrating pervasive growth through and survival in harsh environments such as soil. They achieve this
through their capacity to operate in a decentralised manner,
reacting locally to changes in context while interoperating
at the colony scale and with other organisms and the
environment [14].
Fungi are decentralised transport networks of hyphae that
grow and branch at micrometre scales through the tortuous
porous structure of soils [15]. Resource is taken up locally
through the tips of the hyphae and then redistributed globally
through translocation within the colony [16]. Colonies can
recycle biomass: resource that is converted into hyphal
structure may be remobilised through degradation of local
regions of hyphae and translocated elsewhere in the colony
[17]. This provides fungi with a highly plastic phenotype,
where biomass investment may be dynamically linked to
external resource availability, and local behaviour impacts
on and is impacted by non-local behaviour in the colony
resulting in emergent phenotypes [14].
Bebber et al. recognise that understanding how decentralised, highly flexible fungal colonies that are capable of
pervasive growth, emergent behaviour and self-healing may
inform the design of man-made networks [18]. They show
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that fungal colonies are effective transport networks that
allocate limited resource efficiently. However, models of
fungal colonies from which algorithms may be developed
are scarce [19].
Like fungi, critical infrastructures can be modelled as
graphs [20], i.e. a set of vertices and edges that represent the
critical infrastructure components and connections. Graphs
provide a proven way of representing critical infrastructures
under a wide range of configurations and for many different
domains [2], [20], [21].
Given the superior resource management strategies fungi
adopt we expore the fungi as a metaphor for efficient resource management in critical infrastructure networks. Here,
we examine the trait set that could lead to the development
of a novel bio-inspired algorithm based on [17] for resource
allocation in network structures, exploiting key properties
of fungal colonies to establish a decentralised resource
management. Consequently, an important first step is to
generalise the formulation of the computational model from
the existing 3D lattice implementation to a graph-based
implementation. We show that modelled graph-based fungal
colonies still exhibit the essential emergent phenomena that
make fungal colonies such attractive metaphors.
In our first simulations, we identify the genotypes of
fungal colonies that perform well with regards to network
throughput and provide a biological interpretation to reveal
the link between the observed performance and the model
parameters that effect a given result. This interpretation is
then contextualised in the domain of critical infrastructure
management.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
As a fundamental step in understanding the origins of the
fungal phenotype we developed a model of fungal colony
dynamics and interactions that includes an explicit account
of the physiology of organisms in order to link properties
of the emergent phenotype to underlying physiological processes [17]. The model formulation represents individual
mycelial networks growing in the environment as comprising
three fractions: insulated biomass, non-insulated biomass
and mobile biomass. These essentially relate to but are not
limited to older inactive biomass, active hyphal tips and
internal resource respectively. The relative proportion of
these components is dynamic and determined by four physiological processes: uptake, inter-conversion between mobile
and insulated/non-insulated phases (recycling of biomass),
redistribution of mobile biomass and growth. Further, a
fungal individual is characterised by a trait set (genotype)
which regulates the physiological processes and its interaction with the environment. The model is based on a set
of partial differential equations (Figure 1) which represent
the interdependencies amongst the types of biomass - non
insulated (bn ), insulated (bi ) and mobile biomass (n) and
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Figure 1. Mathematical model describing colony growth and resource
management based on [17]

external resource (s) - and how these change over space
and time [17].
The continuous model outlined above was discretised and
solved using a square lattice. In order to obtain a discrete
graph based approach to fungal colony growth space is now
represented as a hexavalent lattice. The colony is represented
by a set of edges constrained by the architecture of the
hexavalent lattice and each edge may contain all three
fractions of biomass: insulated, non-insulated and mobile
as detailed above. The edges can also possess a prescribed
level of external resources. The key biological processes
described by Falconer’s model [17] are also implemented
over the graph based colony.
Here, simulation of the dynamics of a single colony is
performed and measurement is carried out using resource
sources and sinks. Sources of resource, loosely simulating
patches of concentrated organic material, can be placed
in set locations in the colony allowing the uptake process
to take place and mobile biomass to be introduced to
the colony. Resource sinks represent areas of the colony
investing in, for example, fruiting bodies or colony defenses
and remove mobile biomass at a constant rate. Strategically
placed sources and sinks are used to measure the throughput
and response of the colony.
The complex interplay between the trait values and the
size of the search space led to a genetic algorithm being
used to find the genotypes which performed best. During
the simulation, external resource was introduced into colony
through three sources. Three sinks on the opposite side of
the colony were set up to remove all mobile biomass that
diffused into them. Because the amount of resource going
into the colony was constant, the fitness used was simply the
total amount of biomass that came through the sinks. Table
I lists the traits that were being altered and the meaning of
each. Selection was performed using linear rank selection
and stochastic universal sampling [22].
A population of 40 individual colonies were used in
each generation of the genetic algorithm. With regards to
simulation time, two scenarios were examined: 100 and
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Trait
αi
αn
βi
βn
ζ
θ

Description
Insulated immobilisation [0-1]
Non-insulated immobilisation [0-1]
Insulated mobilisation [0-1]
Non-insulated immobilisation [0-1]
Insulation of non-insulated biomass [0-1]
Non-linear term [1-3]

Table I
A NNOTATED LIST OF TRAITS ( WITH SEARCHABLE RANGES ) FROM THE
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL OF [17] WITH RESPECT TO THE EQUATION SET
IN F IGURE 1

300 time steps. These values were derived from preliminary
studies (not shown). The initial run of 100 time steps resulted
in individuals that had a peak of sink activity just before
simulation termination. To determine whether other trait sets
would outdo the fittest in this scenario if given more time
to become established, the genetic algorithm was also run
with the simulation for each individual being run for 300
time steps.
III. R ESULTS
Falconer et al. (2005) reproduced observable growth patterns in fungal colonies and demonstrated plausible emergent
behaviour. Qualitative comparison of fungal phenotypes using the same parameters as in Falconer et al., 2005 also
showed good correspondence between the continuous and
graph-based implementations (figure 2). In particular, we
looked for the continuous model’s “fairy ring” pattern and
concentric rings (Figure 2) as well as a plateau biomass profile. These patterns were also observable in the discretised
graph-based model.
In both scenarios, the average fitness in a generation of
the genetic algorithm went up over time. While we tried a
run using 200 generations, we found that the average fitness
plateaued before reaching 100 generations and so the results
from this are not included. While the actual values of the
traits of the fittest individuals differ, when the ratio of αi /αn
and βi /βn (insulated/non-insulated immobilisation and mobilisation traits) are viewed by fitness, a clear separation is
found. Figure 3 shows each individual’s immobilisation and
mobilisation ratios against their fitness and shows that fit
individuals tend to have an immobilisation ratio of between
0 and 1 and a mobilisation ratio between 1 and 2. No strong
trends were found involving the two remaining traits, ζ and
θ.
IV. D ISCUSSION
Different colony foraging strategies, i.e. the way in which
the colony extends itself in space over time and the manner
in which the colony growth pattern responds to resource
acquisition - are reflected in the physiological trait set. Consequently, different trait sets may be defined to determine
different resource management strategies - manifest through
dynamic patterns in growth - in critical infrastructures.
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We demonstrate the use of a genetic algorithm search to
identify colony trait sets that provide optimised solutions
to a specific resource management task. Here, in our initial
exploration to determine the most efficient trait sets associated with maximising throughput with constant sourcesink relationships the recycling trait ratios (αi /αn , βi /βn )
converged to [0 -1] and [1-2] respectively across the multiple
runs of the GA.
For this scenario we may interpret this as the fastest
investment (in terms of spatial extent) into a fixed and evenly
distributed infrastructure. This even distribution occurs via
the reallocation of resources from places where it already
exists (recycling of insulated structural biomass, i.e. αn > αi
) to areas where it is required to be established (periphery
of colony, i.e. αn > αi ). This localised, dynamic recycling
behaviour thus maximizing throughput at the global level.
We expect this relation to be different, or at least the magnitude of the ratios to be different, for maximum throughput
associated with changing source-sink relationships and/or
damage to the network. In these contexts the resource
allocation and distribution mechanism must be adaptive in
space over time. We propose that our framework provides
a platform to explore how the colony traits may interact to
promote plasticity in form. This plasticity can allow rapid
switches in foraging strategy and we suggest that a fungal
colony inspired resource management approach may offer
potential in protecting societys critical infrastructures.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
The results reported here consider only a static environment and the capacity of a dynamic colony structure to
optimise resource throughput. Clearly, a static solution may
be identified a priori to such a problem. The most compelling
motivation for using fungi as a metaphor for resource
management in critical infrastructures is the capacity of
colonies to react dynamically to a changing resource regime.
Importantly, our modelling framework does indeed allow
configuration of dynamic environments and simulation of
colony behaviour in that dynamic environment. We will use
the same discretised colony growth and recylcing model
coupled to the genetic algorithm search approach to optimise
traits for dynamic, challenging problems. In particular, we
will consider two main classes of problems. First, we
will identify colonies that are able to deal well with the
challenges of load balancing. To explore this we must vary
over time the level of resource at the sources and measure, as
here, the resource at the sinks. The genetic algorithm search
may optimise throughput in the same way as detailed here.
Second, and more interestingly, we will identify colonies
that are resilient to damage. Damage will be effected by
removing sections of the network and again optimising on
throughput. In both cases, we will undertake systematic
experimentation and seek biological interpretations of the
resulting optimised trait sets.
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Figure 2.

Comparison between continuous model (left) and graph based model (right).

Figure 3.

Trait ratios - 100 time step (left) and 300 time step (right) scenarios

It is anticipated that these analyses will reveal fungi to
be a useful, versatile scheme upon which to base management algorithms in network-based contexts characterised
by uncertainty and variance in demand loading and by the
requirement to function in the face of partial failure.
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Abstract—The High Energy Physics community requires a
large amount of compute resources and had to adopt the Grid
computing paradigm to satisfy its needs. Scheduling of jobs in
the Grid environment is however very challenging, due to the
high autonomy enjoyed by the participating resource
providers, requiring the user community to constantly adapt to
the ever-changing conditions. The CMS experiment addressed
this problem by developing the glideinWMS system, which
addresses this problem by using an overlay compute pool and a
few simple rules for provisioning the needed resources. This
approach has been very successful and is now being used by
several other communities in the Open Science Grid. This
paper provides the description of the glideinWMS system, the
algorithms used as well as an analysis of the experience CMS
has had using the system.
Keywords-layered scheduling; adaptation; glideinWMS.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decade, the high throughput computing in
science has been moving from dedicated compute clusters to
a widely distributed, shared Grid infrastructure in an effort to
distribute the system maintenance effort, increase the
average equipment utilization and gather additional compute
resources in times of need. This paper explores the
challenges of doing Grid-wide user job scheduling in this
environment.
One of the core principles of the Grid paradigm that
makes it so appealing for the scientific resource providers is
the high autonomy enjoyed by each participating compute
cluster, allowing them to participate in the system without
sacrificing neither the quantity nor the quality of compute
resources given to the local users. As a consequence, while
the external, opportunistic users can request to use compute
resources, they have no guarantee if and when those compute
resources will become available.
Another core principle that makes the Grid paradigm
appealing to the user community is, instead, the freedom
users retain to schedule the compute resources the way they
deem more fit; the users are free to choose the product they
like, or for example, only submit to local resources due to the
perceived ease of use. As a consequence, there cannot be a
single Grid-wide job scheduler instance, and there is also no
guarantee that the various instances will exchange
information with one another.
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A Grid-wide scheduler is thus unlikely to ever obtain an
accurate state of the whole system, much less be able to
predict what the state of the system will be in the near future.
Being able to adapt to the ever-changing situation is thus
essential.
This paper describes the approach taken by the
glideinWMS system [1,2], a scheduling solution developed
by the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) experiment [3] and
extensively used in the Open Science Grid (OSG) [4,5]. The
key component of this system is the conceptual simplicity of
the approach; the user scheduling is solved by the use of an
overlay compute pool and the resource provisioning is
handled by just a few simple rules.
A schematic description of the system architecture is
provided in Section II, while Section III provides a detailed
description of the resource provisioning rules. Section IV
provides an analysis of the experience CMS has had using
the system. Finally, Section V provides a comparison against
other Grid-wide scheduling systems.
II.

THE GLIDEINWMS ARCHITECTURE

The glideinWMS approach to Grid-wide user job
scheduling is based on the pilot paradigm. In this paradigm,
the scheduling system does not even try to directly schedule
the user jobs on Grid resources, but instead creates a
dynamic overlay pool of compute resources on top of the
Grid resources, by submitting so-called pilot jobs, and then
schedules user jobs inside this pool. A schematic view of a
pilot system is shown in Fig. 1. More details can be found
in [1].
The pilot jobs are effectively resource provisioners; once
one of them starts on a Grid resource, it takes ownership of
that resource for the allocated lease time, and gives it in
exclusive use of the pilot system, by joining the overlay pool.
The pilot system scheduler thus has complete control over
this overlay pool, and can make scheduling decisions based
on trustworthy information obtained from the provisioned
resources, just as in a truly dedicated compute cluster.
The pilot system, of course, now needs to schedule the
pilots themselves across all the Grid resources, and do this
with only partial information. Due, however, to the nature of
pilot jobs, this task is much simpler than direct Grid-wise
user job scheduling. Unlike user jobs, all pilot job payloads
are the same, and thus the order in which they start is
irrelevant. Moreover, each and every pilot can run jobs from
any user of the community, relinquishing the need of inter-
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Figure 1. A pilot system

pilot priorities. The glideinWMS scheduling algorithms
exploit these properties and do not track the single pilot jobs
themselves, but only monitor and regulate the cardinality of
pilot jobs in the queues.
Somebody, however, still has to actually submit and
track the single pilot jobs as they are submitted to the Grid
sites. In the glideinWMS system this is delegated to a set of
processes called glidein factories, one per logical Grid site,
which are essentially just slaves to the actual scheduling
process, called the VO frontend, as shown in Fig. 2.
The communication between the frontend and a factory is
based on the concept of constant pressure; the frontend
asks the factory to keep a certain number of pending, or idle
pilot jobs in the Grid queue, and to continue to submit new
ones to replace the ones that start running, until the frontend
issues a new request changing that number, possibly to zero.
In Fig. 2, the pressure numbers are represented by letters P
and R.
The adaptability of the system thus lies in the calculating,
at any given point in time, the appropriate pressure point for
each and every Grid site. If the pressure is too low, there may
not be enough idle pilots in a Grid site's queue when
compute resources at the site become available, resulting in a
smaller overlay pool and thus lower user job throughput. If
instead the pressure is too high, the Grid resources added to
the overlay pool may not be needed anymore by any user
job, resulting in wasted CPU cycles.
III.

REGULATING THE PILOT PRESSURE

The pilot jobs are being submitted to Grid sites because
there is an expectation that when they do start up and provide
compute resources to the overlay pool, there will be user jobs
that can make use of them. However, in order to accurately
forecast the available jobs at pilot startup, the system would
need to know the current state of the users' job queue, the
Grid site scheduling policies, the behavior of all other Gridwide schedulers, the behavior of the local users and the run
times of the users' jobs. Only the first one is available to the
glideinWMS VO frontend.
Most of the logic is thus based on the current state of the
users' job queue. At each iteration, the VO frontend collects
the information about all the idle user jobs and matches them
against the information available about the Grid sites,
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Figure 2. The glideinWMS pilot submission

similarly to how the matchmaker in the overlay pool would
do it. The details of what information is available and how is
the matchmaking performed is beyond the scope of this
document, and the interested reader should refer to the
glideinWMS manual [6] instead.
Simply calculating the number of idle user jobs for every
Grid site is however not enough. If a user job is capable of
running on more than one Grid site, simply counting each
job against each matching site will result in double counting
for some. The VO frontend thus keeps track of how many
Grid sites each job matches against, and counts each job as
only the appropriate fraction against each matched site. As
an example, if a job matches against sites A, B and C, it will
be counted as 1/3 against each of them.
Once the weighted count of matched idle user jobs is
computed, the VO frontend calculates the pressure point for
each Grid site as a function of the number of matched idle
user jobs, as in
Ps(t)=f(Is(t)).

(1)

As stated above, knowing the current state of the users'
job queue is not enough to obtain the optimal value.
However, given that there is no easy way to obtain the vast
majority of data needed for a reliable forecast, the VO
frontend does not even try. Instead, the VO frontend uses a
simple heuristic to achieve the desired result.
In our multi-year experience of using the Open Science
Grid, we noticed that Grid jobs tend to start and terminate
with a relatively flat frequency. Most Grid sites will start and
terminate O(10) jobs every few minutes, and it is very rare to
have O(100) Grid jobs terminate in the same period. As
such, having a pressure point of O(10) is sufficient to get
access to the vast majority of available Grid resources.
With the maximum pressure point capped at O(10), the
remaining range is small enough to not require fine tuning.
The VO frontend thus simply divides the number of
currently idle user jobs by 3, resulting in the following
formula:
f(Is(t)) = min(Is(t)/3,Cs).

(2)
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Figure 3. Number of Grid sites used by the CMS glideinWMS system

The factor 3 was chosen pretty arbitrarily, but following
the simple logic that the pressure point should be lower than
the number of idle jobs, in order to not over-provision, and
that the fraction should still be high enough to obtain the
desired amount of Grid resources at an acceptable rate.

Figure 5. CMS user jobs wait times distribution, in minutes

V.

RELATED WORK

The CMS experiment has been using the glideinWMS
system for over two years and has been generally very
satisfied with the experience. The glideinWMS instance at
UCSD is serving a user community of about 4k users and
scheduling their jobs on Grid resources distributed across
about 100 Grid sites located in the Americas, Europe and
Asia. The actual numbers of Grid sites used by user jobs in a
recent month can be seen in Fig. 3.
As simple as the algorithms described above are, the
system proved to be very effective and efficient. Fig. 4
contains the status of the users' job queue in a recent month,
both idle and running. As can be seen, the CMS users have
been using up to about 16k CPUs in that period, with steep
ramp-ups and ramp-downs based on user jobs demand. This
resulted in short wait times for user jobs; as shown in Fig. 5,
most jobs started within an hour.
Furthermore, as an indicator of the overall system
efficiency, the amount of over-provisioned resources, labeled
as Unmatched in both Fig. 4 and Fig. 6, has been
consistently very low and typically represented less than 5%
of all the provisioned resources.
The glideinWMS systems has also been recently adopted
by several other OSG communities [7], with similar results.
It is worth noting that the addition of several other
independent glideinWMS frontend instances has had no
impact on the performance of the CMS frontend.

There are several other products that provide Grid-wide
scheduling. They can be categorized as being either directsubmission or pilot systems.
Two major direct-submission systems are the gLite
Workload Management System (gLiteWMS) [8] and the
Resource Selection Service (ReSS) [9] based OSG
Matchmaker (OSGMM) [10]. Compared to glideinWMS,
both require a more complex setup by requiring continuous
information flow from each and every Grid site. This
approach also is less flexible and more brittle, since the
information source is controlled by the site, and thus cannot
be influenced or verified by the scheduling system; this is not
a problem for pilot-based systems like glideinWMS, because
the needed information is collected directly by the pilots
themselves.
Major pilot-based systems are PanDA [11], DIRAC [12]
and MyCluster [13].
The PanDA approach to scheduling of pilots to Grid sites
is even simpler than the glideinWMS approach; the system
continuously submits pilots to all available Grid sites.
If there are no suitable user jobs available at pilot startup,
it quickly exists, wasting very little wallclock time. The
major drawback of this approach is the high load it imposes
on the batch system of every Grid site. By contrast, the
glideinWMS system only sends out pilots that are expected
to be needed by user jobs, although it too will quickly
terminate them if the submission logic was faulty and there
are no suitable user jobs available.
DIRAC and MyCluster rely instead on separate services
running at each Grid site. This allows them to gather detailed
information about the Grid sites, and thus making a more
informed decision. The major drawback of this approach is

Figure 4. Snapshot of the CMS glideinWMS system

Figure 6. Over-provisioned resources in the CMS glideinWMS system

IV.

OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
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the assumption that Grid sites will allow the Grid schedulers
to install long-lived services at the sites; while this is
possible at some sites, many others do not allow this option,
thus severely limiting the amount of resources that can be
gathered using those systems.
There are also several pilot-based scheduling systems
that require the users to explicitly request pilots at various
Grid sites. These manually-provisioned systems thus lack
end-to-end automation, and a comparison to the glideinWMS
would not be meaningful.
VI.
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Abstract—From self-sufficiency perspective, in an artificial
robotic swarm, the critical parameter that influences the
collective and individual’s behavior is not the time required
to locate and successfully dock to a recharge station in the
arena, rather it is the time a robot occupies a recharge station
to fully recharge its on-board batteries. It becomes critical
because during recharging of a robot, the recharge station is
no longer available for the rest of the modules in the arena.
In a bigger swarm, it becomes impractical due to several
reasons to deploy an equivalent number of recharge stations
in the arena. Therefore, it is of great interest for the system
designers to know the appropriate ratio between the number
of recharge stations and the number of robotic modules. To
test the behavior of an autonomous robotic swarm we have
employed traditional bio-inspired techniques with a simple
threshold based mechanism that uses the on-board state of
charge of a robot to govern and adapt a robot’s behavior in
different scenarios. The paper concludes with the validation of
initial work in Player/Stage simulator and a future work plan.
Keywords-Autonomous robotic systems; trophallaxis; power
management; self-sufficiency; charger to robot ratio; CRR.

I. INTRODUCTION
Long term survivability and autonomy of an autonomous
system (living and artificial) are governed by energy resources available in the environment and its ability to adapt
itself to changing conditions. From the energy autonomy
perspective, foraging as in nature, provides an ability to
a mobile robotic system to be aware of its dynamically
changing energy requirements in order to autonomously
search and regain its replenished energy from the environment. Where as, the adaptiveness empowers a system to
tune its behavior/operations with the internal and external
system dynamics. The foraging principle has been applied
in a variety of ways, to develop the control and behavior
of a robotic swarm – both individually and collectively,
e.g., collection of objects scattered around the arena and to
assemble them in some random or a predefined location [1],
[2], [3], and to investigate the collective behavior of a multirobotic system [4], [5].
According to McFarland, to be energetically autonomous,
the self-sufficiency is an ability of an autonomous system
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to maintain itself in a viable state for a longer period of
time [6]. A self-sufficient robot therefore has the ability to
perform the “basic cycle of work”, i.e., find fuel and refuel
itself [7].
In literature, to prolong the operational time and improve
the energy autonomy of individual autonomous modules in
a robotic swarm different techniques have been applied that
use either, threshold mechanisms which are based on the
battery voltage level [8], activation variables [9], [10], or
time [11] to determine an appropriate action for a robot.
Another approach that has been applied to prolong the
activity time of autonomous robotic systems in a constraint
environment includes “charge station sharing”, as in [11],
[12]. In the said approach, Michaud and Robichaud highlighted the potential issues that arise in an arena with limited
energy resources, e.g., “when is it appropriate for a robot
to recharge”, “how long should the robot recharge itself ”,
“what can be done to preserve energy”. In their approach, the
operational time estimated from the battery voltage is used
to determine the appropriate “time” to recharge a robot.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly
presents the related work. Section III describes the addressed
problem. Section IV then describes the proposed finite state
machine that controls the behavior of a robot in different
scenarios. Section V presents the strategies used to measure
the overall system performance by varying swarm population
and number of recharge stations. Section VI describes the
experimental setup, and later presents and discusses the simulation results. At the end, Section VII draws a conclusion
and presents future work plans.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In an approach of collective energy distribution to achieve
long term survivability, Kubo and Melhuish [13] explored
the idea of robot trophallaxis. Trophallaxis, which is a food
sharing phenomenon found in nature, enables a robot to
donate an amount of its internal energy reserve to its weaker
(having less energy) fellow robots in the swarm. In their
model, the robots that are engaged in a cleaning task share
their energy between each other using a simple collision
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based mechanism in which after a simple arbitration mechanism, one becomes energy “donor” and the other becomes
the energy “recipient”. The system performance was then
measured using three energy transfer rules and by varying
the number of robots with a static recharge station in the
arena.
Recently, Kernbach et. al. in [14] presented a kinetic
model of swarm foraging to maintain energy homeostasis
in an arena with fixed recharge stations. As defined, energy homeostasis is a means of keeping the energy flow
balance/equivalent among the individuals in a robotic swarm.
Their model uses the time spent by the robots during
working, searching, waiting, and recharging, to measure
the energetic efficiency of the swarm. The model then
assumes the charging and discharging time of the robotic
modules to be approx. equal to the same charging and
discharging currents of the Jasmine robot [15]. This means,
while operating in the environment, one half of the swarm
population keeps itself busy in performing the assigned task
and the other half is docked to the recharge stations. The
assumption in other words, sets the number of recharge
stations to half the number of robots in the arena. To increase
the energetic efficiency of the swarm in their work, they
mainly focused on the time spent by the robots during
“searching” and “waiting” for a recharge station rather than
the “charging” and “discharging”(working) time periods.

SOC of competing robots? In a real environment with a large
number of robotic individuals, e.g. > 50 robotic modules, it
is quite impractical to deploy a recharge station for every
single robot in the arena, mainly, due to the cost factor
involved in the production of the large number of recharge
stations and the space requirement in the arena. Therefore,
it is important to know how many recharge stations are
minimally required to keep a sufficient number of robots
alive for a longer period of time in a given environment. In
other words, what should be a sensible charger to robot ratio
(CRR), i.e.,

III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

To survive in an arena with fewer energy resources
for a longer period of time, we have developed a finite
state machine to control an individual’s behavior in the
swarm. Figure 1 shows the finite state machine (FSM) of
an autonomous foraging robot. A robot in its life cycle
goes through the following states: “nesting”, “trophallaxis”,
“searching”, “approach and dock to a recharge station”,
“recharging”, “avoidance”, “waiting”, “faint”, and finally,
“dead”. The transition between the states is triggered either
on external stimuli (from sensor values), e.g. obstacles, or
on internal stimuli, i.e. state of charge (SOC) of a robot. The
state transitions that are triggered on internal stimuli use two
variables: “current state of charge” (SOCcurr ) and the “state
of charge reserved” (SOCres ), which is considered to be the
maximum amount of charge a robotic module can reserve in
order to search and successfully dock to a recharge station
in the arena. The current state of charge of a robot’s battery
pack in percentage is obtained as,

In an artificial robotic swarm, the parameters that control
or effect the self-sufficiency of robotic modules include the
energy availability in the environment, energy required to
regain replenished energy, and the recharging time especially
in case the energy resources are fewer than the number
of robotic modules in the arena. From the system design
perspective, the recharging time of an on-board battery pack,
which is a critical parameter, usually depends on the battery chemistry. For example, the lead-acid battery requires
roughly between 12–16 hours [16], whereas, the lithiumion polymer cells require about 1–2 hours to fully recharge.
Other parameters that depend on the battery chemistry and
are relevant to the robot electronic and mechanical design
include, charge/energy density, supply voltage and the size
of the cells.
In an autonomous robotic swarm, the foremost objective is
the long term survival of a maximum number of modules in
a swarm, as in the case of the SYMBRION/REPLICATOR1
project, which sets a grand challenge, namely 100 robots
surviving 100 days. The fundamental questions that we have
found unanswered in the literature includes: what type and
what level of cooperation is beneficial for the group that
maximizes the number of active modules in the arena? What
is the effect of longer recharging time on the behavior and
1 www.replicators.eu
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CRR =

Number of recharge stations
.
Total number of robots

(1)

As already mentioned, Kernbach et. al. in [14] have proposed
the ratio CRR to be 0.5 – the number of recharge stations
equals half the number of robotic modules, to optimize
the number of active modules in the arena. But with the
assumption that the charging and discharging time of the
robots are equal. Whereas, we want to find out the CRR
value in a scenario where the recharging time is less than
the average discharging/operational time of a robot – roughly
half.
IV. F INITE S TATE M ACHINE FOR C OLLECTIVE
F ORAGING

SOCcurr =

remaining charge
× 100.
maximum charge capacity

(2)

A. Nesting
It is the healthiest state of a robot in its life cycle. A
robot in nesting state has enough energy to explore the
environment, perform the assigned task and if required can
donate its excess charge to any other distressed robot in
the arena. A robot remains in nesting state until it has just
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Figure 1: Finite state machine that controls the behavior of an autonomous robot

enough energy left to autonomously reach and dock to a
recharge station without any external assistance, i.e.,
SOCcurr > SOCres .

After energy exchange, the robot in “faint” state remains in
this state if its SOCcurr remains insufficient to start searching
the recharge station in the arena again, i.e.,
SOCcurr < 0.25 × SOCres .

B. Searching
It is the state in which the highest priority task for a robot
is to search/locate a recharge station in the arena to regain its
replenished energy before it completely runs out of energy.
A robot enters “searching” mode either from the “nesting”
or “trophallaxis” state, when SOCcurr becomes less than or
equals SOCres . This means, when the condition
SOCcurr ≤ SOCres
becomes true, a robot spends its remaining energy for its
survival. For further clarity, the variable SOCres is just a
threshold that assigns the foraging task as the highest priority
task for a robot, when the above condition becomes true.
C. Avoidance
An obstacle can either be a robot, a recharge station or a
boundary wall in the arena, within the detection range of a
robot, which forces it to enter the “avoidance” state for the
period of time the obstacle remains in its detection range.
D. Trophallaxis
This is a bio-inspired phenomenon employed here to
increase the survival time of individual modules in a robotic
swarm. Upon receiving distress messages from a faint robot
a healthy, “nesting” robot in the vicinity automatically aligns
and docks itself to it for the purpose of energy donation. After successfully docking, the “healthy/donor” robot donates
its excess energy, i.e., SOCcurr − SOCres , to the faint robot.
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E. Approach and Dock
Upon detecting either a recharge station or a distressed
robot in the arena, a robot “searching” or “nesting” automatically aligns itself towards its target for the purpose of
docking. In case multiple robots approach the same target,
a recharge station or a distressed robot, those that succumb
return back to their previous state. On successfully docking
with the recharge station, a robot enters “recharging” state.
F. Recharging
As mentioned earlier, in an arena with limited energy
resources the recharging time of a robot becomes critical as
the recharge station becomes unavailable to the rest of the
competing robots in the arena. In case of a REPLICATOR
robotic module, that uses a 6 cells lithium polymer battery
pack, the recharging time is roughly between 1–1.5 hours at
a continuous current corresponding to 1C, i.e., 1400 mA.
Likewise, in simulation, ignoring the time required for
cell balancing, a robot in the state of “recharging” occupies the recharge station no longer than for a duration of
approximately 1 hour, depending on its battery SOCcurr .
G. Waiting
A robot enters the “waiting” state, if it stops receiving
beacon signals from the recharge station while in the “approach and dock” state. This happens in two scenarios: either
when a competing robot in the arena successfully docks to
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the recharge station prior to it, or the robot itself moves
away from the recharge station, so that it misses the line
of sight. A robot remains in waiting state until it starts
receiving charger signals again, or on the expiry of a waiting
timer – Tw . The length of Tw is in fact the amount of time
required to fully recharge a depleted battery pack at 1C. In
our implementation, we set it to 10 minutes to compensate
the frequent/erroneous triggering into “waiting” state, e.g.,
moving away form the line of sight.
H. Fainting
It is the state in which the robot’s remaining SOC is
considered as not enough to search and successfully dock to
a recharge station in the arena. A robot in this state therefore
stops moving and starts broadcasting “distress messages” on
its IR communication channels. In the current framework, a
robot remains in faint state until

C. Learn and Adapt with Trophallaxis
In the above two foraging strategies, i.e., “simple” and
“trophallaxis”, the variable SOCres uses a fixed value, i.e.
70% of max. SOC, for the transition between the FSM states.
In the case described here, with the ability to learn and
adapt, each robot in the swarm learns from the environment
an appropriate value of SOCres each time it successfully
docks to a recharge station from the time it started its
search, to update its previous estimate. Let SOCres (n − 1)
be the value learned at docking instance (n − 1) with a
recharge station, and SOCres (n) be the reserved SOC learned
at current docking instance (n), i.e. the new value. Where,
n = 0, 1, 2, ... The SOCres for the next run was then updated
by taking the average of the two estimates, as,
SOCres (n) =

SOCres (n − 1) + SOCres (n)
,
2

(4)

and, by scaling it,

0.1 × SOCres < SOCcurr < 0.25 × SOCres .

SOCres (n) = SOCres (n) × 1.5,

I. Dead
It is considered to be the end of the life cycle of an
autonomous robot. It is reached from the “faint” state in
case the distressed robot does not receive any aid from the
fellow robots in the arena. It is reached when the condition
SOCcurr ≤ 0.1 × SOCres

(5)

with a factor of “1.5”. The scaling was done to reduce
the effect of the low value of SOCres learned in the two
estimates. Otherwise, an abrupt decrease in the SOCres that
reflects the energy abundance in the environment, may lead
to a false prediction.
D. Stop and Wait

becomes true.
V. F ORAGING S TRATEGIES
To estimate a tradeoff between the number of recharge
stations and robotic modules, we have devised some simple
strategies to measure and compare the performance of a
robotic swarm in different scenarios.
A. Simple
This scenario was in fact devised to compare and evaluate
the results obtained from other techniques. In the simple
scenario, the individual autonomous robots lack the ability
of dynamic collaboration, i.e., trophallaxis. In fact, they are
selfish in the respect that each module is concerned with its
own survival in the arena. In this approach, 70% of the max.
SOC is considered as SOCres .
B. Trophallaxis
Trophallaxis provides an individual the ability to sense
and dynamically cooperate with fellow robots in the arena.
With this ability, a healthy, “nesting” robot becomes a donor
by sharing its excess energy as soon as it docks to a
distressed robot that resides in the “faint” state. Upon a
successful docking it starts donating its excess charge to
it, where the excess amount of charge “E” is calculated as
the difference between SOCcurr and SOCres , i.e.
E

= SOCcurr − SOCres .
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(3)

It’s a simple technique that is based on the idea of energy
conservation. With the “stop and wait” ability, if a robot
stops receiving “charger” signals when in the “approach and
dock” state, instead of switching back to “searching” state
again, it enters the “waiting” state with the assumption that
the charger is occupied by some other robot. A robot remains
in “waiting” state until it starts receiving “charger” signals
again or the waiting timer (Tw ) expires. During waiting state,
a robot stops its locomotion to save its energy while the rest
of the on-board electronics remain active. Further, in the
“stop and wait” topology, a robot disables its trophallaxis
ability and strives only for its own survival.
E. Stop and Wait with Trophallaxis:
It is meant to see the combined effect of two simple
techniques on energy distribution in the swarm. In this
topology, the robots in the swarm on one side preserve their
energy by actively choosing the “wait” state and on the other
side donate their excess energy to fellow robots to increase
the number of active robots in the arena.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP AND RESULTS
At this stage of development, to explore the dynamic
behavior of robotic modules with limited sensing abilities in
the arena, we implemented a simple robot model and the test
scenarios in Stage simulator [17]. For this purpose, we were
provided with an abstract model of a REPLICATOR robot
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in the “Stage” simulator by Wenguo Liu from the Bristol
robotic laboratory (BRL), University of the West of England,
Bristol, UK.

Figure 2: A screen shot of an example scenario in Stage simulator: 6 robots with 2 recharge stations in a simulation arena of
dimensions 4m × 4m

A. Robot Model
The dimensions of the simulated robot model are
80 mm × 80 mm × 80 mm. It has four infra-red (IR)
sensors (one on each side) for communication in the arena,
four status LEDs (one on each side), eight light sensors (two
on each side), four docking units (one on each side), a locomotion drive, a battery pack, and a robot controller. The IR
and light sensors help the robot to perform beacon detection
in order to align itself towards the target. The on-board
partially simulated battery pack as in the original robot,
provides the nominal voltage of 22.2 V with maximum
1400 mAh of charge capacity. Considering 75 % efficiency
of the LiPo battery pack, it finally provides a max. capacity
of 1050 mAh. The battery management module uses a
coulombs counting approach for the estimation of battery capacity and the absolute state of charge. The simulated robot
current consumption values are also taken from empirical
values recorded with real robot hardware. On every time
instant “t”, the on-board electronics current consumption
was taken randomly between 25 mA to 50 mA at nominal
voltage. During random walk the robot’s locomotion drive
consumed a continuous current of 250 mA, whereas the
docking unit that becomes active only during docking and
undocking with a recharge station or to a robot for a period
of 5 seconds as in the original system, drew a current of
55 mA per second.
B. Simulation Results
To explore the foraging behavior of a robotic swarm,
collectively and individually, with limited energy resources
we have varied the number of robots with fixed number
of recharge stations in a simulation arena of 4m × 4m.
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Figure 2 shows a screen shot of an example scenario in
Stage simulator [17] with 6 robotic modules and 2 fixed
recharge stations.
In our experiments we are focusing on the average state of
charge of robotic modules as it provides a rough estimate of
flow of energy and number of dead robots in the arena. The
higher the energy level of the robotic individuals the longer
they can survive on their own which in turn enables them to
perform a variety of tasks collectively and individually in the
arena. Therefore, to get a reliable estimate of average SOC
of a robot and the average number of dead robots in a given
condition, we ran each strategy, as mentioned in section V,
10 times with each robot having an initial SOC of 80 %
of the max. battery capacity. Each time the simulation was
then recorded for a period of 10 hours.
Figure 3 shows the simulation results in three cases
recorded by varying the number of robots in the arena with
a fixed number of recharge stations. In figure 3, the horizontal axis shows the applied “strategies”, and the vertical
axis shows the “average SOC of a robot” in percentage –
averaged over 10 simulation runs. The error bars show the
standard deviation of 10 simulation runs. Figure (3a) shows
the average SOC of a robot, to compare the effect of limited
energy resources in two scenarios: 3 robots with 1 recharge
station (3r1c) and 6 robots with 2 recharge stations (6r2c),
thus keeping the ratio CRR constant, i.e. 0.333. Figure (3b)
shows the average SOC of a robot with CRR = 0.25 in
two scenarios: 4 robots with 1 recharge station (4r1c) and
8 robots with 2 recharge stations (8r2c). And lastly, fig. (3c)
shows the average SOC of a robot with CRR = 0.166 again
in two scenarios: 6 robots with 1 recharge station (6r1c)
and 12 robots with 2 recharge stations (12r2c). Before
discussing the results shown in figure 3, to get an idea of
the applied strategy on the swarm it is important to see the
average number of dead robots at the end of simulation
runs. Figure 4 shows the average number of dead robots
in different scenarios with CRR = 0.333, 0.25, and 0.166.
The horizontal axis shows the applied “strategies”, and the
vertical axis shows the “average number of dead robots”.
The error bars again show the standard deviation of 10
simulation runs.
In the case CRR = 0.33, the trophallaxis feature in a
smaller swarm size neither contributed in increasing the avg.
SOC of robots nor in decreasing the average number of
dead robots. But on the contrary, in the bigger swarm it
improves the avg. SOC of robots and slightly decreases the
avg. dead robots. The “learn and adapt” strategy is barely
able to produce the same results as with the simple strategy.
The “stop and wait” has shown its effect only in the bigger
swarm. In the case CRR = 0.25, the trophallaxis feature
likewise in the smaller swarm fails to show it presence on the
avg. SOC of robots. But the stop and wait strategy together
with trophallaxis feature in the bigger swarm decreases the
avg. no. of dead robots by increasing the avg. SOC of the
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Figure 3: Average state of charge (SOC) of a robot in different
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scenarios with CRR = 0.33, 0.25, and 0.166. The error bars show
the standard deviation of 10 simulation runs.

robots in the swarm. At the end, in the case CRR = 0.166,
we have seen nearly the similar trend in avg. SOC of robotic
modules and the avg. number of dead robots as we have in
case of CRR = 0.25.
Concerning the active number of robots, it is evident from
figure 4, that the “trophallaxis” feature alone especially in
the bigger swarm decreases the avg. number of dead robots
in the arena and its effect is also comparable with the “stop
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with CRR = 0.33, 0.25, and 0.166. The error bars show the standard
deviation of 10 simulation runs.

and wait” strategy. Therefore, the combination of the two
strategies showed a significant decrease in the avg. number
of dead robots, especially in case of CRR = 0.25 and 0.16.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
A. Conclusions
In this paper, we have explored the effect of few potential
issues in a simulated environment that may become critical
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for a robot swarm operating in a real environment with
limited energy resources. For this purpose in our preliminary
work, we have implemented a basic robot model and the
test scenarios in Player/Stage simulator. The performance
of the system is then evaluated from the avg. SOC of
robotic modules and the avg. number of dead robots in the
arena. Considering the two measures, we have seen that the
CRR = 0.25 provides us a fair trade off between the number
of recharge stations and the number of robotic modules in
a closed environment. As in a bigger swarm, the robotic
individuals are able to achieve nearly the same avg. SOC
as in case of CRR = 0.33. This in fact provides us the
motivation to test the system behavior with a bigger swarm
size with the ratio CRR = 0.25.
B. Future Works
In the current framework, a critical parameter that is left
and requires the attention of the system designer is the
system energy loss especially during energy trophallaxis. In
future, along with the simulation work we plan to implement
and test such simple strategies on a real robot swarm, i.e.,
REPLICATOR robotic modules, to compare it with simulation results. The testing on the real hardware also involves
the measurement of energy losses during trophallaxis and
power sharing between the robots.
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Abstract—The internet is evolving from a global information
network to an environment that offers services for all areas of
life and business, such as virtual insurance, online banking,
or entertainment. Such services are created frequently during
runtime by service providers according to specific user needs
and they operate in a network and service environment that
provides unified access to virtualized resources. Since the
number of available services increases rapidly, it is hard for
a client to find appropriate services and to compose them to
useful systems. Additionally, clients may use the services in
changing situations and the set of appropriate services and
their binding should change accordingly to meet the users’
needs in every situation.
In this article, we present an approach which enables the
automatic context-aware binding of services during runtime
to so called dynamic adaptive systems. For this purpose, we
introduce an approach for checking semantical compatibility
1
of services followed by an integrated approach for usageaware service binding. Finally, we present our infrastructure
DAiSI which provides an integrated implementation of both
aspects. DAiSI has been applied to an application prototype
which is also presented in this article and which validates the
applicability of the presented solutions.
Keywords-Service orchestration, service binding, dynamic
adaptive systems, runtime testing, context awareness, runtime
adaptation, user interaction

I. I NTRODUCTION
Software-based systems pervade our daily life – at work as
well as at home. Public administration or enterprise organization can hardly be managed without software-based systems.
We come across devices executing software in nearly every
household. Increasing size, penetration and features of softwarebased systems have brought us to a point, where software-based
systems are the most complex systems engineered by mankind.
Current research areas, like ubiquitous computing, pervasive
computing, or ultra-large scale systems, want to enable the engineering of future software-based systems by sharing a common
trend: Complex software-based systems are no longer considered to have well-defined boundaries. Instead future softwarebased systems are composed of a large number of distributed,
decentralized, autonomous, interacting, cooperating, organically
grown, heterogeneous, and continually evolving services. Adaptation, self-x-properties, and autonomous computing are envisaged in order to respond to short-term changes of these servicebased system itself, the context, or a user’s expectation. Furthermore, to cover the long-term evolution of service-based systems
1 Patent

pending. Patent Nr. 10 2008 050 843.8, 8.10.2008
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becoming larger, more heterogeneous, and long-lived, servicebased systems so called dynamic adaptive service-based systems
must have the ability to continually evolve and grow, even in
situations unknown during development time.
Since the number of available services increases rapidly, the
requirements of a service user – independent of the service
user seen as human end-user or as another service requesting
for services – regarding other services get even more and even
harder to manage. As a result, a service user has to solve similar
problems regarding service discovery, like the cumbersome and
painful task to find information in the Internet with different
web search engines and other, more or less sophisticated tools
currently available. It is still the user (human or machine) who
has to be the active part searching and browsing the World Wide
Web like looking for a needle in a haystack. Similar problems
arise in the Internet of Services: The service user has to be the
active part searching in the Internet of Services for the best
services. Once he has found service candidates, it’s again up
to him to bind and orchestrate these services to the intended
dynamic adaptive service-based system. The following questions
arise regarding this process:
•
•
•
•
•

What services provide (in a dependable manner) the service
user’s required service functionality and quality?
What services fit best to the actual service user’s context?
What services fit best to the actual service user’s usage
intention?
What is required by the selected services?
How can the service binding be established for a dependable and usage-aware orchestration?

The aforementioned characteristics of a dynamic adaptive
service-based system are the reason that classical software engineering approaches need to be enhanced. In traditional software
engineering many aspects like software architecture, testing,
component configuration were considered during design time. In
dynamic adaptive service-based systems several aspects, like for
instance the service selection, binding and orchestration to the
intended dynamic adaptive service-based system, can only be
processed during runtime considering context information and
service users’ intentions.
In the following we will introduce our means to enable
a (semi-)automatic binding of dynamic adaptive service-based
systems. Thus we will first introduce the characteristics of dynamic adaptive service-based systems regarding service bindings. We will continue by giving an example of a dynamic
adaptive service-based system in section III which is used to
illustrate our methods of establishing a service binding in dynamic adaptive service-based systems. Section IV introduces our
approach to achieve dependable, usage-aware service bindings
by applying runtime-testing and considering the context during
service binding. A conclusion rounds up the paper.
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Dependable And Usage-Aware Service Binding

II. DYNAMIC A DAPTIVE S ERVICE -BASED S YSTEMS
FROM A B IRD ’ S E YE V IEW
The Internet of Services offers a frequently dynamically
changing set of services for all areas of life and business. To
fulfill the actual user’s2 needs with respect to it’s context the
proper dynamic adaptive service-based system has to be created
from services contained in the cloud of services. Technical
infrastructures for such a cloud of services are already available,
like for instance OSGi [1] or SOPERA [2].
Using these infrastructures one has to manually define, select,
bind and orchestrate required services respectively one has to
implement a predefined set of possible configurations. Assume
– due to continual evolution and growth of number of existing
services in the cloud – a new, yet not considered, service appears,
which would perfectly fit as an additional configuration option
into the defined set of possible service binding and orchestration
configurations. As long as the manually defined respectively
implemented set of possible configurations will not be re-defined
respectively re-implemented this new service will not be taken
into consideration during selection, binding and orchestration of
the services in the cloud to the desired dynamic adaptive servicebased system.
For that reason, more sophisticated infrastructures have been
developed recently in research and practice, like for instance
Microsoft Extensibility Framework (MEF) [3], ASG [4], KERMETA [5], or DAiSI [6]. These infrastructures provide support
for the top level shown in Figure 1: Infrastructures like for
instance MEF or DAiSI introspect the provided and required
interfaces of existing services and service users in the cloud
and try to automatically bind those that match on the syntactical
level.
Obviously, to provide dependable dynamic adaptive servicebased systems, guaranteeing syntactical compatibility in service
binding is not enough. Therefore one also has to guarantee the
semantical compatibility of a service binding more precisely a
compatible behavior of a service user and its required service to
be bound. Hence as shown in Figure 1 in the next level – semantical compatibility – only those required and provided services
2 Note, users can be human users as well as other services requesting
services from this service cloud.
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Sequence of Events During an Disaster

will be bound that have a compatible syntax and behavior.
As a result we can guarantee the dependability of a service
binding although it will be established automatically during runtime. However we have to go further. It is not enough to establish
only correct bindings: we also have to take care that only those
service bindings that match with the actual context and an actual
user’s intention will be established. For that reasons on the next
level, the context specific level, only bindings between those
services are allowed that match with the actual context. And
finally, to provide dependable and usage-aware service bindings,
the last level selects those bindings from the remaining possible
bindings, which match the current user’s intention.
By applying this four level approach to reduce possible service
bindings finally only dependable and usage-aware bindings are
established. In the next section we will show these four levels
within a concrete application scenario. We use it to illustrate the
infrastructure-related challenges that we face, to enable dynamic
adaptive service-based system with all characteristics described
above.

III. S CENARIO
Imagine a huge disaster like the one, which occurred during
an airshow in Ramstein in 1988. Two planes collided in air
and crashed down into the audience. In cases of such a disaster
the number of casualties exceeds the number of medics by far.
Thus medics need to get a quick overview of the whole situation
before treating individuals. Therefore they do a quick triage [7],
classifying the casualties regarding the severity of their injury, in
order to treat casualties with serious injuries first. The sequence
of events in case of such a disaster is depicted in Figure 2.
In our scenario, medics are supported by an IT system, enabling them to get a quick overview of the overall situation and
to keep track of the physical situation of previously classified
casualties. Medics come along with a medic unit and a bunch
of casualty units. While a medic unit is a smartphone in our
scenario, a casualty unit consists of vital data sensors. Each
medic unit runs a medic application and each casualty unit runs
a casualty service.
Whenever medics discover a casualty in field, they equip him
with a casualty unit and thus the according casualty service of
this casualty unit is started. The medic enters data regarding the
casualty like his identifier, name, gender, or current position on
a medic application. The data entered by the medic is stored by
the casualty service.
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Biosensors like pulse rate sensors or blood pressure sensors
are part of a casualty unit in order to keep the triage class of
the associated casualty up to date if his condition changes over
time. Thus a casualty service executed on a casualty unit enables
medics to capture and monitor a casualty’s physical condition
without needing to be physically present at his place. Within
our example implementation, we used small sensor nodes [8] to
realize casualty units.
After finishing the triage process, medics can use their medic
applications to locate nearby casualties (respectively their services) or those, which need help most urgently. Information
about these casualties is displayed by the medic application. This
information is retrieved from the casualty services.
Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the domain architecture used for
the emergency management system in our scenario. You can see,
that casualty services provide a service interface CasualtySIf,
which is used by medic applications. This interface provides
access to the vital data sensors and enables service users to read
and update the triage class of the associated casualty.

The map is divided into three areas: Area 1 is assigned to
medic M1, area 2 is assigned to M2 and consequently area 3
is assigned to medic M3. The casualties in our example are
classified into two triage classes: slightly injured casualties and
seriously injured casualties. Slightly injured casualties are colored in blue, like casualty e, whereas seriously injured casualties
are colored in red, like a, b, and c. According to the triage class,
medics are responsible for a subset of these casualties. To keep
it simple in our example all medics are responsible for seriously
injured casualties.

e
a
Area 2
M2
Area 1
M1

c
f
b

package EmergencyManagement[
MedicApplication

DomainArchitecture ]

CasualtyService

M3

d

?

Area 3

CasualtySIf
+getPulseRate() : int
+getSystolicBloodPressure() : int
+getDiastolicBloodPressure() : int
+setTriageClass( triageClass : TriageClass )
+getTriageClass() : TriageClass

Figure 3.

<<enumeration>>
TriageClass
Dead
SeriouslyInjured
SlightlyInjured
Unknown

A Domain Architecture for Emergency Management Systems

We distinguish between two kinds of medics. One group
of medics is responsible for the evacuation of slightly injured
casualties while the other group takes care of seriously injured
casualties. Casualties belonging to the aforementioned groups
are displayed on the smartphones of the according medics.
Given that only casualties in the direct vicinity of a medic
should be taken into consideration, only those are displayed on a
medics’ smartphone. Consequently medic get a filtered view of
the situation.
This system is a typical dynamic adaptive service-based system. It consists of a vast array of services which are bound to service users at runtime: casualty services and medic applications.
All services respectively service users can be provided by different vendors. Thus not each medic applications is compatible with
each casualty service; To avoid malfunctions only compatible
medic applications and casualty services may be bound to each
other.
The overall system is evolving during runtime as new casualties may be integrated via their casualty service as well as casualty services may leave the system as casualties are transported
to hospitals for further treatment. Next to this, medics acting as
service users may enter or leave the system at any time.
We use a map depicted in Figure 4 to give you an overview of
the situation which will be considered in the following. The map
depicts all casualties, medics and their locations.
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Figure 4.

A Situation from our Application Scenario

Area 1 is allocated to M1; consequently he is responsible for
casualty b and casualty c.
A closer look at area 2 points out, that medic M2 has the
option to treat either casualty a or casualty f. Casualties c and
e are not bound to his medic application. Casualty c is not bound
to his medic application as he is semantically incompatible to
M2. Casualty e is slightly injured and therefore not bound to
his medic application as M2 is responsible for seriously injured
casualties only.
Area 3 shows the scope of responsibility of M3. A characteristic of M3 needs to be considered: M3 is a medic, who has been at
the disaster location by coincidence. He got slightly injured and
now has to decide if he either wants to be treated as a casualty d
or if he wants to help casualties as medic M3. The latter results
in the fact that b is displayed on M3’s medic application.
Summing up, casualty services can be bound to medic applications in different ways. This article describes the mechanisms
to derive meaningful bindings. These mechanisms can be used
to bind dependable and context aware systems at runtime.

IV. C HALLENGES AND A PPROACHES IN DYNAMIC
A DAPTIVE S ERVICE -BASED S YSTEMS
In the following we describe the challenges associated with
dynamic adaptive service-based systems. We illustrate these
challenges by the means of our scenario introduced before and
depict possible approaches.
Thereby we focus on challenges associated with providing an
infrastructure for dynamic adaptive service-based systems which
is capable of automatic system configuration.
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A. Semantical Compatibility
During the scenario description we already identified several
dimensions that may be considered to restrict the set of possible
system configurations towards a reasonable size. The first dimension is the syntactic and semantic check.
1) Challenge: Dynamic adaptive service-based systems
have to handle the fact that service providers as well as service
users from various vendors may enter and leave the system at
runtime. To allow service users to be bound to service providers
at runtime, common domain architectures containing service interface specifications are provided. This causes the problem that
even if all service providers adhere to this domain architecture,
the system correctness cannot be guaranteed if service bindings
are established which have not been tested in advance. This has
two main causes:
1) A service provider implements a service interface in an
incorrect way (Incorrect service).
2) A service user has implicit assumptions about an service
exceeding the specification from the domain architecture
(Underspecification).
Both causes are relevant in practice. On the one hand we
may face incorrect services at any time, as we have an open
system. On the other hand we need semantic underspecification
in a domain architecture to enable vendors to provide service
providers and service users with unique features.
Each service user may be tested respectively verified in combination with a specific service provider or even with various
service providers. Once a service user is bound to a new service
provider his assumptions might no longer hold resulting in
an incorrect system configuration. Hence, the dependability of
the resulting system can no longer be guaranteed, resulting in
potential system failures. It is thus necessary to make additional
requirements of service users explicit in a way enabling us to
evaluate, whether a specific service provider fulfills them at
runtime.
2) Approaches: The basic assumption of our work is, that
the correctness of all possible system configurations of dynamic
adaptive service-based systems cannot be verified respectively
tested in advance. However, correctness of a specific binding
between a service user and a service provider with respect to
the service interface can be verified in advance. Hence, we still
have to detect and prevent incorrect service bindings at runtime
if we want to establish bindings which have not been tested in
advance.
Our approach is the first step towards dependable dynamic
adaptive service-based systems – since it is a testing approach
we cannot guarantee the correctness of the system. Therefore it
needs to be supplemented with a verification mechanism capable
of proving a restricted set of safety-critical properties of the
system at runtime.
The main question addressed by our approach is, whether
a service provider is compatible to a service user. There are
several approaches to provide (limited) statements regarding the
correctness of service bindings:
• Enriching the domain architecture and its service interface
specifications towards a complete specification. Therefore
not only the service interfaces but also the required environment has to be specified in a semantically sound manner.
This would mean, that the domain architecture contains
a specification, which implies a single specific realization
and leaves no space for unique features provided by single
vendors. Consequently, there is no need for additional
verification of the correct service binding during runtime
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as no different variants are possible. Hence, this is not a
practical approach.
• If service user respectively service provider specify – not
on the domain architecture but on the vendor specific
implementation level – their required respectively provided
service, they are compatible in general, if the specification
of the provided service implies the specification of the
required service [9]. As a consequence we have to prove
the refinement relation between two specifications to ensure
their compatibility. It is well known that for a specification
technique with a high expressiveness (e.g. first order logic,
turing machines) this can not be automatized [10], [11].
If we limit the expressiveness of the used formalism (e.g.
finite state machines, regular expressions, some forms
of temporal logic) this relationship can automatically be
proven [12], [13]. Following this approach, correctness
cannot be guaranteed as we cannot specify some aspects –
usually the critical ones – and therefore cannot verify them
anymore.
• Using pre- and postconditions of the domain architecture
to generate assertions, which are evaluated at runtime.
This enables us to shut down the system, whenever an
incompatibility of service bindings occurs. However we
would like to be able to recognize these incompatibilities
in advance and find an alternate service binding, enabling a
seamlessly continued execution of the system.
• Checking the correctness of service bindings by bisimulation [14]. In this case we need to compare the states of
two simulated system executions for every system execution step: one system is containing the service user and
performs changes to its system state as specified in the
required service specification, the other one is containing
the service provider and performs changes to its system
state as specified in the provided service specification.
Beside the obvious massive performance problems in case
of a recognized incompatibility the only solution is again
shutting down the whole system.
Since none of the previously mentioned approaches is applicable at runtime very well, we propose integrating a runtime testing
approach into a service orchestration infrastructure. Whenever a
service user and a service provider should be bound together, test
cases are executed in advance, which check, whether they match.
Due to changing states of a service user / provider, additional
tests need to be executed at system runtime as well. We need
to show, that these test cases executed during reconfiguration
are good enough to expose mismatches of service bindings.
Whenever a test case fails, the blamable service binding can be
deactivated and the remaining system can still be executed.
In the following we will consider service bindings between
medic applications and casualty services from our scenario introduced before. In this scenario the casualty services act as service
providers implementing the service interface CasualtySIf .
As already discussed in the previous sections, dynamic adaptive service-based systems, like the emergency assistance system
in our application example, are based on a standardized domain
architecture containing interface specifications as shown in Figure 3, For the application example this domain architecture needs
to contain interface CasualtySIf . Medics use this interface to
provide their functionality.
Since we want to build a dependable system binding service
users and service providers developed by different vendors, the
domain model may not only contain syntactical information like
method signatures or datatypes occurring in the interfaces. It also
may contain semantic specifications following the ‘Design by
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Contract’ [15] approach. To specify pre- and postconditions and
invariants we may use mature specification techniques like the
Java Modeling Language (JML) [16].
The specifications for interface CasualtySIf thus may be as
follows. It specifies a method getPulseRate () , which must not
return a negative value, indicated by the following postcondition:
/∗@ ensures (\ result >= 0)@∗/3

The same postcondition is specified for the two methods dealing with blood pressure: getSystolicBloodPressure
() and getDiastolicBloodPressure () . Moreover an invariant
may state the medical knowledge, that the systolic blood
pressure must be greater or equal than the diastolic blood
pressure: /∗@ public invariant getSystolicBloodPressure () >=
getDiastolicBloodPressure () ; @∗/.
Next to this, a medic application may use interface
CasualtySIf to set the triage class by executing the method public
void setTriageClass ( TriageClass tc ) . This enables medic applications in our scenario to calculate the triage class based
on the vital data queried from the casualty and set it directly
at the casualty. Thus in the following a context-aware medic
application can show for example only casualties which are
seriously injured.
Imagine medic M2 from Figure 4 is equipped with a medic
application, which calculates the triage class in a way, that it
sets the triage class to Dead whenever a pulse rate of zero is
returned by the casualty. It does not consider the blood pressure
in addition. This is correct due to the medic application’s implicit
assumption that a blood pressure of zero is implied in this
case as well. This assumption might have been derived directly
from the service interface specification, if this is specified as
follows: ( getPulseRate () ==0) <==> (getSystolicBloodPressure()
==0) <==> (getDiastolicBloodPressure()==0).
However the case might occur, that this assumption will not
hold at runtime, since
• the vendor of the casualty service has implemented the
service interface incorrectly (Incorrect Service)
• the domain architecture does not contain the invariant specified before and thus enables different implementations by
different vendors (Underspecification).
In practice binding M2’s medic application to a casualty,
where this assumption does not hold might lead to misclassifications. Let’s consider that casualty c’s fingerclip measuring the
pulse rate slips off. In this case casualty c would be classified
as dead by M2’s medic application although he still has a blood
pressure greater than zero. This would lead to a situation, where
no medic is sent to this casualty anymore. Thus it is crucial
to detect this incompatibility between medic applications and
casualties.
Now assume that due to dependability reasons dynamic
checkers like the runtime assertion checker JMLRAC [17] are
used during runtime. JMLRAC can be used to execute Java
bytecode, which has been compiled by the JML runtime assertion checker compiler jmlc. This bytecode contains specified
pre- and postconditions as well as invariants. JMLRAC checks
during execution, whether these conditions are satisfied. If any
condition is violated, it generates an exception containing, which
condition has been violated. In the situation depicted above an
exception will state, that an invariant of the casualty service has
been violated: the blood pressure is not zero although the pulse
rate is zero.
3 \result is a JML notation referring to the return value of the specified
method.
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If we consider medic M1, equipped with a medic application which considers blood pressure as well during triage class
calculation, we will recognize another shortcoming. The medic
application of M1 sets the triage class to Dead whenever pulse
rate as well as blood pressure are equal to zero. This means,
that no problem would appear, if this application interacts with
the casualty service – even if the fingerclip slips off. Anyhow
JMLRAC would state that the invariant of the casualty service
has been violated although this would not cause any problems
for a binding to this specific medic application.
As you can see, specifications in JML guiding a runtime
assertion checker help us to detect the incompatibilities within
our example. However we are not satisfied with the results due to
major drawbacks: We may detect incompatibilities which are not
relevant for the binding and we cannot detect incompatibilities
in advance. Service users need to call a method of a service
provider in order to realize, that it does not satisfy their assumptions. Therefore we can only detect wrong behavior at the time
when it occurs. If you think of an in-car scenario, this corresponds to a situation, where we realize, that the inflateAirbag ()
method does not work as we expected exactly when we try to
inflate the airbag due to a major accident. Thus it does not really
help us to establish dependable service bindings. Instead we need
to take all possible means to detect incompatibilities in advance.
To address these drawbacks, we provide an approach which
enables us to automatically establish service bindings in a system
using runtime tests to detect incompatibilities among service
users and service providers. However we can only take advantage
of such an approach, if we have a service orchestration infrastructure, which uses the test results during service binding. In the
past, we developed the Dynamic Adaptive System Infrastructure
DAiSI [6] aiming at dynamic adaptive service-based systems.
As motivated before, we want to detect incompatibilities at
runtime in advance within this infrastructure. This is done by
runtime testing in our approach. The basic idea in our approach
is, that service users specify test cases which are executed on a
service provider at runtime.
Tests need to be executed by DAiSI before a service user is
bound to a service provider (i.e. at binding-time). These tests
decide, whether the behavior of a service provider corresponds
to the expected behavior defined by a service user in terms of
a test case. In our example, the vendor of a medic application
might specify such a test case for required casualty services.
The test case simply queries the sensor and checks, whether the
results are in the expected range. If the tests pass, the integration
infrastructure can bind a tested service to its specific service user.
After binding, the compatibility of service provider and service user needs to be monitored, since this may change over
time when the internal state of service provider or service user
changes. Considering our application example, it does not help,
if the tests at binding time pass, since an incompatibility may
suddenly come up, when the fingerclip measuring the pulse rate
slips off. Thus we need to provide a mechanism enabling us to
execute test cases triggered by state changes of the bound service
users and service providers.
Our approach here is, defining equivalence classes regarding
the state of the service binding. By equivalence classes we
understand state spaces of service user and service provider,
where the same behavior should apply. If we have these classes,
runtime-compliance tests need to be executed each time, when
the state changes in a way, that the equivalence class changes as
well.
The service provider can define equivalence classes based on
the control flow from its implementation. The service user can
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define equivalence classes based on its requirements regarding a
service provider. Both options alone do not help us: equivalence
classes defined for a service binding by a service user can be very
different from the ones defined by a service provider.
One reason for incompatibilities that we want to detect is,
that the understanding of the service binding and therefore the
resulting equivalence class definitions differ. Therefore areas,
where the definitions of equivalence classes differ are especially
important. They could be missed, if we only define equivalence
classes at one endpoint of the binding relation.
Instead our approach is, that equivalence classes for a service
binding are defined by both: service users and service providers.
This however leads us to the question, how they can be combined
in order to derive a changed equivalence class for a service
binding. Our approach is very simple: The service provider as
well as the service user represent the equivalence class for a
service independently simply as a number (e.g. an enumeration
of different behavior expectations regarding the service binding).
The equivalence class for the service binding now is the tuple
containing the service user’s view of the equivalence class and
the service provider’s view of the equivalence class. We call
this tuple a combined equivalence class. Whenever a combined
equivalence class changes towards an untested combination,
runtime-compliance tests need to be executed, since this means,
that the behavior of the provided service or the expectations of
the service user have changed. The service user needs to associate a specific test case with each of its equivalence classes. The
specific test case associated with the current service user’s view
of the equivalence class is executed, if the combined equivalence
class changes.
Looking at our approach from a more abstract point of view,
the system executes a sequence as depicted in Figure 5 to determine, whether a specific service provider behaves as expected by
a specific service user.
3) Evaluation: For our example this means, that the vendor
of the medic application and the vendor of the casualty, define
equivalence classes for the used respectively provided service.
The vendor of the casualty may for example decide, that
its service provides the same behavior regardless of the internal state. Therefore he implements the getEquivalenceClass ()
method for both sensors in a trivial way: The provider’s view
of the equivalence class is 0 all the time (cf. Listing 1).

the orchestration infrastructure, whenever the state of service
provider or service user changes in a way, leading to an untested
combined equivalence class. The execution of these test cases
should determine, whether service user and service provider are
compatible regarding this service binding in the current state
space. Therefore the medic application contains a test case,
which could be specified in a specification language like UML
Testing Profile [18], [19] or TTCN-3 [20], [21] as depicted in
Listing 3.
This test case states, that the medic application in general is
not compatible to casualties, when the pulse is out of range or
when the triage class is calculated to dead even though one of
the sensor values is different from zero. In these cases the test
fails, whereas it passes in all other cases4 .
1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11
12
13

14
1
2
3

public int getEquivalenceClass ( ) {
return 0;
}
Listing 1. A Trivial Implementation
of getEquivalenceClass() for a Casualty.

15
16
17
18
19
20

The vendor of M2’s medic application associates the equivalence classes of the required casualty service directly with the
triage class it calculates for the casualty. The getter for the equivalence classes is depicted in Listing 2. The postfix casualty in
the method name specifies the required service, associated with
this equivalence class definition.
1

2
3

public int getEquivalenceClass casualty
(){
return c a l c u l a t e T r i a g e C l a s s ( c a s u a l t y ) ;
}
Listing 2. Implementation of getEquivalenceClass()
of the Medic Application for Required Casualties.

Next to equivalence classes, the vendor of M2’s medic application needs to define test cases, which are executed by
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21
22
23
24
25

t e s t c a s e I s C a s u a l t y C o m p a t i b l e ( ) runs on
Medic {
casualty . call ( getPulseRate () ) ;
c a s u a l t y . getreply ( getPulseRate :{} value
? ) −> v a l u e p u l s e R a t e {}
casualty . call ( getSystolicBloodPressure
() ) ;
c a s u a l t y . getreply ( getPulseRate :{} value
? ) −> v a l u e s y s t o l i c B l o o d P r e s s u r e
{}
casualty . call ( getDiastolicBloodPressure
() ) ;
c a s u a l t y . getreply ( getPulseRate :{} value
? ) −> v a l u e d i a s t o l i c B l o o d P r e s s u r e
{}
alt {
[ ] g e t E q u i v a l e n c e C l a s s c a s u a l t y ( ) ==
T r i a g e C l a s s . Dead {
i f ( p u l s e R a t e != 0 | |
s y s t o l i c B l o o d P r e s s u r e != 0 | |
d i a s t o l i c B l o o d P r e s s u r e != 0) {
setverdict ( fail ) ;
} else {
i f (0< p u l s e R a t e <300 && 0<
s y s t o l i c B l o o d P r e s s u r e <300 &&
0< d i a s t o l i c B l o o d P r e s s u r e <300)
{
s e t v e r d i c t ( pass ) ;
} else {
setverdict ( fail ) ;
}
}
}
[ ] g e t E q u i v a l e n c e C l a s s c a s u a l t y ( ) ==
TriageClass . SeriouslyInjured {
[...]
}
[...]
}
}
Listing 3. Testcase for Casualties as Defined by the
Medic Application in TTCN-3.

If you now take a look at the situation from our example, we
may initially face the situation, that pulse rate as well as blood
pressure are measured by the sensors. In this case, the combined
4 Note, that the test case in our example is very simple in order to focus
on the general principles of our approach. Of course we can specify much
more complicated test cases using our approach.
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interaction RuntimeComplianceTestsFull
[

RuntimeComplianceTestsFull]

IntegrationInfrastructure

ServiceUser

ServiceProvider

opt
[untested Equivalence Class Combination]
1: setTestingmode(true)
2: setTestingMode(true)
3: setTestingModeForAffectedCommunicationPartners(true)

4: testEquivalenceClass(getEquivalenceClass(existing CommunicationPartner), getEquivalenceClass(unknown CommunicationPartner))
5: directTestInteractiontestEquivalenceClass

6: isCompatibleInCurrentEquivalenceClass

7: isCompatibleInCurrentEquivalenceClass
alt
[isCompatibleInCurrentEquivalenceClass]
8: storeCompatibleEquivalenceClassCombination(getEquivalenceClass(existing CommunicationPartner), getEquivalenceClass(unknown CommunicationPartner))

9: connectTo(unknown CommunicationPartner)

[else]
10: storeIncompatibleEquivalenceClassCombination(getEquivalenceClass(existing CommunicationPartner), getEquivalenceClass(unknown CommunicationPartner))

11: removeConnection(unknown CommunicationPartner)

12: setTestingMode(false)
13: setTestingMode(false)
14: setTestingModeForAffectedCommunicationPartners(false)

Figure 5.

Sequence of the Runtime-Compliance Test in Our Approach.

equivalence class (Provider: 0, User: 1) will be calculated at
runtime for the service binding between medic application and
casualty. The test case defined above will query the sensor values
and will pass. In case the fingerclip of the pulse rate sensor slips
off, the combined equivalence class changes towards (Provider:
0, User: 0) triggering another runtime compliance test. The
test case execution fails, since the triage class is calculated to
dead although the blood pressure is still above zero. Therefore
the orchestration infrastructure will remove the service binding
between M2’s medic application and the casualty service of
casualty c – there might also exist a fallback mode, where the
triage class can be manually set by M2.
The test case of M1’s medic application would not fail, since
it does not require that pulse rate and blood pressure need
to be equal to zero at the same time. Thus the orchestration
infrastructure would maintain the service binding between M1’s
medic application and the casualty service of casualty c.
As described above, we are able to detect incompatibilities
in advance. However there is still a major drawback of the
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runtime-testing approach: Since we are testing the interaction
between service users and service providers at runtime, we need
to ensure that test case execution has no side-effects on our
running system. Our approach therefore integrates a so-called
testing mode.
Before runtime tests are executed, all involved service
providers and service users5 are notified and can transition into
testing mode. Service users respectively providers in testing
mode know, that they cannot rely on the interaction with other
service providers until this mode is deactivated after test execution. This enables service users respectively providers to restore
their state after test execution and to simulate effects (consider
the airbag example sketched before: you do not want, that the
airbag is inflated due to a test execution, therefore the code
inflating the airbag must be substituted by simulation code in
5 A service user respectively provider is involved, if it is directly or
transitively connected by service bindings to the service user respectively
provider, which drives the test or which is currently under test
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MedicSIf
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M2:Medic

CasualtySIf

MedicSIf

ContextSIf

MedicSIf

MedicSIf.getID() = „idM2“

1

CasualtySIf

CasualtySIf
*

distance(C.ContextSIf, M.ContextSIf)< 20

CasualtySIf

CasualtySIf

CasualtySIf

*
ContextSIf

b:Casualty
ContextSIf

c:Casualty
ContextSIf

a:Casualty

C

ContextSIf

Figure 7.

CasualtySIf
*

CasualtySIf.getTriageClass()=
„SeriouslyInjured“

Two Placeholders Defining the Two Required Sets of Services.

Figure 6.
Considered Situation After the Check of Syntactical and
Semantical Compatibility.

testing mode).
Moreover we need to consider, that test-cases may be erroneous. This risk can be limited, if developers of service users use
the same test-cases already during development to test mock-ups
representing the third-party service providers. This enables the
identification of erroneous test-cases at development time.
The runtime testing approach has been implemented within
our DAiSI orchestration infrastructure. It enables us to detect
incompatibilities and remove incorrect bindings at runtime. The
scenario has been exhibited at CeBIT 2009. If you are interested
in the application example, you can find a more detailed description at the exhibit’s webpage [22]. A more detailed description
of our approach and its reference implementation within DAiSI
can be found in [23].

B. Context Awareness
In the section before we introduced a method for checking
the syntactical and semantical compatibility of services. Another
challenge is to use this information to bind those compatible
services to useful context-aware applications. One solution for
the aforementioned challenge is described in this section.
1) Challenge: After restricting the set of services and bindings with respect to syntactical and semantical compatibility,
context information has to be considered, in order to bind the
services to useful applications. A cutout of the situation after
eliminating incompatible services is depicted in Figure 6.
We consider three service providers (the casualties a, b and
c), and two service users (the medics M1 and M2) as shown in
Figure 4. The depicted bindings between service providers and
service users mean that they are syntactically and semantically
compatible. Thus, the shown situation is a result of our runtime
testing approach introduced in the previous section.
This binding is not useful in all applications respectively in
all situations. A useful application in our scenario is to show
only those casualties in the medic application which are located
close to a medic and which are seriously injured. In Figure 4 you
can see that casualty b is located out of range of medic M2 and
that casualty e is only slightly injured. Therefore, the only valid
binding regarding context awareness is to bind M2 to casualty a,
as a is seriously injured and within range of M2. To constraint the
service bindings on application level is the challenge we focus on
in the following.
2) Approach: As indicated before, additional information
about services is needed in order to refine the service binding.
To get this information, we use the methods defined in the
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according service interfaces shown in Figure 3. Additionally we
define a service interface called ContextSIf depicted in Listing
4 containing context information relevant for service binding. In
our example this interface contains positioning information.
1

package de . c a d a i s i . r e p o s i t o r y . s e r v i c e ;

2
3

import j a v a . awt . P o i n t ;

4
5
6
7

public interface ContextSIf {
public Point g e t P o s i t i o n ( ) ;
}
Listing 4.

The ContextSIf service interface.

We will now have a look at how to choose relevant services for
a specific application considering this information first. Later we
will introduce how the distance between medic and casualties
can be taken into account, too. First we want to define that
only those casualties should be connected to the medic which
are injured seriously. To do this, we first define two sets of services, one which realizes the medic functionality, and the other
realizing the casualty functionality. Figure 7 shows a graphical
representation of the two sets of services.
Each dashed rectangle represents a set of services with common properties. We call these rectangles placeholder. During
runtime these placeholders will be filled with services which
meet specific constraints. In the upper-left corner of the rectangles an identifier for each placeholder is given, and in the upperright corner the required cardinality.
The set of appropriate services is defined by several constraints. First it is given, that a service in placeholder M has
to implement the MedicSIf and ContextSIf service interfaces
and that it should require the CasualtySIf service interface.
Furthermore, a call of the method MedicSIf.getID() should return a value equal to ‘idM2’. In that way we pick a specific
medic (M2) for the application. For the placeholder C we define
similar requirements. A service placed here has to implement the
CasualtySIf and ContextSIf service interface and the triage class
has to be ‘SeriouslyInjured’. Thus, only casualties remain which
are seriously injured.
Because properties of services may change over time, the
services filling the placeholders also change periodically. Our
infrastructure is able to observe these properties during runtime
and updates the sets of services accordingly. We call a placeholder activatable, if the number of required services, defined by
the cardinality in the upper-right corner of each placeholder, is
available.
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Having defined these two sets of services, their bindings have
to be defined next. In Figure 7 you can see a binding between
M and C . In this case we define that each service in M can
be bound to an arbitrary number of services in C and that each
service in C can be bound to an arbitrary number of services
in M . Because we already restricted the set M to exactly one
service, the resulting application consists of one medic which is
bound to an arbitrary number of casualties.
Furthermore, the binding defines one additional restriction,
that is, the maximum distance between services in M and C . We
call a binding activatable, if all defined restrictions are fulfilled
by a binding. Our middleware considers these bindings as first
class entities. It observes their properties and compares them
with the according requirements during runtime.
The resulting application is runnable, if all defined placeholders and bindings are activatable. Again, our infrastructure
automatically establishes the required bindings as soon as the
user starts the application and the application is runnable. In the
next section we describe our realization of this infrastructure in
more detail.
3) Evaluation: Our infrastructure is able to handle the restrictions described before while considering the syntactic and
semantic compatibility of the services. To do this, our developed
infrastructure reads an XML based application descriptor where
all constraints can be specified by the application developer.
Such a descriptor looks like depicted in Listing 5.

to implement CasualtySIf. Furthermore, a constraint is given
which says that only services can fill this placeholder that return
‘idM2’ if calling the getID() method. A constraint consists of
three parts: a property, a comparator, and a comparative value.
Our infrastructure will call this method periodically on services
of consideration and check whether the return value meets the
condition.
We implemented some predefined comparators in our middleware, but the set of comparators can be enhanced by application
developers in order to provide comparison of more complex
objects. Finally, the required cardinality for this placeholder
to become activatable is given. The placeholder C is defined
similarly to M .
Additionally, one binding between these two placeholders is
defined within the application descriptor. Here, first the service
interface is given which should be bound. The source and target
tag define the service user and the service provider, respectively.
And finally, it is defined that the distance between service user
and service provider should not be larger than 20. Our infrastructure calls the given method getDistance() and compares the
return value with the given value, again using the predefined
comparator class.

V. C ONCLUSIONS
Binding service users to service providers in dynamic adaptive
service-based systems at runtime is a hard task. Due to the
1
<? xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =”UTF−8” ?>
diversity of service users and services, we usually have several
2
options, how we may bind a specific dynamic adaptive service3
< a p p l i c a t i o n>
based system from them. Dependability and specific usage situa4
<p l a c e h o l d e r name=”M” c a r d i n a l i t y =” 1 ”>
tions help us, to filter meaningful bindings from these options.
5
<p r o v i d e s name=” M e d i c S I f ”>
Thus we can derive meaningful service bindings by applying
6
< c o n s t r a i n t p r o p e r t y =” g e t I D ( ) ” v a l u e
some simple mechanisms. As we did not encounter performance
=” idM2 ” c o m p a r a t o r =” de . c a d a i s i .
problems within our application examples, we did not evaluate
C o m p a r a t o r . e q u a l ” />
the performance impact of our approach, yet.
7
</ p r o v i d e s>
We discussed two aspects of service bindings: semantical
8
<p r o v i d e s name=” C o n t e x t S I f ” />
compatibility and context awareness. To identify semantical
9
< r e q u i r e s name=” C a s u a l t y S I f ” />
incompatible service bindings, we proposed a runtime testing
10
</ p l a c e h o l d e r>
approach. It is based on test cases defined by a service user.
11
The semantical compatibility of service bindings may change
12
<p l a c e h o l d e r name=”C” t y p e =” C a s u a l t y ”>
during runtime as the internal state of a service provider respec13
<p r o v i d e s name=” C a s u a l t y S I f ”>
tively service user. Since runtime testing only gives a snapshot
14
< c o n s t r a i n t p r o p e r t y =” g e t T r i a g e C l a s s
of semantical compatibility at the time of test case execution,
( ) ” v a l u e =” S e r i o u s l y I n j u r e d ”
we propose to define equivalence classes for a service binding.
c o m p a r a t o r =” de . c a d a i s i .
An equivalence class states, that equivalent behavior of the
C o m p a r a t o r . e q u a l ” />
associated service is provided respectively expected.
15
</ p r o v i d e s>
These equivalence classes are defined by the service users
16
<p r o v i d e s name=” C o n t e x t S I f ” />
as well as at the service providers side. An orchestration in17
</ p l a c e h o l d e r>
frastructure can monitor the equivalence classes and repeat test
18
execution when one of those equivalence classes changes at run19
<b i n d i n g s e r v i c e =” C a s u a l t y S I f ”>
time. Thus we can identify service bindings which are semantical
20
<s o u r c e name=”M” c a r d i n a l i t y =” ∗ ” />
incompatible and prevent that they are established at system
21
< t a r g e t name=”C” c a r d i n a l i t y =” ∗ ” />
runtime by our orchestration infrastructure.
22
< c o n s t r a i n t p r o p e r t y =” de . c a d a i s i .
The second aspect we discussed in this article was the contextC o n t e x t . g e t D i s t a n c e (M, C) ” v a l u e =”
aware service binding. Based on the identified syntactical and
20 ” c o m p a r a t o r =” de . c a d a i s i .
semantical compatible service bindings, a useful application has
C o m p a r a t o r . l e s s T h a n ” />
to be built which is able to react on context changes. To do this,
23
</ b i n d i n g>
we introduced the placeholder concept, where each placeholder
24
</ a p p l i c a t i o n>
defines a set of services based on common characteristics. These
characteristics are on the one hand provided and required service
Listing 5. An Application Descriptor for the Emergency Management
interfaces. On the other hand we showed how we make use
System.
of information provided by service interfaces in order to refine
the according set of services. Additionally, possible bindings
In this XML file, two placeholders are defined which represent the placeholders described in the previous section. One
between services have been restricted also using information
provided by service interfaces.
requirement for services to fill placeholder M is that they have
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Based on our existing infrastructure DAiSI [6] we realized
an orchestration infrastructure, which is capable of deriving and
establishing valid and meaningful service bindings regarding
dependability [23] and context awareness. Using DAiSI we can
establish service bindings in dynamic adaptive service-based
systems automatically at runtime. Thus a vendor of a serviceoriented application does not need to deal with service discovery
and binding anymore, since this task is performed by our infrastructure.
An open issue regarding service binding is the involvement of
the user. Despite considering dependability and context awareness, our orchestration infrastructure may determine multiple
valid service bindings. Our infrastructure cannot reason about
the quality of these bindings any further and thus will establish
any of these bindings. However the user might be able to chose
a service binding based on his specific goals. One of these
situations occurs in our scenario; the medic M3 is injured and
has to decide if he either wants to be displayed as a casualty or
as a medic. Since the infrastructure cannot decide this, it makes
a user-driven decision indispensable. This user-integration into
the binding process is only at a conceptual stage at the moment.
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Abstract—Thalamus is the relay station for most sensory
information between peripheral receptors and the cortical areas.
There is cumulative evidence showing that thalamus actively
gates information flow. An important issue about this role is that
thalamus adjusts its response mode according to the sensory
information arrived. The corticothalamic feedback signal has
been suggested to be essential for such adjustment. In this paper,
we pieced together the experimental evidence in a realistic multilayer network model of the thalamocortical circuit and examined
its behavior in response to sinusoidal inputs. The results
reproduced the burst/tonic responsive modes and feedback
signal’s role in mode transition.
Keywords-thalamus; cortex; feedback; response mode.

I.

INTRODUCTION

While sensory signals are detected in peripheral receptors,
cortical processing of such signals is responsible for the
perceptual experience. On the passage from periphery to
cortex, there is the relay station of thalamus. Cumulating
evidence has shown that the relay function of thalamus is not
simply “passing by” but active processing. This processing is
modulated by various inputs to thalamus other than those
from the peripheral sensory organs. These inputs, including
those from cerebral cortex and brainstem, modulate the
thalamic nuclei’s state and control their gating properties in
neuronal information processing.
Since 1990s, the thalamic relay cells have been shown to
exhibit two distinct modes, burst and tonic, in responding to
the sensory inputs [3]. Neurons in burst mode are shown to
be more efficient in signal detection and found mostly when
the animal is in drowsy or sleeping state. In contrast, in tonic
mode neurons have higher fidelity in signal transmission and
tonic mode is related to alert and behaving states. The
transition between burst and tonic modes is suggested to be
dependent on the recent membrane potential history before
the coming of sensory information. Based on such results
and the reciprocal connection between thalamic relay nuclei
and their related cortical areas, there emerges the “wake-up
call” hypothesis that the feedback information from cerebral
cortex can switch the relay cells from burst mode to tonic
mode by depolarization. This hypothesis is attracting since it
offers a versatile transfer function dealing with various
stimuli and brain states like a self-adapting filter. The
evidence supporting this hypothesis is still being gathered
and in need of tidying up. Murray Sherman and his
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colleagues have illustrated the kinetics of low threshold
calcium channel (IT) [4] and shown that it may contribute to
the transition between burst and tonic modes of thalamic
relay cells in an integrate-and-fire-or-burst model [5].
Based on their work, we want to test the “wake-up call”
hypothesis in a multi-layered network with integrate-andfire-or-burst neurons. The model is focused on the
interaction between thalamus and cortex. Neocortex is
composed of 6 layers in which layer IV and layer VI receive
thalamic inputs. While the signal to layer IV are passed
through layer II/III, layer V, and then to higher thalamic
nuclei and brainstem, layer VI sends feedback afferent to the
thalamic relay nuclei from which it receives input. Given this
specific connection of layer VI and our simulation resource
limit, we omitted the cortical layers other than layer VI and
higher thalamic nuclei from our current model. Our results
showed that feedback is essential in controlling the relay
cells’ mode transition. We also explored the input
frequency’s role in shaping the stimulation-response mode
relationship and proposed that this supports that the mode
transition is essential in controlling the animal states.
In the contribution below, we first introduce the network
structure of our model, then list parameters employed in the
simulation, and finally show simulation results about the
network under various stimulation paradigm. The
significance of the results is discussed finally.
II.

METHODS

A. Network structure
The network comprises two layers, one thalamic and one
cortical. There were five populations in thalamic layer,
resembling cells in a barrel-like structure of relay nucleus,
with various tuning on stimulation features, such as
directions and velocity of whisker reflection. Each relay cell
population (resting potential, Vrelay) was reciprocally and
specifically connected with a neuron population in the
cortical layer. The reciprocal connection was assigned
according to the anatomical features of layer VI excitatory
neurons (resting potential, Vpyr), which offer the corticofugal
feedback signals [6]. The specific one-to-one connection was
assigned since the stimulation features are preserved in the
thalamocortical projections. There was a representative
homogenous population of layer VI inhibitory interneuron,
basket cell (resting potential, Vbask), in the cortical layer.
According to Swadlow et al [7], the thalamocortical inputs to
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the layer IV interneurons are divergent and convergent,
blurring the stimulation features. Similarly we assigned layer
VI inhibitory interneuron with inputs from all thalamic relay
cells and outputs to all cortical excitatory cells, sharing the
same number with thalamic cells. The 1 from 6 ratio of
inhibitory interneurons is near the general proportion,
20~30 % in cerebral cortex [8].
B. The integrate-and-fire-or-burst model
The neurons in our network were described by the
integrate-and-fire-or-burst (IFB) model taken from [5] and
[9]. The IFB model was constructed by adding a slow
variable to a classical integrate-and-fire neuron model. The
neuronal model contains two equations, one for voltage and
one for calcium current:

D. Cellular and synaptic parameters
These parameters were collected from several sources
and listed below, as table 1, 2, and 3.
III.

RESULTS

A. Burst and tonic modes in relay cells
We thoroughly tested the model’s response to several
sets of parameters including baseline current, amplitude of
sinusoidal inputs and sinusoidal frequency. Two
representative results are showed in Figure 1a and 1b. The
baseline current strongly determines the response mode of
relay cells, consistent with Sherman et al’s results that the
low and high baseline current lead to burst and tonic mode,
respectively.

 B. Frequency dependency of mode transition
The whole sets of results are shown in Figure 2. For both
dh/dt=－h/h－, if V≥Vh ;
low baseline situations with (Figure 2a) and without
feedback (Figure 2b), the response mode transition is
 dependent on input frequency. At both situations, the
 (1－h)/h+, if VVh 
emergence of burst mode response from originally silent
cells are relatively transiently as the stimulus increases for
where IL =gL×(V－VL) is a constant conductance leakage
the high frequency stimulation and smoothly for the low
2+
current, IT is the low threshold Ca current, and IS and ID are
two synaptic currents. An action potential occurred
TABLE I.
CELLULAR PARAMETERS
whenever the membrane potential reaches the firing
Values and Sources
Parathreshold (Vtheta). There was an absolute refractory period τrp
meters
Value
Unit
Reference
(4 ms) during which the voltage of neurons remains at Vreset.
Vθ
-35
mV
[5]
The low-threshold Ca2+ current was described as IT= gT×m∞
× h × (V － VT), where m ∞ = (V － Vh) represents
VL
-65
mV
[5]
instantaneous voltage-dependent activation, and  is the
Vreset
-50
mV
[5]
Heaviside step function.
-2
The input to the network was as following: (1) simulation
C
2
μF*cm
[5]
begins with a pre-cue time interval lasting for 500 ms, during
-2
gL
0.035
mS*cm
[5]
which the network receives only noise and will exhibit
spontaneous activity; (2) in the stimulus presentation period,
Vh
-60
mV
[5]
the input of sinusoidal current I0+II*sin(f) lasted for 5000 ms
VT
120
mV
[5]
was applied to the thalamic cells besides for noises from
－
outside.
20
Ms
[5]
τh


C×dV/dt=－IL－IT－IS－ID 

C. Synaptic input
The last two terms in (1), IS and ID, were synaptic
currents attributable to excitatory spontaneous input and
excitatory or inhibitory drive. Each synaptic potential
received by the neuron in the network was modeled as an 
function [10] of conductance. An individual EPSP occurring
at t =0 would be given by:
(3)
 (s) = q/τs×exp(－s/τs)× (s)
where q is the total charge that is injected in a postsynaptic
neuron via a synapse with efficacy wij = 1. More realistically,
the postsynaptic current  should have a finite duration, e.g.,
as in the case of an exponential decay with time constant τs.
As usual,  is the Heaviside step function with  (s) = 1 for
s > 0 and  (s) = 0 else.
All calculations were performed using the Matlab
program and a time step of 0.1 ms.
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τh+
gT

100

Ms

[5]
-2

0.07

mS*cm

[5]

Vrelay

-65±3.44

mV

[11]

Vpyr

-67

mV

[12]

Vbask

-62

mV

[8]

TABLE II.

SYNAPTIC PARAMETERS
Values and References

Presynap
tic

Postsynap
tic

Relay
cells
Relay
cells

Pyramidal
cells
Basket
cells

Synapse
Number

20
[13]
20
[13]

Strengt
h
(μA*cm
-2
)

Synaptic
delay(ms)

3.5
[14]
5
[15]

1
[15]
1
[16]

Time
constant
(ms)

2
[13]
1
[13]
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Values and References
Presynap
tic

Postsynap
tic

Synapse
Number

Basket
cells
Pyramida
l cells

Pyramidal
cells
Relay
cells

20±1.34
[13]
20
[13]

TABLE III.

Strengt
h
(μA*cm
-2
)

Synaptic
delay(ms)

1.4
[14]
2
[18]

0
[13]
5
[19]

Time
constant
(ms)

6
[17]
2
[17]

STIMULUS PARAMETERS
Values and Units

Parameters

Value

Unit

Baseline I0

-0.05 / 1.1

μA*cm-2

Amplitude I1

0.1~2

μA*cm-2

Frequency f

0.25 / 1 / 5 / 25

Hz

a. The stimuli are I = I0 + I1cos(2πf)

frequency stimulation. The transition from burst mode to
tonic mode happens at stimuli higher than 1 μA*cm-2, but
not for all stimulation frequencies. Figure 2c is the high
baseline situation with or without feedback.
C. Feedback connection shapes the mode Transition
The burst-tonic transition was essential to the “wake-up call”,
suggesting that the feedback signal was playing its role and
the relay cells were switched into the high fidelity
transferring mode from the high-efficacy detecting mode.
For 5 Hz and 25 Hz stimuli with low baseline, the burst-tonic
mode transition happens only if there is the feedback
connection. For the 0.25 Hz stimuli with low baseline the
Figure 1. Burst and tonic modes in the relay cells: (a) burst mode, the stimulus is I0=0.9*cos (π/500) -0.05. (b) tonic mode, the stimulus is I0=0.9*cos
(π/500) +1.1.

2

burst-tonic

Amplitude (μA/cm 2)

Amplitude (μA/cm 2)

2

1

burst
0.1

1

5

25

Frequency (Hz)
(a)
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0.1

0.25

1

5

25

Frequency (Hz)
(b)
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Amplitude (μA/cm 2)

2

activities, and 25 Hz are α-wave related with restful
attentiveness [21]. The slow-wave and δ-wave are related
with similar brain states, and so are the δ-wave and θ-wave.
Consistently, stimuli of the former two frequencies evoke
similar response mode and show similar response to the
existence of feedback connections. Similar comparison
applies to the later two. This offers us a new point of view to
consider the role of feedback connections. The burst-tonic
transition in feedback-removed relay cells to low frequency
stimuli may reflect the higher sensitivity to silent signals
during the drowsy states.

burst-tonic
1

tonic
0.1

0.25

1

5

25

Frequency (Hz)
(c)
Figure 2. Mode transition. The response modes to various stimuli
represented in colorgram. The low baseline situation is sensitive to
feedback connections while the high baseline situation is resistant to it. (a,
b) the response modes of relay cells with or without feedback connections
to low baseline stimuli. (c) the response modes of relay cells to high
baseline stimuli.

stimulation-response mode relationship was not strongly
dependent on the existence of feedback connection. The high
baseline stimuli raised the relay cells already to tonic mode,
so the relay cells were mostly resistant to remove of
feedback connections. The 1 Hz stimuli with high baseline
showed unique feature that the burst-tonic mode transition
was evoked when the stimuli was up to 0.9 μA*cm-2.
D. IT current is underlying the transition
To verify the essential role of low threshold calcium
channel we compared the mode transition graph and the
activation states of IT. Since the activation states of IT is
governed by membrane potential and the slow variable h,
and the time constant of h is invariable, we plotted the
duration length in which h is positive. m∞= (V－Vh), and
 (*) is the Heaviside step function. Consistent with the
physiological result, the active periods were mostly about
100 ms when the stimuli are capable of evoking burst-tonic
transition.
IV.

DISCUSSION

Although the model is really simple and incomplete, the
essential role of feedback is significant. To incorporate more
components, especially the reticular nucleus and cortical
columnar constructions should make the model more
concrete and more precise in temporal structure. The
feedforward inhibition is proposed to be efficient in shaping
the receptive field spatially and temporally. Since it is
incorporated in the model, it is possible to study that in the
multi-layered neuronal network instead of in pure
feedforward triad. In fact there has been work on this idea
[20].
The stimuli frequencies are related to different brain
states: 0.25 Hz are slow waves related with drowsiness and
slow-wave sleep, 1 Hz are δ-wave related with slow-wave
sleep, 5 Hz are θ-wave related with certain behavioral
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Because the neuronal model of this work is a singlecompartmental model, there is a limitation that some results may
not expand to situations involving temporally or spatially patterned
synaptic input distributed over dendritic arbors. Nevertheless, this
kind of single-compartmental model is appropriate in some
situations, and the statistics for the stochastic responses is satisfied.
However, a model with multi-compartment may have more fruitful
results.
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Abstract—The availability of mobile devices is growing at
an incredible pace. This trend has set a need for applications
being available at anytime, anywhere, and on any device. As
most mobile users carry their device at all times, being truly
mobile provides users an unprecedented freedom. Nevertheless the clear advantages, application developers are facing
challenges due to device fragmentation. Current application
development solutions are insufficiently prepared for the high
variety of mobile platforms and hardware characteristics.
In this paper we propose a platform for the development
and delivery of adaptive mobile applications. An adaptive
application composition approach is introduced, capable of
autonomously bypassing fragmentation related issues. This
goal is achieved by incorporating fine-grained progressive
application enhancements through a quantitative evaluation
strategy.
Keywords-mobile web, adaptive mechanism, progressive enhancement, quantitative evaluation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Mobile is a powerful mass medium, with a greater reach
and faster growth than any other known media type [1].
Furthermore, the technology itself is rapidly maturing. Advanced features such as mobile internet access and integrated sensors have become a standard capability of devices
throughout all user segments. As users carry their mobile device practically at all times, a need has been established for
mobile applications and services being available anywhere
and at any time. However, various technological challenges
reside in the development of applications that automatically
cover many types of devices [6]. This barrier is a result
of the heavily fragmented mobile landscape. In order to
attain a sustainable share of the mobile market, applications
need to be made adaptable to various combinations of
hardware, operating systems, APIs, etc. The absence of
appropriate platform and tool support make it the developer’s
responsibility to deal with adaptability requirements, which
considerably drives up development costs and narrows target
markets. Against this backdrop, the use of the web as an
application platform is gaining momentum. Device independent web technologies such as HTML, CSS and JavaScript
offer application developers an unprecedented market reach.
Furthermore, the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) estimates the use of mobile internet connectivity to
surpass access rates of traditional desktop-based internet by
the year 2013 [7].
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Web systems are traditionally engineered along three
orthogonal dimensions: the development phases, the system’s views, and its aspects (as illustrated in Figure 1)
[11]. The phase dimension sets out the different stages of
web development, ranging from analysis to implementation.
Each of these phases requires a number of specific views
addressing the systems content, its navigation structure, and
the presentation. Finally, the aspects dimension defines the
structural and behavioral aspects of each of the views. The
growing presence of mobile applications emphasizes the
need for fragmentation management within the web engineering model. This concern has to be handled throughout
every stage of the application’s development life cycle. As
proposed by Kappel et al., adaptability can be considered
as an additional web engineering dimension, crosscutting
all other web modeling dimensions [9]. From a developer’s
perspective, the straightforward incorporation of adaptability
remains an important challenge [11]. Even with the use of
standardized web technology, efficiently managing mobile
fragmentation remains an important research topic. The different mobile browsers still contain many variability points,
making true mobile convergence not to be expected any time
soon [6].
Since the early days of web engineering, developers
have tried to cope with the differences between browsers.
Graceful degradation is a widespread design strategy that
focuses on providing optimal support for the most advanced
browsers. Less capable browsers are only considered during
the last development phase. This approach often results
in a poor stripped-down version. The graceful degradation

Figure 1. Adaptability as a crosscutting aspect on the traditional modeling
dimensions of web engineering (from Koch et al. [10])
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Figure 2.
Fine-grained mobile progressive enhancement. A dynamic
process, driven by the specific capabilities of a client’s mobile device

methodology expects users to just upgrade their browser
when the degraded version does not fit their needs. However,
for most mobile devices upgrading the default browser is not
an option.
Progressive enhancement (PE), on the other hand, reverses
the graceful degradation approach and aims at maximizing
accessibility over browsers with different capabilities [13].
Progressive enhancement tries to achieve this goal by forcing
developers to take the less capable devices into account
from the very start of the development process. First, a
basic markup document is created, providing an optimal
experience for devices with the lowest common denominator
(LCD) of available capabilities. Incrementally and unobtrusively, one or more layers of structural, presentational,
and behavioral enhancements are added in function of the
browser’s specific capabilities.
The progressive enhancement methodology can be applied
in a mobile context to tackle fragmentation related issues.
However, when turning the theoretical approach into actual
practice, a considerable number of challenges come into
play. Today, the use of CSS3 Media Queries [15] and
externally linked resources are the most common practice
for selecting appropriate enhancement layers. The number
of detectable variability points is limited, as adaptation can
only be performed based on the device’s screen capabilities
and coarse-grained styling and scripting support. Compared
to desktop browsers, the mobile ecosystem contains far more
combinations of browsers with graded CSS and JavaScript
support. To provide optimized end-user usability, progressive
enhancement should also reckon with the different interaction methods and hardware characteristics offered by mobile
devices. For example, a touch-based device will often require
an additional presentational enhancement layer, providing a
user interface with more space to accurately click buttons,
links, etc.
In order to create a viable progressive enhancement solution, it has become increasingly important to support the
use of more fine-grained enhancement layers. As shown in
Figure 2, an intelligent mechanism is needed, supporting
the automated creation of progressive enhancement stacks
based on the specific capabilities of a user’s mobile device. Within this context, the goal of our research is to
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introduce such a mobile progressive enhancement platform.
To support developers in the creation of adaptive mobile
applications, we propose a method on how to extend existing
application frameworks with mobile progressive enhancement capabilities. Furthermore, we introduce an adaptive
application composition algorithm, which will be at the heart
of composing optimal progressive enhancement stacks. With
this approach, we propose a robust and future proof method
for the flexible composition of web applications based on
the specific capabilities of a user’s mobile device.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II discusses the algorithmic structure of our approach. Section III deals with the architectural aspects of
extending application frameworks with mobile progressive
enhancement capabilities. In section IV we discuss the proof
of concept implementation of the architecture, followed
by some evaluation results. Finally, future work and our
conclusion are presented in Section V.
II. A DAPTIVE A PPLICATION C OMPOSITION A LGORITHM
In this section we propose an adaptive application composition algorithm, realizing the above defined objective to
enable the capability-driven progressive enhancement of web
applications. Mobile applications should provide users with
an optimal experience based on the specific capabilities of
their device. In order to cope with the wide variety of mobile
characteristics, we introduce a quantitative evaluation algorithm derived from the Logic Scoring of Preference (LSP)
method. This adaptive application composition algorithm is
designed to support fine-grained progressive enhancement
and is capable of suggesting a stack of layers that optimally
fits the user’s mobile device.
A. Basic Algorithm
LSP is a quantitative decision method, proposed by Dujmovidc [3]. It is designed to assist decision makers in the
evaluation, comparison, and selection of complex hardware
and software systems. The method has shown its use in
various domains, especially concerning situations with large
and complex solution spaces. To evaluate a set of candidate
solutions, LSP starts by assessing n individual performance
variables. These variables define the n properties that an
ideal solution is expected to have. As the algorithm deals
with complex decision problems, most candidate solutions
will not perfectly match the preset criteria. Nevertheless,
such candidates should not be rejected, as their overall
evaluation might still lead to an acceptable solution. LSP
addresses this issue by taking into account how well a
candidate matches the different performance variables. For
each variable i, a degree of suitability Ei ∈ [0, 1] is
calculated. This score expresses the similarity between a
candidate solution and performance variable i, ranging from
0 to 100 %. In order to attain these scores, LSP requires a
predefined mapping function for each performance variable
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Figure 3. LSP score aggregation in order to derive an overall suitability
score from the elementary degrees of similarity (from Dujmovic et al. [4])

[4]. Both Table I and II below illustrate such mapping
functions in a mobile context.
After obtaining the elementary degrees of satisfaction, all
individual matching scores are to be combined into one
objective overall suitability score. This aggregated score
is used to determine the best-matching candidate. LSP
supports the use of aggregation networks, expressing the
mutual relationships between individual scores and how to
calculate the overall score (see Figure 3). The standard
aggregation operators in LSP are based on the superposition of fundamental Generalized Conjunction Disjunction
(GCD) [2]. These operators enable aggregations in terms of
partial conjunction, full conjunction, partial disjunction, full
disjunction, and neutrality in a single operator. Moreover,
a GCD supports the specification of aggregations in terms
of 17 graded combinations of conjunction and disjunction.
A frequently used implementation for GCD are Weighted
Power Means (WPM)
W P M (x1 , x2 , . . . , xm ; W1 , W2 , . . . , Wm ; r) =
1

(W1 xr1 + W2 xr2 + . . . + Wm xrm ) r .

(1)

The variables Wi in Equation 1 represent the relative
weight for each elementary degree of suitability xi , where
W1 + . . . + Wm = 1. The exponent r is determined in
function of the aggregation’s desired degree of cunjunction
or disjunction. This approach allows an evaluator to precisely couple the mutual importance of individual suitability
degrees. The calculated aggregation network results in an
objective overall suitability score
E = L (E1 , . . . , En )

(2)

where the function L is a combination of one or more
GCDs using the individual suitability degrees as input parameters. After calculating E for each of the candidates,
conclusions regarding the best-matching solution can be
drawn. The LSP approach selects the candidate with the
highest overall suitability score as the optimal choice.
B. LSP in a Mobile Context
LSP has the ability to flexibly, yet objectively, evaluate systems under various circumstances. We propose a
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modification of the LSP method in order to support the
adaptive composition of mobile web applications. In this
particular case, the stacks of progressive enhancement layers
are considered to be the candidate solutions. Each candidate
must define the conditions in which it should be able to
contribute to an application’s optimization and to what extent
these conditions are strictly required, or rather optional. As
in the standard LSP approach, this degree of desirability is
expressed in terms of a GCD.
The available stacks of progressive enhancement layers
are in turn individually evaluated by matching their desired
conditions to the mobile device’s specific capabilities (e.g.,
available interaction methods, web technology support, etc.).
The incorporation of this LSP step in a mobile context
requires a defined set of mobile-relevant mapping functions. The mapping functions specify the similarity between
performance variables and the actual device capabilities.
To illustrate the concept, both Table I and II contain an
implementation of a mapping function that compares the
performance variable “stylus interaction” with a device’s
actual interaction method. The function in Table I uses
Boolean logic, which implies that only a perfect match
is scored. The one in Table II, on the other hand, uses
fuzzy logic. The latter approach makes much better use of
the available scoring interval by also grading the less-thanperfect matches. Such examples highlight the importance of
carefully thought through mapping functions. In this context,
the W3C Mobile Web Best Practices Working Group, as well
as Web Accessibility Initiative contributed significantly with
their efforts in the mobile web usability and accessibility
areas [17][18]. The published set of recommendations is an
excellent example of a potential source from which we are
able to extract usable mapping functions.
Furthermore, the elementary scores that resulted from
matching the candidate progressive enhancement stacks with
the device’s specific capabilities are aggregated into an
overall suitability score. The overall score is attained by
applying the candidate’s predefined GCD network. Once all
Table I
S AMPLE OF A B OOLEAN L OGIC M OBILE M APPING F UNCTION
Interaction capability
Touch
Stylus
Joystick
Click wheel

Match
0%
100 %
0%
0%

Table II
S AMPLE OF A F UZZY L OGIC M OBILE M APPING F UNCTION
Interaction capability
Touch
Stylus
Joystick
Click wheel

Match
75 %
100 %
30 %
10 %
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Figure 4. A high level system overview. Integrating the fine-grained progressive enhancement approach within existing web application frameworks

Figure 5. Detailed system architecture. Enabling an application framework
to request a stack of progressive enhancement layers that optimally suits
the user’s device characteristics

combinations of available candidates have been evaluated,
the layer selection process is concluded by selecting the
highest scoring solution and applying it to the application.
III. A RCHITECTURE AND D ESIGN
This section discusses the architectural structure that
is needed to integrate the proposed adaptive application
composition algorithm within an application development
framework. In general, developers dedicate substantial efforts in mastering a specific application framework. It is
thus desirable for our system to support existing frameworks
rather than introducing a completely new framework. Hence,
support for fine-grained mobile progressive enhancement is
provided as a generic plug-in for web application platforms.
A high level overview of our approach is depicted in Figure
4. The proposed capability-driven progressive enhancement
extension interacts with web application frameworks through
a web interface. Calling this interface will generate and
return a progressive enhancement stack that is optimized for
the particular capabilities of the end-user’s device. In result,
application developers are no longer required to manually
support the wide range of mobile variability points, as
mobile fragmentation issues are handled by the proposed
framework extension. What follows is a short elaboration
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on the main architectural components of our system, which
are shown in Figure 5.
The progressive enhancement manager is the system’s
interface to the outside world. It delegates all incoming
requests from the application framework to compose an
optimized stack of progressive enhancement layers. The
manager starts by accessing the Device Description Service component, which returns detailed information on the
current device context. The contextual description contains
data regarding the capabilities and features of mobile devices
(e.g., supported CSS and JavaScript versions, available device APIs, etc.). In turn, the manager addresses the Caching
Service component to find out whether the result for this
particular device has previously been stored. Due to performance considerations, the caching of results for popular
devices is an important part of the system (see performance
evaluation discussion in Section IV). In case of a cache-miss,
the adaptive application composition algorithm will have to
be executed. This process is managed by the Mobile LSP
Engine component.
The Mobile LSP Engine is responsible for establishing
an optimal progressive enhancement stack. This component
is at the heart of the proposed system, as it objectively
evaluates and combines the applicability of candidate progressive enhancement layers. The engine starts by fetching
all available progressive enhancement layers. Next, the mobile mapping functions are retrieved, specifying the degree
of similarity between desired device properties and the
actual device capabilities. The Mobile LSP Engine calculates
the overall similarity score for each candidate progressive
enhancement stack. Finally, the engine then selects the stack
with the highest overall score, thus the combination of
progressive enhancement layers that best matches the capabilities of the client’s device. This final selection is passed
back to the Progressive Enhancement Manager component,
which will cache the result and deliver it to the application
framework.
IV. E VALUATION
This section evaluates the algorithm and system architecture introduced in Section II and Section III respectively.
The proposed capability-driven progressive enhancement
extension has been implemented for both the Drupal and
Joomla web application frameworks [5][8]. The prototype
implementations are used to validate our adaptive application
platform objectives and to perform a series of usability and
performance evaluations.
A. Proof of Concept Implementation
All architectural components have been implemented for
the system’s prototype. The repository of device characteristics in the system’s Device Description Service component is
realized by interfacing with the Wireless Universal Resource
File (WURFL) [19]. WURFL is an open source project
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gathering information on a vast range of mobile delivery
contexts. Furthermore, various mobile progressive enhancement layers were created, as a means to validate the system’s
capability to adapt to the characteristics of heterogeneous
delivery environments. The created enhancements range
from simple CSS styling for feature phones, to complex
HTML5 and JavaScript layers for high-end smartphones.
B. Usability Evaluation
To evaluate the usability of applications enabled by our
system, an adaptive m-commerce application has been built
on top of the prototype framework implementations [12].
The application was evaluated using a set of automated
usability tests from the W3C MobileOK test suite [16]. The
MobileOK service checks the usability of web applications
in a mobile context. Tests are based on the validation of
markup, accessibility, content and navigation structuring,
load time, and the use of network resources. The prototype
m-commerce application scores perfect on all MobileOK
test. Moreover, the application attains a score in the top
10th percentile of all web applications checked by this W3C
service [14].
Applying our fine-grained progressive enhancement approach drastically facilitates the development of accessible
and usable mobile applications. Application developer are
only required to define of a basic version of their applications, intended for devices with the lowest common denominator (LCD) of capabilities. Figure 6(a) shows the basic
LCD structure of the m-commerce application, containing
only a simple HTML markup. For more capable devices,
such as high-end feature phones, the system detects the applicability of elementary CSS and JavaScript layers. Figure

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Adaptive mCommerce web application on two feature phones.
(a) The Motorola RAZR, a low-end feature phone and (b) the Nokia N96,
a high-end feature phone
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6(b) depicts this scenario. The LCD version is automatically
enhanced with presentational as well as behavioral layers.
Furthermore, the system is capable of adapting itself to the
capabilities of smartphone devices. The advanced HTML5,
CSS3 and AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) support allows the system to select complex enhancement layers
that mimic an operating system’s native look-and-feel (see
Figure 7(a) and 7(b)).
C. Performance Evaluation
The adaptive application composition algorithm proposed
in Section II has a significant influence on the performance
of our approach. As the algorithm evaluates the applicability
of all possible progressive enhancement stack combinations,
running time increases exponentially with the number of
candidate progressive enhancement layers in the system.
Moreover, if the system contains a set of n candidate
progressive enhancement layers, the algorithm is expected
to consume
!
n  
X
n
O
= O (2n )
(3)
i
i=0
time for completing the evaluation process. Performance
tests on the prototype implementation confirm this prediction. Figure 8 shows the average response times of our
platform in function of the number of available progressive
enhancement layers. Two types of tests are performed. In the
first series of tests, caching is disabled, resulting in rapid
performance degradation due to the algorithm’s computational complexity. For the second series of tests, on the other
hand, the system’s caching capabilities are enabled. The use
of a caching mechanism drastically improves performance
of our system. Results show that in case of a cache hit,

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Adaptive mCommerce web application on two smartphones. (a)
An Android smartphone, the HTC Dream and (b) an iOS smartphone, the
Apple iPhone
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the generation of a progressive enhancement stack only
requires a constant execution time, regardless of the number
of candidates that have to be evaluated.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we introduced a platform in support of
developing and delivering adaptive mobile web applications.
The proposed method can serve as a basis for developers
to create and maintain a single version of their mobile
application, without being limited by fragmentation related
issues. Our adaptive application composition algorithm is
at the hearth of the proposed approach. The algorithm is
based on a quantitative evaluation algorithm derived from the
Logic Scoring of Preference (LSP) method. The proposed
approach enables the automated and fine-grained progressive
enhancement of web applications. The process is entirely
driven by the characteristics of the user’s device, in order to
provide an optimal user experience.
While the extensive evaluation of our approach has yet
to be carried out, initial testing of prototype implementations showed promising results. Future work includes the
further validation of our proposed approach as well as the
extension of our algorithm towards supporting real time
application request handling. Other necessary steps in the
development of this application composition method are
related to broadening the scope on supported device types.
The diversity of devices that enable access to third party
software applications is currently extending towards home
entertainment systems, automotive, etc. Such evolution further emphasizes the impact of fragmentation on application
developers. This is why the applicability of our proposed
application composition method should be evaluated for
more ubiquitous environments.
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Abstract—Long Term Evolution (LTE) is the new standard of
the 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) and it was
designed to increase capacity and improve service
performance. Since SC-FDMA (Single Carrier-Frequency
Division Multiple Access) is the multiple access scheme being
used, compared with WCDMA (Wideband Code Division
Multiple Access) multiple access scheme implemented in
UMTS or HSPA, there are no intra-cell interferences. The
problem of inter-cell interference is still present. One of the
fundamental algorithms that was developed to control intercell interferences is the uplink fractional power control
mechanism. This paper evaluates possible ways to tune this
adaptive algorithm in order to maximize system performance.
Simulation results are presented in order to identify the best
option for algorithm parameter setting.
Keywords - power control; adaptive algorithm; throughput;
load; SINR (Signal to Interference Plus Noise Ratio)

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years, the requirements concerning
service performance have become very tight. To be able to
deliver the strict performance requirements requested by
applications and services, new standards for innovative
technologies are under development. For many operators in
many countries, this year is going to be the starting point for
launching LTE (Long Term Evolution) networks. The main
objectives for this new system are: improvement of spectral
efficiency, increase of uplink and downlink transfer rates,
support for scalable bandwidth and all IP network, reduced
delay.
The uplink multi access scheme is SC-FDMA (Single
Carrier FDMA). By using this access scheme, a unique
frequency can be allocated to users at the same time. This
way, intra-cell interference is eliminated. Also, carriers are
not combined in random phases so there is no large variation
of the instantaneous power for the modulated signal. This
translates into a lower PAPR (Peak to Average Power Ratio).
The power amplifier in the terminal has an increased
efficiency and power consumption is reduced.
One of the key elements that is in charge to improve
service performance is the Uplink Fractional Power Control
(FPC) [1]. As it is known, interference, even if it is intra-cell
or inter-cell, it is an important factor that introduces severe
service performance degradation and users dissatisfaction.
The FPC algorithm was designed to improve cell throughput
or cell edge throughput and to improve battery life time
[2],[3].
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This paper investigates the way FPC mechanism works
and evaluates possible tuning of this algorithm and its impact
on service performance both on user experience and on
system functionality.
The paper is structured in four parts. The first part is
dedicated to a short introduction and the second part
describes the fractional power control algorithm as it is
specified in the standard. The last two parts are the main
parts of the paper that contain simulated scenarios and
relevant results. Finally, after analyzing simulation results,
recommendations concerning parameter setting are provided.
II.

FRACTIONAL POWER CONTROL ALGORITHM

In LTE system, the power control algorithm for uplink is
different, compared to that used for UMTS and HSPA. The
differences come from specific characteristics of the LTE
system like:
- The multiple access scheme for LTE uplink is SCFDMA (WCDMA for UMTS) so there are no intra-cell
interferences thanks to user orthogonality assured by the
multiplexing scheme;
- The LTE flat architecture where base stations
communicate one to another to control inter-cell
interferences (RNC –Radio Network Controler- the superior
entity in UMTS and HSPA that controls interactions between
base stations is eliminated in LTE and eNodeB (enhanced
NodeB) takes part of its responsibilities);
- The uplink scheduler is located at basestation level and
power control should synchronize with link adaptation to be
able to adapt to multiple QoS requirements of applications.
Uplink power control mechanism is part of link
adaptation mechanisms [5]. Its purpose is to compensate
channel variations. Based on different channel variations,
two power control categories have been defined:
a) Slow Power Control: compensates for slow channel
variations (pathloss, shadow fading) ;
b) Fast power control: compensates for fast channel
variations, like fast fading;
Another classification for power control algorithms is
based on the characteristics of the information sent by the
mobile terminal to establish its level of transmit power:
a) Open Loop Power Control: power level is
determined by the terminal using parameters and
mesurements obtained from the signals sent by eNodeB; no
feedback related to the power being used by the user
equipment is sent to the eNodeB;
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b) Closed Loop Power Control: the mobile terminal
sends its feedback to the eNodeB which is used afterwards
for power corrections.
A Closed Loop Power Control scheme is going to
introduce important overhead but at the same time, it will be
able to do a better compensation for channel variations. Open
Loop Power Control schemes are easy to implement and
signalization overhead is much lower compared to the
anterior scheme. The limitation is that power compensation
for channel variations cannot be done at terminal level.
Full compensation power control schemes implemented
for UMTS and HSPA uplink assume that all users are
received with the same SINR. In a real network, users have
different SINR requirements. For example, users located at
cell edge have a higher path loss and instead of using full
compensation which increases interference of the
neighboring cells, fractional power control scheme is being
used. This way, cell edge users could operate at lower SINR
and interferences at neighboring cells are diminished.
The standardized formula for uplink fractional power
control [1] is described in the next equation:
{

}

PMAX is the maximum transmit power of the terminal and it
depends on terminal power class, M is the number of PRBs
(Physical Resources Blocks) being allocated by the uplink
scheduler on PUSCH (Physical Uplink Shared Channel), P0
is a specific cell parameter that represents the power
allocated to one PRB, α is also a cell parameter, PL is the
downlink pathloss measured by the mobile terminal, δMCS is
an offset specific to an user equipment and it is in a strict
connection with the modulation and coding scheme and the
last parameter, f(Δi) is a function that allows relative,
cumulative and absolute corrections and it is also user
specific.
The eNodeB broadcasts parameters P0 and α. The
destination of this broadcast is represented by the user
equipment. Using these two parameters plus the measured
pathloss, a mobile terminal is able to establish the power
level used during the first phase. This is the Open Loop
Power Control. After this stage, mobile terminals send
feedback to the eNodeB. δMCS and Δi are being sent by the
eNodeB. These last two terms represent the Closed Loop
Power Control.
When α=0, no power control mechanism is implemented
and all mobile terminals use the same transmit power. The
case when α=1, corresponds to full power compensation. For
α in the interval 0 and 1, a compromise is being done in
between full compensation and no power control
mechanism. In this case, a fractional compensation of
pathloss is used.
As it was specified, parameter α can take values in the set
{0, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1} although values in between
0 and 0.4 have no practical use.
While the value for parameter α determines a
compromise between cell edge users and cell center users, P0
equally impacts all the users in the cell. As α decreases, cell
edge throughput decreases and cell average throughput
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increases [2], [3], [4]. Each possible combination of the
parameters α and P0 defines an operation point for the
Fractional Power Control algorithm and also a certain
performance.
For this study, Closed Loop Power Control is not taken
into account and only Open Loop Power Control is analyzed.
This mechanism is based on the principle that target SINR is
calculated using pathloss. Actually, SINR is a linear function
of pathloss. Therefore, it is possible to have a higher SINR
target at cell center in order to increase throughput while
having a lower SINR target at cell edge. The low SINR
target at cell edge it is an important factor destined to
decrease the level of inter-cell interference.
The Fractional Power Control algorithm allows a tradeoff
between cell center users and cell edge users. When α is less
than 1, the SINR target decreases with pathloss. As pathloss
decreases, a smooth increase in SINR target was observed.
The combination of Open Loop and Closed Loop Power
control is in charge to correct the open loop errors.
III.

SIMULATED SCENARIOS

To be able to evaluate and provide recommendation in
such a way that system performance is maximized, several
scenarios have been run.
For each run, the mobiles are placed on the geographical
area and rejected or admitted according to specified radio
conditions. After this stage, the performance per mobile
station is calculated. At the beginning of a new simulation,
there are mobiles present in the system and also new mobiles
arrive in the network. After identifying the best server for
each mobile terminal, the admission control is performed.
Here are the inputs for the system-level simulator:
 Frequency band: 2.6GHz
 Bandwidth: 10MHz
 Environment: Suburban
 Traffic: FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
 Slow power control: compensate for slow channel
variations (pathloss, shadow fading)
 Path Loss model: Hata suburban, eNodeB antenna
height 30m, mobile terminal height 1.5m
 Shadow fading: σ=6dB, δ=0.95
 Maximum transmit power for the terminal: 23dBm
 Fading channel profile: 3km/h, Extended Pedestrian
 The nominal pathloss related to the reference target
SINR: 60dB
 No mobility
The number of Physical Resource Blocks (PRB)
allocated to a user depends on the service type. For FTP
traffic the user requests a minimum guaranteed rate and it
has no delay constraints. The number of PRBs allocated is
determined by the value of the minimum guaranteed rate.
The uplink power control mechanism is adjusted for each
modulation scheme and coding rate. Power adjustment is
done while maintaining a target BLER. The first step is to
calculate the SINR achieved with maximum transmit power,
then the modulation scheme corresponding to the
predetermined SINR is decided. The last step is to calculate
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the lowest power that can be used to obtained the modulation
and the coding scheme previously determined.
Admission control is based on radio conditions and the
number of available PRBs. A mobile could be rejected based
on uplink or downlink coverage or the unavailability of free
PRBs. For uplink admission, each mobile has to reach a C/I
threshold to meet the QoS requirements. When the required
power to meet this threshold is higher than the maximum
transmit power of the terminal, the user is rejected due to bad
uplink coverage. Then, the number of PRBs is verified. If
the number of unallocated PRBs is lower that the required
number to offer the required QoS, the user is blocked and it
is taken into account for blocking statistics.
For each simulation, the parameters related to the
Fractional Power Control algorithm that can be modified are:
 Parameter α
 Target SINR value at cell edge, Min_SINR
 Target SINR value at cell center, Max_SINR
 Arrival rate of users in the system
In order to evaluate the impact of the Fractional power
control parameter setting on system performance, the
following scenarios have been considered for the suburban
case. The table below contains the proposed scenarios:
TABLE I.

Scenario
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

SIMULATED SCENARIOS

α

Min_SINR

Max_SINR

0.8
0.5
0.8
0
0.8
0
0.8
0.7
0.8
0
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.8
0.7
0
0
0.8
0.7

-1dB
-1dB
2dB
-1dB
2dB
-1dB
5dB
-1dB
-5dB
-1dB
0dB
2dB
-1dB
5dB
-5dB
8dB
-1dB
2dB
0dB

12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
12dB
8dB
12dB
12dB
12dB

Arrival
rate
80
80
80
80
200
200
80
80
80
120
80
120
120
120
80
80
120
80
80

Traffic
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL+DL
UL
UL
UL
UL

The case when α is 0 means that the Fractional Power
Control mechanism is deactivated. Because of the low
admission probability due to downlink limitations (not
enough resources to accommodate all downlink users),
downlink traffic is set to 0 for the last four scenarios.
To study the functionality of the Fractional Power
Control algorithm, a number of four parameters in the
simulation output will be analyzed and compared between all
defined scenarios:
a) Admission probability: The probability for a user to
be admitted in the network. It is defined as the percentage of
admitted users from the total number of generated users.
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b) Average uplink load: The ratio between the average
number of PRBs allocated for uplink traffic and the number
of total available PRBs at eNodeB level.
c) Average uplink throughput at cell level, R:

where NPRB is the total number of available PRBs on
uplink, at eNodeB level,
i is the number of PRBs
allocated to user i during one simulation run and BLER is
the Block Error rate, also an input for the simulation.
d) Average number of users in the cell: Average
number of FTP users during a simulation run.
IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The next stage after deciding the scenarios to be run, is to
collect and interpret the obtained results. Figure 1, illustrated
on the next page, contains the four parameters after running
the proposed scenarios. Comparing different scenarios, the
functionality of the fractional power control is analyzed.
Because mobility is not considered, pathloss is constant
for each user during one run.
Varying only Min_SINR (scenarios 1, 3, 7, 9, 18) and for
α=0.8, when Min_SINR increases, both, the admission
probability and the number of user in the cell also increases,
uplink load decreases (higher modulation and coding
scheme, better spectral efficiency) and the throughput is
higher. Comparing scenario 3 and scenario 18 with uplink
traffic only (avoid being limited by downlink), the output
parameters maintain the same tendency.
For a decreasing α (scenario 1, scenario 8, scenario 2,
scenario 4), pathloss compensation is lower so the mobile
transmits with less power and SINR decreases. In this case,
cell edge throughput decreases and average throughput
increases. Also admission probability is lower. To make a
compromise between cell edge throughput and average cell
throughput, the possible values for α are 0.7 and 0.8,
depending on operator deployment strategy.
By analyzing simulation number 16 and comparing it
with scenario 4, users are closer to cell center and
throughput, admission probability, average number of users
are all higher.
Increasing arrival rate while maintaining other parameters
at constant values (scenarios 3, 5, 12), admission probability
decreases and uplink load increases. This is the case when
the Fractional Power Control algorithm is activated. For the
case when this algorithm is turned off (scenarios 4, 6, 10),
although admission probability and average number of users
in the cell is comparable with the case when power control is
turned on (simulation output in figure 1 for scenarios 3 and
4, 5 and 6, 10 and 12 ), uplink load is lower in this case.
When increasing arrival rate, the admission probability
has a very small increase for FPC activated (the difference
between admission probabilities is increasing by 0.2 for
scenario 3 compared to scenario 4, 0.4 for scenario 10 and
S12, 0.5 for scenario 5 compared to scenario 6).
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the case when alpha is 0.8 and arrival rate is 80. Increasing
arrival rate, almost the same results are obtained for both
alpha 0.7 and 0.8, the difference in between the two α values
translates into a higher cell average throughput.
Another interesting comparison to be done is scenario 9
(α=0.8) and scenario 15 (α=0.7). Both scenarios have the
same Min_SINR, -5dB. Although three of the output
parameters are comparable (load is only 4% higher for
scenario 9), the average throughput for scenario 9 is
1489kbps while for scenario 15 it is only 1196kbps.
Analogous, an analysis for scenario 1 (α=0.8) and scenario 8
(α=0.7) but this time Min_SINR is -1dB. The average
throughput for simulation 1 is 1493kbps and 1635kbps for
simulation 8. Average throughput for the first comparison is
approximately 300kbps higher for α=0.7 and only 142kbps
higher also for α=0.7 but for higher Min_SINR.
A parallel between scenario 4 (no FPC) and scenario 8
(α=0.7) both with Min_SINR=-1dB shows that throughput is
comparable. Because users start to be limited by power, the
effect of the Fractional Power Control mechanism is less
evident. Conversely, evaluating output from scenario 14
(FPC on, arrival rate 120 and Min_SINR 5dB) and scenario
16 (FPC off, arrival rate 80 and Min_SINR 8dB) throughput
is higher when FPC is active. This is the case when user
located close to cell center can benefit more from a power
increase compared with cell edge users.
Taking into consideration the implemented simulations,
the recommendation for parameter α is 0.7. Using this value,
it gives an opportunity for the network operator to make a
compromise between full pathloss compensation where
fairness is taken into account and fractional pathloss
compensation where users close to cell center can better
benefit from good radio conditions. At the same time, an
equilibrium between cell edge and cell center average
throughput is maintained.
To better highlight the advantages of the Fractional
Power Control, a future study for dense urban should be
done.
CONCLUSION

Figure 1. Simulation results: Admission probability, Average uplink
load, Average uplink throughput at cell level; Average number of users
in the cell

Comparing scenario 3 and scenario 8 (α is 0.8 and 0.7)
and arrival rate 80 and scenario12 and scenario 13 (same
settings for α) with arrival rate 120, the average throughput
per Cell, uplink load and admission probability are higher for
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This paper has assessed the functionality of the adaptive
fractional power control algorithm for uplink LTE. First,
some relevant scenarios have been run and the output
parameters have been analyzed.
It can be stated that the uplink power control mechanism
has a key role in optimizing uplink system capacity. Uplink
power control together with uplink scheduling strategies can
enhance cell edge performance by realizing interference
coordination. Another way to increase uplink system
performance is to implement the Closed Loop Power Control
adaptive mechanism to correct errors generated by the Open
Loop Power Control algorithm.
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Abstract—Some processes should respect real-time constraints
to be valid. Temporal mechanisms should indicate whether
time constraints are met or not, and when they are not, these
mechanisms should identify the causes of their noncompliance. We present some mechanisms enabling to indicate
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In real-time environments, the processes consistencies
depend of the obtained results but also of the respect of
temporal constraints. This imposes that the start and/or the
end of execution respect the timing constraints. Systems
which must meet strict time constraints to prevent disasters
are called time-critical systems [1, 4, 5].
Thus, for example, we should be able to know, why in an
industrial plant, when exceeding a critical threshold
temperature detected by a sensor at the time t1, an actuator
has not triggered the closure of a valve at time t1 + t as it
was intended in the specification. Is this due to the fact that
the sensor has not transmitted information within the time
limit or this is due to network congestion or this is due to
actuator that has not taken into account the information
received on time ?

Thus, data generated are valid and make sense for a certain
period of time after their production.
We have chosen to represent the time involved during the
communication steps in terms of time constraints. We have
introduced mechanisms to know if during the
communication, some data has been produced, transmitted
and consumed in a timely and otherwise, they allow locating
the causes of non-compliance with time constraints.
Different types of operators allow taking into account
time constraints. Time constraints at the earliest date and
latest date can be represented in terms of time intervals.
Time window mechanisms take into account time constraints
at the earliest date and latest date, and time constraints are
expressed as the maximum time for a communication
between entities [3].
The various possible combinations between two times
intervals are described in the diagram below:

This paper is structured as follows: in section II, we
describe the specification of time-windows constraints.
Section III gives a detailed description of validity of a
variable in a time-window. Section IV presents a
modelization of the temporal mechanisms. Conclusion and
future work are given in section V.
II.

SPECIFICATION OF TIME-WINDOWS CONSTRAINTS

Communication delays in the networks are generally not
deterministic, and therefore the data arriving at a consumer
may be outdated, since a time-critical data have a lifetime (or
validity) determined by the application [6, 7]. The data
lifetime for the producer (respectively consumer) is the time
interval during which the value produced (respectively
consumed) remains valid and is valid for the application.
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Fig. 1: Relationships between time intervals
We always assume that local clocks entities of producing
and consuming entities are synchronized and that the time
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difference between all the entities producing and consuming
is negligible compared to the nature of the application. Thus,
beginnings and ends of time windows will be fixed by using
physical clocks synchronized [2, 8, 9].
A time window, denoted TW thereafter, has three
parameters:
- start time,
- ending time and
- duration.
These three parameters can be preset or not.
↑ represents the start time, ↓ the end and Δ the length (or
duration) of the time window. Let x be a time window, if all
parameters are known, then one can verify that ↑x + Δx =
↓x.
We will use the parameters i and v to represent the ith
time window of activity used for the transmission of a
variable v.
For each new production, transmission, reception or
consumption of a given variable v, a new time window is
used by incrementing the index i of the TW.
A time window can be described as follows:
x y (v, i) with x = (↑, ↓ or Δ) and
y = (prod, send, rec or cons).
We will now present a set of rules that must always be
taken into account to allow a consistent sequencing of the
various TW.
The fact that the start of the TW is always prior to the
end of the same TW (production, transmission, reception or
consumption) can be represented by the following rule R1:
R1: ↑y (v, i) < ↓y (v, i)
If we apply R1 to the different transmission sequences,
we obtain the following rules R2 and R3:
R2: ↑prod (v, i) < ↑send (v, i) < ↑rec (v, i) < ↑cons (v, i)
R3: ↓prod (v, i) < ↓send (v, i) < ↓rec (v, i) < ↓cons (v, i)
If we have only earliest constraints date, there is no need
to chain the various TW, since it is only enough to start on
time.
The sequencing of the various TW can be done by using
either fixed or slippery TW.

These can be defined as follows:
- Fixed TW: early and latest time intervals are fixed once
and for all. Thus, for a production entity, if a production is
done more or less early in the time slot allocated, it does not
affect the start date for sending the variable. Similarly, in the
consumer entity, the fact that a variable is received earlier or
later has no effect for the start of the consumption of this
received variable.
- Slippery TW: there is no time constraint on the start of
different time intervals involved in the communication.
Thus, as soon as data is produced within the constraints of
time, it offers the possibility of the sending this later.
Similarly, as soon as a data is received within the time
constraints, the consumer can consume this later.
Fixed TW can be described as follows:
[↑prod (v, i), ↓prod (v, i)] before [↑send (v, i), ↓send (v,
i)]
[↑send (v, i), ↓send (v, i)] overlaps [↑rec (v, i), ↓ rec (v,
i)]
[↑rec (v, i), ↓rec (v, i)] before [↑cons (v, i), ↓cons (v, i)]
The slippery TW can be described as follows:
[↑prod (v, i), ↓prod (v, i)] overlaps [↑send (v, i), ↓send
(v, i)]
[↑send (v, i), ↓send (v, i)] overlaps [↑rec (v, i), ↓rec (v,
i)]
[↑rec (v, i), ↓rec (v, i)] overlaps [↑cons (v, i), ↓cons (v,
i)]
Thus for fixed TW, the following rules R4 and R5
indicate the links between the communication steps:
R4: ↓prod (v, i) <↑send (v, i)
R5: ↓rec (v, i) <↑cons (v, i)
The different cases of sequence for fixed TW and sliding
TW can be described as follows:
- Sequence of sliding windows = R1 + R2 + R3
- Sequence of fixed windows = R1 + R2 + R3 + R4 + R5
- Sequence of fixed windows at the producer and the
sliding window at the consumer = R1 + R2 + R3 + R4
- A series of sliding windows at the producer and fixed
windows at the consumer = R1 + R2 + R3 + R5
↑y (v, i +1) must be always higher than the beginning of
the previous TW, represented by the rule following R6:
R6: ↑y (v, i +1) > ↑y (v, i)

Fixed TW allows managing earlier and latest constraints
dates. On the other side, slippery TW can only manage latest
constraints dates.
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III.

TIME-WINDOW FOR THE VALIDITY OF A VARIABLE

A variable produced at a given moment has duration of
life that varies depending on the consumers. Thus in the case
of an industrial application, for an application process that
makes statistics, some data can be considered valid with an
infinite duration. On the other side, for an application
process associated with an actuator operating in a real time
environment, this same data will be, for example, valid for
only 20 ms. Therefore, the notion of data lifetime depends on
the use made of it.
To represent the data's lifetime, we will again use the
time window mechanism. We will now try to formalize the
concept of lifetime of a variable in the same way as we did
for the operations of production, transmission, reception and
consumption. A time window for the lifetime (or the
validity) of a variable will be denoted VW.
We will use the same notation ↑, ↓ and Δ used by the
TW. The parameters v and i will be used to represent,
respectively, the ith VW instantiated for the production of a
variable v in a TW.
VW is always associated with a given TW, since the
beginning of a VW takes always place in a production TW.
Moreover, it is important to note that it is possible to have
multiple productions of a given variable even within a single
production TW.
When a variable is produced, it has a lifetime, denoted Δ,
and it has a lifetime Δ' (with Δ'<Δ) when it is received by the
consumers.
A time window on the validity of a variable is described
as follows:
x val (v, i) with x = (↑, ↓ or Δ)
↑val (v, i) represents the moment when the variable v is
produced and ↓val (v, i) represents the end of the validity of
the variable v.
The various parameters of VW should generally be
defined by the user. As for the TW, the beginning of a VW is
always prior to the end of this VW. This translates into the
following rule R7:
R7: ↑val (v, i) < ↓val (v, i)
As the production of a variable is always at the beginning
of VW, it must necessarily be in the production TW since the
purpose of a production TW is to verify that the data has
been produced on time. This case is represented as follows:
R8: ↑prod (v, i) <↑ val(v, i) <↓prod (v, i)
For the end of the VW, the two main cases can appear:
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- the end of the VW appears before the end of the TW
consumption
- the end of the VW appears after the end of the TW
consumption.
When the end of the VW occurs before the end of the
consumption TW is represented as follows:
[↑val (v, i), ↓val (v, i)] finishes [↑prod (v, i), ↓cons (v,
i)]
which is a special case of:
[↑val (v, i), ↓val (v, i)] during [↑prod (v, i), ↓cons (v, i)]
When the end of the VW occurs after the end of the
consumption TW is represented as follows:
[↑prod (v, i), ↓cons (v, i)] overlaps [↑val (v, i), ↓val (v,
i)]
Depending on the variable's lifetime, it is possible to
transmit this information sooner or later, while issuing a
valid data to the consumer entity.
Similarly in the consumer entity, depending on the
variable's lifetime, it is possible to consume this data sooner
or later while using valid data.
As the lifetime of a variable should allow to the
production and consumption entities to know at any time if
the value of a given variable is valid or not, it is necessary to
introduce two cases:
- in the first case, the lifetime of a variable is known only
locally by each consumption entities. Then only ↓val (v, i)
enable to know when a certain variable is no longer valid.
- in a second case, the lifetime of a variable is set
globally once and for all, then the consumption entities
should calculate the remaining validity when it receives the
variable.
We realize the importance of the clocks synchronization.
If the local clocks of the producer and the consumer are not
synchronized, then the notion of validity cannot be taken into
account by the producing and consuming entities.
In the case where a single variable is used by several
consuming entities, if the different local clocks are not
synchronized, then the validity of this variable will expire at
different times in different consuming entities.
IV.

MODELISATION OF TEMPORAL MECHANISMS

At a given time, it is important to know if the current
state is located inside or outside a TW and a VW; and to
know if VW (v, i-1) exists or not.
The different possible situations for a TW and a VW are:
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- located out of a TW, out of a VW and it does not exist a
previous VW for a given variable v,
- located in a TW, out of a VW and it does not exist a
previous VW for a variable v,
- located in a TW and in a VW; this state is called True
state,
- located in a TW, out of a VW and it exists a previous
VW for a variable v,
- located out of a TW and in a VW
- located out of a TW, out of a VW and it exists a
previous VW for a variable v.
Table 1 describes the different possibilities with the
previous proposed notation:
In TW (v, i)
0
0
0
1
1
1

In VW (v, i)
0
0
1
0
0
1

∃ a VW (v, i-1)
0
1
0
1
-

Name of the state
False
Expiration2
TW-Expiration1
Wait
VW-Expiration1
True

Table 1. Description of the different states

The protocol integrating the 6 different states of the TW
and VW is described in the following figure 2. The symbols
used in figure 2 are:
: a state

: an event

: an initial state
action(s)

When the application start, the initial state is the False
state.
Start VW (v, i)
Start VW (v, i)
Time-out
set
Start Function (v, i)
First
expiration =
out
end VW(v,i)

True
First time-out
expiration = end
Function or VW

Then the six possible combinations between the TW and
VW are:
- 1 = False state: located out of a [Start Function (v, i),
End Function (v, i)], out of a [Start VW (v, i), End VW (v,
i)] and it does not exist a Start VW (v, i-1)

Time-out set

Second time-out
expiration =
Function or VW

Expiration2

Start VW (v, i)

Time-out
set

First expiration =
end Function (v, i)

Start Function (v, i)

Time-out
set

False
Start Function (v, i)
Start Function (v, i)
Time-out set

- 2 = Wait state: inside the a [Start Function (v, i), End
Function (v, i)], out of the [Start VW (v, i), End VW (v, i)]
and it does not exist a Start VW (v, i-1)
- 3 = True state: inside the [Start Function (v, i), End
Function (v, i)], inside the [Start VW (v, i), End VW (v, i)],
then at least one variable v has been produced respecting the
timing constraints
- 4 = VW-Expiration1 state: inside a [Start Function (v,
i), End Function (v, i)], out of a [Start VW (v, i), End VW (v,
i)] and it exists a Start VW (v, i-1)
- 5 = TW-Expiration1 state: out of a [Start Function (v, i),
End Function (v, i)], but inside [Start VW (v, i), End VW (v,
i)]
- 6 = TW+VW-Expiration / Expiration2 state: out of the
[Start Function (v, i), End Function (v, i)], out of a [Start VW
(v, i), End VW (v, i)] and it exists a Start VW (v, i-1).
For each communication step, we will have a start event
(generating an event to start the TW and the VW) and an end
event (generating a time-out to close the TW and the VW).
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Start Function (v, i)

Expiration1

The symbols used in table 1 are:
0 = the condition is not verified
1 = the condition is verified.

: a test

Wait
Time-out
set

End Function (v, i)
Start VW (v, i)

Time-out
set

Fig. 2: Description of the protocol integrating Temporal
Window and Variable validity time Window
V.

CONCLUSION

We studied how time could be represented for real-time
communication. We have introduced the concepts of time
windows for production, transmission, reception and
consumption, as well as concepts of time windows for the
validity of variables in order to formalize the concepts of
variables' lifetime.
We have proposed a set of rules to bind the different time
windows and the time window for variables' validity.
In future work we will develop a prototype which
supports the temporal mechanisms for real-time
communication processes.
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Abstract—The growing complexity of software systems, as
well as, changing conditions in their operating environment
demand systems that are more flexible, adaptable and dependable. In many domains, adaptations may occur dynamically
and in real time. In addition, services from heterogeneous,
possibly unknown sources may be used. This motivates a
need to ensure the correct behaviour of the adapted systems,
and its continuing compliance to time bounds and other
Quality of Service properties. The complexity of Dynamic
Adaptation is significant, but currently not well understood
or formally specified. This paper elaborates a well-founded
model of dynamic adaptation, introducing formalisms written
using the process algebra COWS. The model provides the
foundation for exploring dynamic adaptation and assessing it
against predefined specifications. We consider it a contribution
for the design of new models and methodologies for system
adaptability.
Keywords-Dynamic Adaptation; Formal Languages; Formal
Methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern software systems typically operate in dynamic
environments and are required to deal with changing operational conditions, while remaining compliant with the
contracted level of service. The execution context of modern
distributed systems environments is not static but fluctuates
dynamically, and to provide the expected functional service
with the desired qualities, systems need to be adaptable.
Software service adaptation supports modification of existing services or inclusion of new ones, in response to
inputs from the operating environment. Inputs or triggers
for adaptation include changes in the running environment
and availability of new services.
When dynamic adaptation (DA) occurs at runtime, it has
to be performed within given time bounds, and the resulting
system must comply with the execution time established for
the system.
Moreover, the resulting system must comply with the execution time established for the system as a whole. Each one
of these requirements has to be addressed accordingly. For
instance, preservation of data integrity requires a mechanism
to verify that the integrity of the data is kept during and
after the adaptation. Moreover, timeliness and performance
related requirements can be addressed by maintaining the
execution times within the desired time bounds.
While the possibility of dynamic service deployment and
evolution offers an exciting range of application develop-
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ment opportunities, it also poses a number of complex
engineering challenges. These challenges include detecting
adaptation triggers, facilitating timely, dynamic service composition, predicting the temporal behaviour of unplanned service assemblies and preventing adverse feature interactions
following dynamic service composition. Therefore, a dynamically adaptable service has to be able to identify triggers
for adaptation, select and direct an adaptation strategy, and
preserve desired QoS properties, while avoiding undesired
behaviours during or after the adaptation.
A promising approach to achieving the required properties
in Dynamically Adaptable (DA) services is the use of
formal methods and techniques, which have been successfully applied for managing complexity and system development to ensure implementations of high quality. Formal
methods provide the foundation to verify and validate the
behaviour of adaptive programs, as well as, the architecture
engineering processes that validate a program against desired functional properties. However, most previous efforts
to validate dynamically adaptable services against desired
functional properties impose high-verification costs as each
adaptation must be separately modelled and verified, making
these approaches extremely expensive (See Section II). The
result is that building DA services is either expensive or
limited to predefined adaptation scenarios. Even more, these
approaches focus their analysis on the resulting program
neglecting the analysis of the adaptation mechanism itself,
that is, the Adaptation Manager (AM). We consider the
adaptation mechanism to be of capital importance in the
development of DA services, since it is responsible for
monitoring compliance of adaptation to desired properties
and functionalities. Consequently, this work endeavours to
provide a formal model of the AM.
Current approaches to DA offer various mechanisms for
handling adaptation, such as Generic Interceptors [1], DA
with Aspect-Orientation [2], Dynamic Reconfiguration [3],
Dynamic Linking of Components [4], and Model-Driven
Development of DA Software [5]. However, a more generic
framework to verify the adaptation mechanism against commonly accepted service properties is still needed.
Formal languages provide the underpinnings to describe
and model software systems in a precise manner, and are
fundamental for the level of analysis, validation and proof
required for assuring adaptation compliance to specifica-
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tions. In this paper, we propose a concrete model for
the AM, which provides the groundwork for a conceptual
model. Moreover, the mathematical foundation selected for
this study facilitates its validation against predefined QoS
properties, such as, availability and responsiveness.
This article is organized as follows: Section II discusses
related work. Later on, Section III provides an overview
of the language chosen to describe the model. Section IV
introduces our formal model and Section V discusses its
properties.
Finally, in Section VI we draw some conclusions and
introduce future work.

characteristics and helps to underscore the value of formal
methods for service analysis at design, specially service
composition. The authors present a valuable analysis of
formal approaches to service composition and elaborate
a useful comparison. Amano and Watanabe [16] explore
mechanisms to check consistency.
This work ventures at providing a concrete model of an
AM on top of which a more abstract one can be built.
Furthermore, the streamlined relation between Cows and the
model checker CMC permits us to realize a formal analysis
of the concrete model we introduce in Section IV.

II. S TATE OF THE A RT

As a first step towards developing a model of dynamic
adaptation, we explored a number of languages in [17].
Current service-oriented formal languages like PiDuce [18],
SOCK/JOLIE[19], COWS[20], KLAIM [21], and SCC [22]
offer each a different range of possibilities to model DA.
Each of these languages has an underlying process algebra
and constructs that support definition of services and expressing substitution and deactivation processes. The main
method in PiDuce to model service substitution is through
virtual machines while, in the case of COWS, it is modelled
by delimited receiving and killing activities handled with its
process calculus. JOLIE and PiDuce offer no deactivation
process. After reviewing these languages, we concluded that
the best fit language for modeling the runtime dynamic
adaptation problem is COWS. Comparing the characteristics
of the languages selected only COWS provides constructs
for timing analysis. Timeliness was not the only deciding
criteria, considering that0 adaptation of services only via
channel renaming is sufficient to achieve DA is questionable,
as is the case of PiDUce. In this regards, the composition
mechanisms of SOCK/JOLIE are more adequate, yet again
with no possibility to evaluate timeliness. The choice is clear
and well founded.
The calculus for orchestration of web services (COWS)
[23] is a new process calculus similar to the Business Process
Execution Language (WS-BPEL) [24]. However, contrary to
WS-BPEL, COWS provides a formally specified distributed
machine. COWS is a process calculus that allows to specify
service-oriented applications, as well as, modelling dynamic
behaviour. COWS also provides support for the development
of tools to check that a given service composition follows
desired correctness properties and unexpected behaviours are
avoided.
COWS has been extended with timing elements [20]
which facilitate adoption of the language for modelling
services with timing requirements. Therefore, this language
represents an important line of research in service-oriented
computing (SOC). The motivation of the authors to develop
COWS is that most formalisms “do not model the different
aspects of currently available SOC technologies in their
completeness” [20].

We introduce related work in two groups. First, those
approaches specifically related to DA, second, formal approaches that are applied to analyse similar families of
problems as the ones presented here.
Dynamic Adaptation
Mckinley and Geihs ([6], [7] and [8]) present an overview
of DA and its constituents, however they do not advance
a formal model or proposal to explore DA, which is the
aims of our work. Similarly to the elements of DA we
identified, Segarra and André describe a similar model to
ours with components that can be customized for different applications, a component in their framework can be
provided with a controller which performs the adaptation
depending on execution conditions [9]. In our proposal we
define one controller, the adaptation manager, that gathers
information from supporting services such as timing and
execution evaluation in order to perform adaptations. Work
has also been carried out to map BPEL to Process Algebras
as Ferrara [10], to Pi-calculus as Abouzaid [11], and to Petri
Nets as Ouyang et al. [12].
Formal approaches to DA
The work of Laneve and Zavattaro [13] on web services
advances an extension to the π-calculus with a transaction
construct, the calculus webπ. This model supports time and
asynchrony. However it remains at a more abstract level and
is not applied to dynamic adaptation. Ferrara [10] relies on
process algebra to design and verify web services, this work
also allows to verify temporal logic properties as well as
behavioural equivalence between services. Compared to this
work, our attempt is more general and is directed at the
study of dynamic adaptation. Finally our proposal is aimed at
identifying a formal service-oriented language for modelling
dynamic adaptation, rather than advancing techniques for
formal verification of web services or services as in the
work of Ferrara. Mori and Kita [14] explore the use of
genetic algorithms to dynamic environments and offer a
survey on problems of adaptation to dynamic environments.
The work of ter Beek at al. [15] reviews service composition
approaches with respect to a selection of service composition
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III. T HE S ERVICE - ORIENTED L ANGUAGE COWS
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Services are structured activities built from basic activities, such as the empty, kill, invoke, receive, and wait. Services are composed by means of prefixing, choice, and parallel composition. Constructs as protection, delimitation, and
replication are also provided. The language is parameterised
by a set of expressions. Partner names and operation names
can be combined to designate communication endpoints,
written “p • o”, where p is a partner and o an operation.
These represent activities of type receive “p • o?” or invoke
p • o!”.
Timed activities are frequently exploited in serviceoriented computing and are needed to model time outs.
Passing of time is modelled synchronously for services
deployed on the same ’service engine’ and asynchronously
otherwise. In this language, time passes synchronously for
all services in parallel, given that services run on the same
service engine. An important aspect in dynamic adaptation
is represented by timing constraints for either the execution
of a new service or the execution of the system as a whole,
therefore, elements for modelling time are needed
COWS [25] provides a proxy mechanism to add compensation handling in existing services. This means that it
may add behaviour to existing services in the system by
appending a compensatory service. A compensatory service
is one that adds to the base service and achieves some
corrective or compensatory functionality. We can also avail
of sequential composition for adapting an existing protocol
to the new one.
In COWS basic actions are durationless and the passing
of time is modelled by explicit actions. Imperative and
orchestration constructs support specification of assignment
in variables, conditional choice and sequential composition.
Conditional choice and sequential composition of services
can be used to achieve dynamic adaptation by composing
services with existing ones. The language also defines the
concept of service engines, where each engine has its own
clock which is synchronised with the clock of other parallel
engines. All instances of a service run within the same
engine. Moreover, time elapses between each evaluation of
expressions and these evaluations are instantaneous. Only
the time construct ⊕argument consumes time units. Time
elapses while waiting for invoke or receive activities and
the argument for wait-activities “⊕” is set to the current
stand. Parallel composition of engines in this language is
given by sequential composition. Moreover, COWS provides a deactivation activity that forces termination of all
unprotected parallel activities. Sensitive code can be protected from killing by placing it into a “protection”. COWS
computational entities are called services [23]. Services
in COWS do not have interfaces since communication is
realised through message passing among services, which are
structured activities built from basic activities.
Finally, COWS can model several typical aspects of web
services technologies, for instance, multiple start activities,
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receive conflicts, routing of correlated messages, service
instances and interactions among them [20].
IV. A M ODEL FOR DYNAMIC A DAPTATION
In previous work [26], we identify several techniques to
achieve DA. Most of the current DA techniques are static,
and more importantly, the flexibility of adaptation or the
level at which adaptations are achieved, is in most cases
limited. An area of opportunity we identified, is the need
for a formal approach in DA. A more formal approach to
DA allows system designers and architects to perform an
analysis of the adaptive elements in the system. This is the
motivation behind our work.
This section presents a two-step process for establishing
our DA model.
1) A scenario explaining a dynamic adaptation problem
2) Design of the model in a formal language suitable for
verification
Scenario
We assume an all-electronic toll system where tolls are
collected with the use of a transponder mounted on the
windscreen of each vehicle. This is a straightforward case,
however, we further assume that the car travels along a
number of borders and jurisdictions. In each jurisdiction the
toll system may actually differ from the previous one. We
propose an adaptable electronic toll collection system on
the client (vehicle) side. This system would allow the owner
to install only one toll system that interacts with the toll
booth at each contact point. In this scenario we assume the
car receives a welcoming signal every time it approaches a
tollbooth. This is illustrated in Figure 1. In this diagram we
restrict the representation to the sequence of events in the
interaction between three interacting roles Toll booth,
Vechicle Communication, and Toll booth ETS
service. As we can see, the Toll booth sends a welcome
signal to every vehicle approaching it. On receipt of the
signal, the vehicle’s communication service requests the
type of payment protocol from the toll booth. The Vehicle
identifies the protocol and evaluates its compatibility to the
one currently installed. In case it is not compatible, the Toll
booth is notified and requests a new protocol for the car to
be sent together with an estimate of the car’s arrival time to
the toll collection area. This estimate is used as the upper
time bound for the subsequent adaptation of the vehicle’s
Electronic Toll Payment Service.
In the following we present a model for DA suitable for
validation against desirable attributes of services and serviceoriented computing applications. According to this, a service
should be: Available, Reliable, and Responsive.
Model
The model of DA is introduced in Figure 2. Here we
assume a runtime monitor in the software composite
that activates the AM based on predefined triggers.
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1

let
adaptManager ( s e r v i c e ) =
∗ [X ] [ Y ] [ Z ] [XX] [YY]
s e r v i c e . c r e a t e ?<X, Y, Z , XX>.p . a d a p t i m e !<X, Y, Z , XX>
| [X ] [ Y ] [ Z ] [XX]
s e r . checkOK?<X, Y, Z , XX>.q . e x e c t i m e !<Z , XX>
| s e r . c h e c k F a i l ?<>. s e r . l a u n c h F a i l !< r e p s v c >
| s e r . c h e c k F a i l 2 ?<>. s e r . l a u n c h F a i l !< r e p s v c >
requestor () =
s e r v . c r e a t e ! <0 ,4 ,10 ,60 >
| s e r . checkOK2?<>.a m a d a p t . launchOK!<> |
( a m a d a p t . launchOK?<>.s . s i g n a l O K!<>
+ s e r . l a u n c h F a i l ?<r e p s v c >. s . s i g n a l F a i l !<>
+ s e r . l a u n c h F a i l x ?<>.s . s i g n a l F a i l !<>)
in
adaptManager ( s e r v )
| requestor ()
| ∗ amcheck ( )
| amcheck2 ( )
| s . s i g n a l F a i l ?<>. n i l
| s . s i g n a l O K?<>. n i l
end

Figure 1.

Sequence Diagram Tollbooth

3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23

Listing 1

A DAPTATION M ANAGER , R EQUESTOR AND M AIN S ERVICE

A m c h e c k g t d e a d l i n e (X) =
( s e r . c h e c k F a i l !<>)
A m c h e c k l e d e a d l i n e (X, Y, Z ,XX) =
( s e r . checkOK!<X, Y, Z , XX>)
A m c h e c k g t d e a d l i n e 2 (X) =
( s e r . c h e c k F a i l 2 !<>)
| memory . a s s e r t ?<X>. n i l
A m c h e c k l e d e a d l i n e 2 (X) =
( s e r . checkOK2!<>)
amcheck ( ) =
[X ] [ Y ] [ Z ] [XX]
p . a d a p t i m e?<X, Y, Z , XX>.
[ i #]
( i . s e l e c t g r e a t e r !<X g t Y> |
( i . s e l e c t g r e a t e r ?< t r u e >.
A m c h e c k g t d e a d l i n e (X) +
i . s e l e c t g r e a t e r ?< f a l s e >.
A m c h e c k l e d e a d l i n e (X, Y, Z ,XX)
)
)

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

Listing 2

A DAPTATION - TIME CHECK
Figure 2.

Sequence Diagram Adaptation Process

The adaptation process initiates by sending a signal
(adaptreq(sname,repsvc)!) from the Requestor
to the AM. This is represented in Listing 1 line 11.
The AM further sends the timeliness parameters to
evaluate the plausibility of the adaptation in view of the
time constraints, as illustrated by the second message
adaptime(sname,repsvc,deadline,s,r). Once
the object ”amcheck” receives this signal, the timeliness
conditions are evaluated and the result returned to the AM.
The flow for the adaptation proceeds, when the service
amcheck is called with the time estimations in Listing 1
line 7. In this point, a procedure to compare the estimated
time of the adaptation against the predefined upper bound
is called as expressed in Listing 2 lines 12 to 18. Next, in
case the adaptation can be fulfilled within the defined time
bounds, a second condition is evaluated. This is represented
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in Listing 3 lines 3 to 10. This evaluation verifies that
the adaptation preserves the overall execution time of the
service. In case both conditions are uphold, the service
amadapt is executed. After execution, this service sends
the signal cheqOK2! (Listing 1 line 12) to the requestor,
which in turn notifies the user on a successful adaptation
by sending the signal launchOK. Otherwise, the AM
responds signalFail.
The model focuses on two timeliness conditions, adaptation time and execution time. However, other conditions can
be analyzed by the AM in the same manner. For instance,
verifying that the reconfigured service is in a quiescent state
before performing any changes in order to avoid interaction
and coordination conflicts. In the following section, we
describe the verification process that the model grants.
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amcheck2 ( ) =
[X ] [ Y]
q . e x e c t i m e?<X, Y>.
[ i #]
[K]
( i . s e l e c t g r e a t e r !<X g t Y> |
( i . s e l e c t g r e a t e r ?< t r u e >.
A m c h e c k g t d e a d l i n e 2 (X) +
i . s e l e c t g r e a t e r ?< f a l s e >.
A m c h e c k l e d e a d l i n e 2 (X)
)
)

2
4
6
8
10
12

Listing 3

E XECUTION - TIME CHECK
(a) Responsiveness Check with CMC

V. A NALYSIS OF THE M ODEL
Dynamic software architectures allow us to build dynamically adaptable systems by supporting the modification of
a system’s architecture at runtime. Possible modifications
include structural adaptations that change the system configuration graph, for example, the creation of new and the
deletion of existing components and connectors, as well as
functional adaptations where components are replaced. Further, even more challenging changes are those that modify
the behaviour of components and ultimately services.
To achieve reliable dynamic adaptable services we need to
evaluate service modifications against a number of quality of
service properties. Services must comply as a minimum with
the following three properties. The first one, Responsiveness,
means that the service always guarantees an answer to every
received service request, unless the user cancels. The second
property, Availability, requires that the service is always
capable to accept a request. Finally, the third property, Reliability means that the service request can always succeed.
In order to evaluate a system against the properties mentioned above, we first express these properties and the model
in a language that supports a formal analysis. This analysis
should be performed preferably in an automated manner.
Cows, the language we selected, possesses this quality. In
the following we introduce the selected model checker,
which is CMC. Cows grants straightforward coupling with
CMC. Afterwards, we explore the model for reliability and
responsiveness properties with the model checker.
For reasons of space, we present only the model checking
results for Responsiveness and Reliability. To explore the
first property, Responsiveness, we define a formula with a
universal quantifier on the execution of amcheck following
a call to the AM specified as an existential quantifier to the
AM, as shown in Listing 4. A run of the model checker
on this condition returns true and no counter-example
as shown in Figure 3(a). Verification of the model against
Availability follows a similar pattern. In general terms, the
User identifies the service name of interest, in this case the
AM and specifies the related logical condition as a universal
quantifier over the request for the adaptation manager. The
AM initial call is found in Listing 1, which is input to the
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(b) Reliability Check with CMC
Figure 3.

CMC Runs

AG[ r e q u e s t ( a d a p t M a n a g e r ) ] t r u e
EG[ a c c e p t i n g r e q u e s t ( a d a p t M a n a g e r ) ] AF [ r e s p o n s e ( amcheck ) ]
true

2

Listing 4
R ESPONSIVENESS

model checker and the conditions is tested.
EG[ r e q u e s t ( r e q u e s t o r ) ] EG[ r e s p o n s e ( launchOK ) ] EG[ r e s p o n s e (
launchFail ) ] true

1

Listing 5
R ELIABILITY

The formula for Reliability is built by the combination
of existential quantifiers over the services requestor,
launchOK and launchFail in Listing 5. The modelchecker renders no counter-example, but True as shown in
Figure 3(b).
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Real time DA is an area of research that poses new
challenges to software development, where the goal is to
produce a system capable of adapting to changing conditions
in the operational environment. Additional demanding goals
related to DA are the integration of new services as these become available, or coping with reconfiguration issues, all this
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at runtime and under time constraints. DA has been proposed
to provide solutions for these challenges. A methodology for
the study of DA is still an open question. Formal methods
have been in use for a long time in the computer science
community and a number of new approaches and formal
languages are available. We suggest that modelling DA with
a formal language can provide precise answers to most
of the existing questions and grant a better understanding.
As a consequence, in this work, we recommend the use
of the formal language COWS to model DA, introduced
a first formal model, and assessed it by checking against
three widely accepted service properties: Responsiveness,
Availability and Reliability, with the model checker CMC.
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Abstract—This paper describes and evaluates the challenging
feature of an opportunistic activity recognition system to train
a newly discovered sensor with the available sensing devices
to recognize activities at runtime. The term ”opportunistic”
means that the system does not operate with a fixed set of
sensor devices, but uses and configures the currently available
sensors that just happen to be available. Therefore, the paper
presents a reference implementation of an opportunistic system,
referred to as OPPORTUNITY Framework, and demonstrates
the transfer of recognition capabilities from a fused multisensor ensemble to an untrained sensing device within the
system in a real-world setup. Main contribution of the paper
is the evaluation of the approach by describing an experimental setup and presenting results in terms of accuracy and
recognition rate from the machine-learning perspective as well
as from the framework and system perspective by comparing
predicted classes from the teaching sensor set and the newly
trained sensor to obtain QoS parameters.
Keywords-Activity and Context Recognition; Opportunistic
Sensing; Senor Networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Activity and context recognition systems utilize sensing
devices that are available in the environment, on objects, or
on persons to sense the world in terms of inferring activities.
Traditionally, machine learning technologies that interpret
the sensor datastreams are trained in an offline mode, at
the design time of the system [1]. In contrast to that, an
opportunistic system does not specify the set of required
sensor systems a priori, instead it utilizes sensor nodes
that just happen to be available to recognize the person’s
activities. Another major characteristic of an opportunistic
system is the fact that recognition goals are defined dynamically at runtime by an application or a user, and the
available sensing devices are configured to an ensemble,
which is the set of accessible sensors that are best suited to
execute this goal [2]. The type and modality of the involved
sensor systems that are utilized to execute a recognition goal
cannot be pre-defined as sensors are used that just happen to
be available. Therefore, the system has to handle physical,
logical, and other types of sensors [3] in order to execute a
recognition goal. Given these definitions, some characteristic
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features and application cases of an opportunistic activity
recognition system can be identified, like: (i) sensor appears,
(ii) sensor disappears, (iii) sensor reappears, (iv) sensor
delivers reduced-quality data and (v) sensors are trained
for an active recognition goal at runtime [4].
This paper presents the feature that a newly appeared
sensor (Learner) can be trained with the existing ones that
are executing a recognition goal (Teacher(s)) by providing
the predicted activity class to incrementally train the new
sensor and calculate QoS parameters [5] on the fly to
estimate to what extent the learner will be able to contribute
to a future, similar recognition goal. Therefore, we use the
OPPORTUNITY Framework, a reference implementation of
an opportunistic activity recognition system (see [3] [4] [5]).
By utilizing a system-supervised learning approach on the
new sensor node [6] we compare the predicted label of the
teacher to the label predicted by the learner to calculate
a degree of fulfillment (DoF) [5] metric that indicates to
what extent a sensor can fulfill a certain recognition goal.
This information together with the dynamically obtained
machine learning parameters (e.g., classifier model) is stored
persistently in the sensor’s self-description. We present and
evaluate the approach by operating the OPPORTUNITY
Framework in a real-world scenario with four body-mounted
sensor devices that deliver triaxial accelerometer data. We
transfer the capability to recognize the locomotion of a
person (i.e., WALK, SIT, STAND, LIE) from a 3-sensor
ensemble to a single sensor and compare the teacher with
the learner output class to evaluate the approach. This
is radically different from standard settings using offline
training, since we cannot gather groundtruth labels here to
assess the performance of the learner. We instead have to
rely only on the teacher-learner comparison.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides an overview on related work. Section
3 presents a description of the technical details and the
realization of the sensor learning approach. Sections 4 and
5 describe an experimental setup with on-body sensors and
the results of the training. Section 5 closes with a conclusion
and an outlook.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Traditional activity recognition systems have to define
the classes that shall be recognized, the sensors and their
operating characteristics at design time of the system. The
activity recognition chains that process sensor signals to
infer activities involve different steps: datastream preprocessing, feature extraction, classification and multi-sensor
fusion. The classification step (mapping feature vectors to
a defined set of output classes) involves offline-trained
machine learning algorithms [1] [7] [8].
As opportunistic sensing and opportunistic activity recognition draw from the characteristic to use sensor nodes that
just happen to be available to execute a dynamically-stated
recognition goal (see [2] [3] [4] [5]), an approach to make
sensors ready to recognize activities on the fly at runtime
of the system is necessary. This transferring of recognition
capabilities from one (or more) sensor(s) to another sensor
can be done on the classifier level, where the model is
transferred directly from one sensor node to another [6].
This approach suffers from the problem that both nodes
have to operate on the same feature space, which limits
the approach. Another way is to provide the feature space
independent classes to the learner, which can incrementally
train the baseline machine learning technologies [6]. In [9]
the authors showed the transfer of activity recognition capabilities from one smart home to multiple different systems
operating in the same domain. Again, the transfer relies on
a common feature space. The transfer of capabilities across
multiple feature spaces is also shown in [10].
This paper takes on the approach that is presented in
[6] and shows that the transfer of recognition capabilities
in an opportunistic environment is possible in a real-world
scenario. As no ground truth is usually available, an estimate
of the QoS for the learner has to be calculated. This is
done in form of a DoF that is calculated by comparing the
predicted class from the teacher with the predicted class
from the learner and stored as part of the sensor selfdescription. Details of these self-descriptions are presented
in [5]. This paper extends the system-supervised learning
approach that operates independently from the feature spaces
of the teachers and learners as described in [6]. There,
the approach is described and evaluated on a rich dataset
[11] and by using Nearest Class Center (NCC), k-Nearest
Neighbors and SVM classifiers with the advantage to have
a groundtruth available. Main contribution of this paper
is the application of the approach in the OPPORTUNITY
Framework, and the empirical calculation of the accuracy in
form of the DoF during the training phase at runtime.
III. T ECHNICAL D ETAILS AND R EALIZATION
This Section provides technical details of the OPPORTUNITY Framework, the applied sensor self-description
concept, and how the transfer learning approach is realized
within the framework.
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A. The OPPORTUNITY Framework
A reference implementation of an opportunistic activity
recognition system (the OPPORTUNITY Framework) was
developed and is used within this paper. The framework is
written in Java/OSGi and is a step towards a ready-to-use
middleware for building opportunistic activity recognition
applications in different domains [3] [4] [5]. An opportunistic system utilizes sensors in a way to configure the
best set of sensors according to a recognition goal. If we
assume that the set is not static, then our system needs
to react on changes in the sensing infrastructure (e.g., a
node might disconnect when running out of power). The
following more or less challenging features can be identified
that characterize such an opportunistic system in terms of
(self-) adaptation:
(i) Sensor appears: a new sensor joins the sensing infrastructure. If the sensor is already capable of contributing to the recognition goal, the system has to
assess whether or not the sensor is able to increase the
overall ensemble’s contribution to the recognition goal.
If the sensor is still untrained, it can be trained by the
other sensor(s). The system gets the knowledge of the
sensor’s capabilities by parsing its self-description.
(ii) Sensor disappears: when a sensor disconnects, the
system reaction depends on whether the sensor was
or was not active in a configured ensemble. In case
the sensor was not active, the current sensor ensemble
does not have to be reconfigured. In the other case, a
reconfiguration could be needed.
(iii) Sensor reappears: same as sensor appears, but the
system already knows the sensor’s capabilities as it has
parsed its self-description on previous connections.
(iv) Sensor delivers faulty data: when a sensor is shifted or
broken it could be that it still delivers (reduced-quality)
data. The system has to recognize this and reduce the
trust indicator metric of the sensor [5] and - if necessary
- reconfigure the sensing ensemble.
(v) Transfer of recognition capabilities to a sensor: this
is the main focus of this paper. A newly connected
sensor has to be trained by the other sensors in terms
of recognizing activities and an estimation needs to be
provided for the achieved accuracy.
(vi) Ensemble configuration at runtime: this is a key aspect
in an opportunistic system. Whenever a recognition
goal is stated to the system, the set of sensors that are
best suited to execute this goal are configured. This
process [5] has to be executed whenever something
happens in the sensing infrastructure.
The next Section III-B explains the concept of sensor selfdescription and how this can be used to perform real-time
transfer learning, and III-C describes how transfer learning
is implemented in the OPPORTUNITY Framework and how
its performance can be measured in an online setting.
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B. Sensor Self-Description
The sensor self-description is an important aspect in an
opportunistic activity and context recognition system. It
provides the technical details of the sensor to the system
and builds the connection point between the high-level
framework features and the machine learning technologies
on the lower levels. We have split the self-description into
two parts: (i) the technical description that holds the physical
characteristics as well as technical aspects of a sensor (e.g.,
power requirements, communication interface, update rate,
size, weight, . . . ), and (ii) the dynamic description that lists
the sensor’s capabilities according to recognition goals [5].
Both parts of the sensor self-description follow the OpenGIS
SensorML specification, an XML standard definition. The
concept of ExperienceItems defines a complete recognition
chain of a sensor together with the required signal processing
and machine learning techniques (feature extraction, classification, fusion) to recognize activity classes. ExperienceItems
are part of the dynamic self-description and there can be
multiple items describing multiple activity classes or recognition chains [5]. These ExperienceItems and the defined
methodologies can be invoked and configured by the activity
recognition system at runtime on demand. The DoF defines
to what extent a sensor together with the recognition chain
can execute a recognition goal. Figure 1 shows a clipping
of an ExperienceItem where the DoF is defined for the
activity class WALK. This means, that the sensor and the
corresponding machine learning techniques as defined in this
very ExperienceItem can execute the recognition goal WALK
with a DoF of 0.75. This degree of fulfillment metric reflects
the expected accuracy in the recognition of a certain activity
and can be generally calculated in two ways:
(i) Statically by using a labeled groundtruth for learning:
normally a system is trained by using a groundtruth
that defines the sensor signal and patterns and the corresponding activity classes. The classification mechanisms are therefore trained with the labeled groundtruth
data to autonomously detect significant and similar
patterns in the datastream. This approach presumes the
initial knowledge of the used sensors, their modalities,
the feature space, the exact position and location and
the activity classes that shall be recognized (and of
course a groundtruth of appropriate size/length).
(ii) Dynamically by using transfer learning: this method is
the core contribution of the paper and will be described
in detail in the following Section III-C.
To avoid the need for a labeled groundtruth and thus the
training in offline mode, this paper presents and evaluates
the approach of training new sensor nodes at runtime of the
system and calculating the DoF by comparing the predicted
class from the teacher with the predicted class from the
learner. The next Section describes the approach of real-time
transfer learning and the calculation of the DoF in detail.
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...
<swe:field name="labellist">
<swe:DataRecord>
<swe:field name="WALK">
<swe:Text definition="dof">
<swe:value>0.75</swe:value>
</swe:Text>
</swe:field>
</swe:DataRecord>
</swe:field>
...

Figure 1.
A clipping of an ExperienceItem as part of a sensor selfdescription together with the DoF metric [5].

C. Application of Transfer Learning
When a new sensor appears, the system parses its selfdescription to check whether it can contribute to a running
execution of a recognition goal, or if not, whether it can
be regarded as a learner candidate for one of the goals that
are currently active. A learner candidate has to be defined
so by a human expert. For example, one could define an
accelerometer on the shoe as possible sensor to detect the
modes of locomotion. Learner candidates have in their selfdescription a feature extraction and a classification method,
which form a default ExperienceItem template. Their initial
DoF is set manually to ”0.0”. Thus, the system recognizes
a learner candidate for a recognition goal when a sensor
appears in the sensing environment with an initial zero DoF
value (for this very goal). This means that the sensor can
be picked for learning, and as soon as an ensemble that
executes the recognition goal is configured and active, the
learning process is initiated. The predicted classes from the
teacher are used by the learner to generate the classifier
model (persistently stored in form of a JSON file, see Figure
2 for an example) on the fly by assigning the activity class
to the extracted features from the datastream.
The calculation of the effective learner DoF is not a
trivial task, since groundtruth information is not available
at runtime. For the calculation of the DoF, we can only
rely on comparisons between teacher and learner, taking
into account that the teacher does not provide a perfect
groundtruth. We calculate the agreement rate using the
cumulative moving average, which is a statistical method to
analyze time series data [12]. In detail, the following values
and variables are used to calculate the DoF of the learner at
runtime:
• DoFT = DoF from the teacher (known from its ExperienceItem).
• DoFL = DoF from the learner that has to be calculated
on the fly.
• n = count of predicted and compared activity classes.
• ϑ = degree of teacher-learner agreement during the
training phase, defined as the percentage of instances
where teacher and learner output the same activity class
label among the total number of examined instances.
• [0|1] = false and true, indicates the match (true) or
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mismatch (false) between the class labels predicted by
Teacher and Learner.
DoFL is calculated as follows as soon as the learning
process ends:
DoFL = DoFT ∗ ϑ,

ϑn ∗ n + [0|1]
,
n+1

(2)

where n is incremented by one after each iteration. The
number that has to be added to the numerator, after having
multiplied ϑ with n, depends whether the class predicted
by the teacher agrees or disagrees with the one predicted
by the learner. In this way, the cumulative moving average
of agreeing labels can be calculated over time, building the
running accuracy for the learner measured with respect to
the teacher. When the training phase is finished, this relative
accuracy (ϑ) is multiplied by the DoF of the teacher to get
an estimation for the DoF. This value and the newly built
classifier models (in form of a JSON file) are written back to
the sensor’s self-description, where they complete the usual
information about the used feature extraction and classifier.
IV. E XPERIMENT AND E VALUATION
We have set up a real-time scenario with body-worn
sensors to test and evaluate the transfer of recognition capabilities for the modes of locomotion (WALK, SIT, STAND,
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"centroids" : [
[-8.4965,-2.2945,2.5368,0.29659],
[-9.2508,-2.3725,1.7388,1.3654],
[-9.3933,-1.9461,1.0396,0.13042],
[-4.4928,7.9204,-2.242,0.13042]
],
"centroid_labels" : [3,1,5,4],
"number_of_instances" : [1310,433,476,95],
"cloud_size" : [
[1.0241,0.89795,1.8205,0.2136],
[0.32604,0.56007,0.71504,0.55195],
[0.26634,0.57792,1.1387,0.11843],
[1.1746,0.56141,1.5778,0.2331]
]

(1)

which means that as soon as the learning process and
the comparison of the classes predicted by the learner and
teacher are over, the DoF of the learner is calculated by
multiplying the DoF of the teacher with the cumulative
average of the agreement rate. This multiplication has the
goal to rescale the calculated DoF in cases where we have
a high agreement between teacher and learner (ϑ close to
1) and an imperfect teacher. In these cases, in fact, we
have high agreement between a learner and a wrong teacher,
which does not mean at all that the learner is fulfilling the
recognition goal properly. As a side effect, the estimated
DoFL will always be smaller or equal to the DoFT , which
is indeed often the case, but the opposite can also happen, as
can be seen in a few cases in [6]. By the above calculation
we are then accepting the condition DoFL ≤ DoFT and
we are making a pessimistic estimate, which leaves us on
the safe side when using the learner in following missions
(the learner could perform even better than foreseen by the
system).
The end of the learning process in our version of the
framework is reached when either the teacher (or sensors
within the teacher ensemble) or the learner is disconnected.
Alternative approaches based on a time lapse or upon
convergence of the DoF will be investigated in future work.
The cumulative moving average of the agreement rate is
calculated at runtime as follows:
ϑn+1 =

{

}

Figure 2. An example of a JSON file, which provides the configuration
of a classifier used for activity recognition (the classifier model) [5].

LIE). We have picked a rather easy activity set that has
to be recognized as the goal is not to work with sophisticated and highly complex activity classes, but to test to
what extent rather simple and easy to recognize activities
are transferrable. We used 4 sensors that delivered triaxial
acceleration data. Two Intersense InertiaCube3 sensors were
mounted on the right upper-/lower-arm (motionjacket RUA
and motionjacket RLA, see Figure 3-1 and 3-2), one bluetooth accelerometer was mounted on the right knee of the
subject (btaccel RKN, see Figure 3-1 and 3-3), and one
SunSPOT accelerometer sensor was attached to the right
shoe (sunspot shoetoebox, see Figure 3-1 and 3-3). The
ensemble that was trained and configured to recognize the
mode of locomotion activity classes consisted of the motionjacket RUA, the sunspot shoetoebox, and the btaccel RKN
sensors. The untrained sensor that was trained with the
predicted classes from the teacher ensemble in our test setup
was the motionjacket RLA sensor. The setup of the three
sensors in the ensemble was defined in an ExperienceItem:
• Feature Extraction: Mean/Variance for each sensor/recognition chain.
• Classification:
NCC
Classifier
for
each
sensor/recognition chain.
• Fusion: Majority-Voting Fusion to combine the classification results for each sensor/recognition chain.
• DoF: 0.792 for WALK, STAND, SIT, LIE for the complete ensemble.
Below the picture of the test subject in Figure 3, also some
sensor datastreams are shown. The motionjacket RLA sensor
was picked as learner as we set its DoF to detect modes of
locomotion to zero. The predicted class from the ensemble
was not only presented as system result, but also to the
learner to incrementally train the classifier (NCC) model.
The following Section V summarizes the results that were
achieved within the experiment.
V. R ESULTS
The learning phase in the experiment was 15 minutes
long. So the teacher-ensemble presented its predicted label to
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Figure 4. Evolution of ϑ of the motionjacket RLA sensor during the
training phase.

Figure 3.
Experimental setup of the on-body sensors together with
snapshots of the corresponding datastreams.

the learner for executing the incremental training for 15 minutes, whereas the four activity classes (WALK, STAND, SIT,
LIE) were executed by the subject approximately equally
long but in a random way. That means the subject did not execute WALK for 3.75 min, followed by STAND sequentially.
The activities occurred randomly but (approx.) equally long
to ensure enough training samples per activity class. The ϑ
value (which is the accuracy of the learner compared to the
teacher during the training phase) over time during the realtime training process is shown in Figure 4. During the first
few seconds, the value varied substantially (between 1 and
0.2), which can be explained by considering that the value
has to settle over time until (i) the learner classifier model
is well enough trained, and (ii) enough predicted classes are
compared. Therefore, it is important to have a training phase
that is long enough to have a good classifier model and a
stable DoF calculation for the learner. In our experiment,
the ϑ value settled to 0.65. This value cannot be seen as
permanently stable and fixed, since it highly depends on (i)
the number of observed activity classes, and (ii) the duration
of the training phase. By multiplying the DoFT value with
ϑ we get a DoF for the learner of 0.515.
In Figure 5 the confusion matrix is shown that compares
the predicted activity classes from the teacher with the
predicted classes from the learner. There, the calculated
DoF value from the learner is reflected, as we can notice
a high occurrence of the false interpretation of the WALK
and STAND/SIT activity classes. Altogether, during the
15 minutes training phase, we had approximately 350.000
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Figure 5. Visualization of the confusion matrix from the learner compared
to the teacher (as groundtruth estimation).

Table I
S UMMARIZATION OF R ESULTS
Duration of Training

15 minutes

Number of activity classes

4 (WALK, STAND, SIT, LIE)

DoFT

0.792

Number of comparisons

approx. 350.000

ϑ (i.e., cumulative moving average)

0.65

DoFL

0.792 ∗ 0.65 = 0.515

comparisons from the teacher with the learner predicted
class, which are contained in the confusion matrix. Table I
summarizes the results that were achieved in the experiment.
Our approach of real-time training to realize self-adaption
by online training new sensors and the persistent storage
of this newly acquired knowledge at runtime works. The
calculation of 0.515 as DoF is realistic and reflects the selfadaptation according to real-time transfer of recognition capabilities as not only correct predicted labels are transferred
from the teacher to the learner but also wrongly classified
activities.
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VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have presented the capability of an opportunistic activity and context recognition system to self-adapt in a way that
untrained and newly appeared sensors can be trained by the
existing ones. The recognition capabilities of the configured
(teaching) ensemble are transferred in real-time to the learner
candidates. During the learning process, the quality of the
transferred recognition capabilities is quantified to get a
stable and reasonable measurement of how good the learner
can recognize the activity class. After DoFL is estimated,
this value is stored with the corresponding classifier model
in the ExperienceItem of the sensor, to ensure persistency
of the newly acquired knowledge. Our approach enables
the autonomous transfer of recognition capabilities without
relying on a labeled ground-truth to newly appeared sensors
and therefore self-adapt to open-ended environments where
sensors presumably not known at design time can be trained
and used afterwards to extend the system.
There are many interesting aspects for future research. On
one side, a probabilistic framework can be set up in order to
provide a more accurate estimation of the learner accuracy
given the rate of agreement between teacher and learner and
by introducing all the possible knowledge about the teacher
(like the confusion matrix). Different estimation techniques
can be evaluated on existing datasets, where the groundtruth
is not made available to the algorithms, but is used to assess
how well the DoF can be estimated. Another interesting
aspect is to investigate how to overcome the need for an
expert to manually define learner candidates. This can be
tackled by evaluating the suitability of a certain sensor due
to other elements of its self-description, like the measured
quantity (e.g., acceleration), and the placement. The end goal
will be to design a planner, which will be able to select
learner candidates, operate the transfer of capabilities only
where it is meaningful and finally assess as precisely as
possible what the learner achieved accuracy is.
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Abstract—In this contribution, we propose an adaptationdriven methodology for the technical design and implementation of multi-agent simulations that is inspired by the concept of
“living design”. The simulated agents are capable of evaluating
their behavior and self-adapt for improving the overall model.
For this aim, the modeler describes critical, non valid situations
in the life of an agent, or the complete agent system, and
explicitly specifies repair knowledge for these situations.
Keywords-multi-agent systems, simulation, methodology.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The development and usage of appropriate methodologies
for developing multi-agent simulations has become a focus
of scientific attention as it became obvious that traditional
approaches are not sufficient to handle the complexity of
design, implementation, testing or validation of multi-agent
simulations as they do not account for generative nature of
these form of simulation models. Our paper contributes to
this research on techniques supporting multi-agent simulation development. We propose a procedure where agents
themselves improves the quality of the technical design and
implementation of an agent-based simulation model. The
part of the process that we address is often also referred
to as debugging in a quite wide sense.
The development of such a high quality model is challenging: first of all, agent-based models are generative [1].
That means the overall dynamics is generated from microlevel agent behaviors and interactions. There is no explicit
relation between what is defined in the model and what is the
produced overall behavior, but this relation is just established
by simulation. Thus, there is a profound uncertainty on assumptions mainly about agent-level structures and behavior
model but also on the constituents of the environmental
model. The appropriateness of assumptions can only be
tested and determined using a fully calibrated, runnable
simulation. On a more technical level, other challenges have
to be taken up such as the mere size of the simulation in
terms of number of agents or their level of heterogeneity.
The brittleness of a model coming from non-linear interaction outcomes and from the usage of so-called “knifeedge thresholds” [2] in agent models may also aggravate
the general problem. From a practical point of view, the size
of a model with many parallel acting and interacting agents,
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with different categories of agents in different local contexts
causes problems for implementation: it is problematic to
oversee the dynamics, to identify problems and locate bugs
in the implemented model.
In this contribution, we propose an approach for design
and implementation of a multi-agent simulation model that
is inspired by the “Living Design” concept [3]: in addition
to the behavior that shall be actually simulated, the agents
in the simulation are equipped with an additional metalevel module for monitoring their performance, identifying
problems and repairing them. The necessary knowledge is
provided by the modeler either explicitly, for example, in
terms of constraints, or implicitly by interacting with the
simulated agent. Our suggestion is appropriate for those
agent-based simulations that possess an original system and
are developed with a clear question; in terms of [4] a case
study rather than a model abstraction.
After a short introduction to the background of this work,
the concept of self-debugging agents is introduced and
discussed. After comparing our approach to related works,
a conclusion and some outlook to future work are given.
II. AGENT A DAPTATION INSTEAD OF M ANUAL R EPAIR
Consider the following situation: a modeler has to develop
a multi-agent evacuation simulation where pedestrian agents
have to exit at best a train or a building. The initial test runs
produce a number of situations where agents are blocking
each others at exits or bottlenecks, agents are getting stuck
with obstacles. Clearly, the behavior model of the agents is
not valid, that means it is neither optimally calibrated nor
complete or correct. In a painful trial and error procedure,
the modeler now might adjust minimal acceptable distances,
add behavior elements for explicitly giving way to others or
for pushing past the other agents. Our idea is to avoid this
iterative manual improvement by the modeler by giving the
pedestrian agents the capability to recognize such critical
situations and modify their behavior and the elements of the
simulated environment to avoid them in the future.
In the Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) area,
Adelfe [5], related to the concept of Adaptive Multi-Agent
Systems (AMAS) [6], is one of the rare methodologies
that explicitly suggests using self-designing agents to build
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a multi-agent system. Based on meta-rules describing the
prerequisites for “useful” interacting agents, the AMAS theory identifies 7 categories of “Non-Cooperative Situations”
(NCS) in that these prerequisites are not fulfilled. NCS have
to be anticipated, avoided or eventually repaired by every
agent. The processing of NCS is separated from the actually
intended behavior of an agent. It possesses a “nominal”
behavior for performing the usual behavior and an additional
meta-level “adaptive” behavior to discover and eliminate the
NCS it encounters. Thus, the agent learns to adapt to its
environment when the nominal behavior is not sufficient.
Transferred to the problem of technical design and implementation in multi-agent simulation, NCS correspond to
situations that do not occur in the original system. We call
these Non-Valid Situations (NVS) for denoting the particular relation to producing valid simulations. They are not
restricted to blocking situations as sketched in the beginning,
but may also characterize discrepancies between simulated
and real data on a macro-level, the missing production of
organizational structures, etc. Situations that might be judged
as non-cooperative for an artificial multiagent system may
actually occur in the real world and thus must occur in the
corresponding context in the simulation. Looking through
a developers eye, there is no basic conceptual difference
between NCS and NVS; Nevertheless, we think that “NVS”
is more appropriate in the simulation context focusing on
the model development level.
III. A DAPTIVE AGENTS FOR M ODEL D EBUGGING
A. General Concept

Figure 1: Adaptation-driven design process starting from
an initial model M0 and a corresponding adaptive repair
component A0 . After iteratively testing and adapting, an
improved model is produced that may contain some built-in
adaptive elements.

B. Agent Architecture
The particular agent architecture for self-debugging agents
consists of two parts: the original nominal behavior and the
adaptation module. All agents, a subpopulation or even just
one agent, may be equipped with an adaptation component.
In principle, also entities without agent properties – such as
resources, obstacles or the modeled environment – may be
equipped with an adaptation component that modifies their
parameters. This enables handling adaptations that are not
isolated to an entity but need to affect more than one entity
in a coordinated fashion. The overall architecture is sketched
in Figure 2.

The general concept of a self-debugging agent is based
on the idea that an adaptation component can be added to
the standard agent model for identifying and repairing NVS.
The respective phases (illustrated in fig. 1) are the following:
1) The starting point is a runnable initial prototype for
the full agent-based simulation model.
2) The modeler develops the adaptive module for identifying NVS and how the simulated agents deal with
these critical situations.
3) The original nominal agent behavior is connected to
the adaptive behavior and both are running concurrently while the simulation is executed and repeated.
4) The nominal model and the adaptive behavior are
separated again when all identified NVS are solved.
Parts of the adaptive elements may remain in the agent
program.
5) The validity of the final model is tested thoroughly
again. If previously hidden or new NVS are discovered, an adaptive behavior has to be added and the
adaptation starts again, otherwise the model is ready
for final documentation and deployment.
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Figure 2: Architecture of a self-debugging agent with both
nominal (left side) and adaptive behavior (right side).
The adaptation module has its own perception that may
include the agent’s status and perceptions, but also additional
perceptions from the simulated environment or even connections to external data sources. The actions of the adaptation
module may directly effect only the agent to which it is
assigned.
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C. Self-Debugging Phases
In the following, the three major (iterated) tasks that a
self-debugging agent has to execute are discussed. First,
the adaptation module has to notice that something in the
simulation is going wrong. The identified problem has to be
reduced to one or more NVS that are basically capturing
assumptions for possible causes for the problems. Instructions for repairing the model in reaction to the NVS are then
associated with the NVS. In the third phase, the instructions
are executed and the model is adapted. This cycle has to be
repeated again and again until no problem is observable any
more.
A problem might be the availability of appropriate metaknowledge to run this cycle. This problem is depending
on the particular model that is to be debugged. With an
appropriate – model depending – interface between adaptive
module and human system expert, human intelligence and
implicit knowledge can be used for filling the gaps in
explicitly formulated knowledge.
1) Problem Identification: The identification of a problem
is directly connected to criteria for determining the validity
of a simulation model. As we are addressing multi-agent
simulation, these criteria can be found on different levels of
observation. If a criteria for model validity does not hold, a
problem can be detected. Criteria may be both quantitative
or qualitative.
1) Most frequently, values, trends and dynamics of global
output variables are used for validation: macro-level
descriptors are compared to corresponding values obtainable from the simulation. Invariants and similar
conditions involving one or more output values may be
formulated as a criterion of model validity that must be
satisfied. An adaptation module that should be capable
of identifying a problem on the macro-level needs a
global perspective.
2) Output values may serve as a basis for comparison
also on a meso (group) or micro (individual agent)
level. The latter may be important if prominent, unique
agents are part of the simulation.
3) Macro-level structures, that shall emerge from the
interaction of the whole collective of agents, may
be characterized. Their failure to express emergent
behavior or the possible inadequateness (shape, time,
etc.) of this latter may lead to identification of a
problem.
4) Interaction outcomes can be characterized and may
form a source for criteria determining whether a
simulation is not running smoothly. Agents block each
other where they should not, do not interact when they
should or interact with the wrong partners.
5) A similar source of criteria for validity are individual behavior paths. Agents decide for other than the
rational option or stop when they should not.
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Clearly, these criteria are not independent from each other
as macro-level outcomes are generated from the micro-level.
Nevertheless, it is useful to define them on different levels
of abstraction.
2) NVS Identification: Having perceived that there is a
problem, a reason for the problem has to be found for being
able to modify the agent behavior in a way that the problem
is avoided. As in multi-agent simulations all dynamics are
generated by the agents behavior and interactions, the reason
for a problem can be found solely on the micro-level. Thus,
the original seven NVS of AMAS can also be identified in
the context of multi-agent simulations:
1) I NCOMPREHENSION. An agent receives an information but has no interpretation for this information. For
example, an agent bumps into something, is not able to
recognize it as an obstacle and cannot avoid it, getting
blocked by it.
2) A MBIGUITY. The perception can be interpreted in
more than one way. The behavior model is not refined
enough with respect to the environmental complexity
or the messages sent by other agents. For example, an
agent which is roaming in an environment is not able
to distinguish an obstacle from a source of energy, it
will therefore be unable to know how it has to behave
(avoiding the obstacle or recharging its batteries).
3) I NCOMPETENCE. The agent possesses no rule for
dealing with a particular internal status. That means
the state variables of an agent possess values that
are beyond the values that can be dealt with by its
reasoning. For example, an agent which wants to
recharge and finds a source of energy, finds a source
which has a failure, it is therefore incompetent to
recharge.
4) U NPRODUCTIVENESS. Given the current information
situation, the reasoning is not capable of producing an
output. For example, an agent receives a message that
is not meant for it, it is not able to do something by
using this message.
5) C ONCURRENCE. When an agent attempts to execute
the selected action, another agent executes the same
action resulting in redundancy when this action has
just to be done once. If there are these inefficiencies
in the original system, they have to be reproduced in
the simulation model for developing a realistic reproduction of the original system. Nevertheless there are
cases when this redundancy may point to a problem
of inappropriate action selection. For example, two
agents roaming in an environment want to move in
the same place at the same simulated time whereas
there is a clear coordination in the real world.
6) C ONFLICT. Two or more agents possess a conflict
over resources. That means, if one agent executes its
actions, the others cannot reach their goals. As with
CONCURRENCE , this situation may actually occur,
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but real-world agents may have invented mechanisms
to cope or solve the conflict. For example, when
two simulated pedestrians want to concurrently pass
through a narrow door, they are not blocked for a
longer time, but one of the agents will proceed while
the more polite one will give way. Thus, the task of
the adaptive component may not be just to modify the
simulated agent for avoiding the critical situation from
the beginning, but to add appropriate, timely rules
about how agents can decide in the case of conflict.
7) U SELESSNESS. The action of an agent has no effect.
In the simulation case, it might happen that the action
has no impact neither on the environment nor on
the internal status of the agent. For example, a car
agent that travels between two locations in a town
environment is blocked because of a traffic jam at
a unrealistic position. Being obliged to stay still is
useless for the agents since this situation does prevent
it (and may be others that are blocked behind it) from
reaching its goal.
3) Adaptation: For every identified problem there might
be a number of critical situation descriptions for explaining
the identified problem. With a critical situation serving
as explanation, there should be an assigned adaptation or
“repair” plan – a sequence or skeletal plan – stating what
can and shall be modified for tackling the critical situation.
The selection of the modifying actions is not necessarily
deterministic. Optimality and convergence can only be determined for a particular model.
One can identify the following action repertoire usable in
such a plan:
1) Move(<destination>) modifies the agents embedding
into its environment – move changes its local context by moving the agent to another location. The
movement has to be seen figuratively: movement not
just in metric space, but also within networks and
organization, adapting addressees of information, communication partners, etc.
2) AdaptParameter(Parameter, [<direction>]) modifies
an individual parameter of the modeled agents. For
example, AdaptParameter(DesiredSpeed, [Increase])
increases the parameter that determines the desired
speed of an agent. This might lead to more heterogeneity in the agent population as every agent modifies
its parameters individually. However, if the parameter
of all agents have to be adapted, this individual-based
adjustment may not be efficient.
3) InsertRule(<condition>→<action>) means structurally modifying the agent behavior by adding rules
For discovering the appropriate model modifications,
agents may use learning techniques.
4) Generate(<agentType> [at <time>]) generates new
agents to the current situation at a given time. This
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time may be “now” or any point during the simulation
or the start situation. For reproducibility, this generation must be integrated into the model description
– therefore changing the model input adding a new
external event from a local perspective. Since the
simulated environment is treated as an explicit entity
in the simulation model, it may also be equipped with
an adaptive component changing the input behavior
from a global perspective.
5) Delegate(<situation>→<list of agents>) notifies a
set of other agents about the occurrence of a specific
critical situation. Basically, the agent has detected that
there is a particular critical situation that cannot be
solved by itself but by other agents involved in the
situation.
6) Delegate(ResponsibleModeler). The adaptive component of the model entity has detected that there is a
specific situation, but has no information or plan for
coping with the situation. Thus, it notifies the modeler,
or the domain expert, about the occurrence of the
situation and asks for modifications by the human
involved. Such a “repair” plan element has similarity to some break points in traditional programming
languages.
These actions for modifying the simulated agents nominal
behavior can be configured and used to set up a repair plan.
This has to be done for each identified NVS. The identified
NVS gives the particular addressee (particular parameter,
network position, etc.) of the modifications. However setting
up such a repair plan may not be simple. As indicated in
the last possible action, a solution might be delegating the
problem solution to an involved human expert.
After modification, whether the modified agents are now
able to produce the intended overall behavior has to be
tested. Depending on the particular simulation endeavor,
the simulation run has to be completely restarted or can
be resumed from the simulated time where it was stopped
due to the identification of the problem. When blocking
situations are involved, resuming might be sufficient to see
whether the USELESSNESS or CONFLICT situation resolves.
On the other side, when population dynamics are involved,
restart may not be avoidable.
IV. R ELATED W ORKS
Due to their main features – distribution, heterogeneity,
parallelism, scalability, autonomous behaviors of agents,
emergent collective behavior, etc. – multi-agent systems are
difficult to test and debug. Agent-oriented methodologies are
becoming mature enough to study how phases of testing and
validation can be integrated into their process development
[7]. However, very few are specifically interested in guiding
the development of agent-based simulations and less aim
at helping the modeler by providing him with tools to
facilitate the implementation of the model, to observe how
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it behaves and to improve this behavior. In Ingenias, for
instance, a graphical modeling language helps modelers to
design a model and code generation is then enabled toward
some simulation platforms (Mason, Repast) [8]. In Adelfe,
a fast prototyping ability is offered to see how the agents
behave, however this tool is based on state machines and
does not offer a visual aid that would enable detection of
wrong behaviors by observing agents moving in a simulated
environment [5]. Also in [9] agent self-modification using
is suggested for adapting to a dynamic environment.
Debugging in multi-agent systems is often provided by
observation and visualization tools, see [10] for a suite of
visualization tools devoted to debugging. However, displaying a huge quantity of information to the designer, most of
the time about interactions between agents, is not always
helpful and automatic correlation or/and analysis of these
data (e.g., using graph as in [11]) or automatic detection of
wrong behaviors is highly desirable. In Prometheus, this help
is brought by a tool, which observes conversations between
agents, tests if they conform to the specified interaction
protocols, and notifies violations to the developer [12]. This
kind of debugging can only validate specifications initially
made during the design and cannot discover ways of communicating that could enable a better behavior at the micro
or macro-levels. Since agent-based systems can be considered from different perspectives, the approach proposed in
[13], for notably testing simulations, is to study problems
(mainly deadlocks, bottlenecks and performance problems)
that can occur at the agent level before considering errors
at the interaction level for eventually testing problems at
the system one. To avoid a deterministic approach, tests
are made in a stochastic way and repeated several times.
Here also, testing at an agent level compares its behavior
with the way it was specified and designed; may be the
result of testing may lead to notify the designer of problems
but nothing is done to enable discovering a behavior better
adapted to some constraints or environment.
As discussed in the beginning, the situation for multiagent simulation is difficult as testing and debugging for
implementation bugs is only secondary. Due to their generative nature and often restricted data availability, “guessing”
about the agent level behavior and interaction is based on
experience and creativity. Explicit handling of information
on the original system is central. Most suggested tests
for simulations are therefore based on humans evaluating
model structure, behavior and outcome [14]. Our suggestion
is a realistic intermediate step between full human-done
modeling, implementing and debugging and approaches such
as [15] that try to transfer the agent modeling problem to a
learning problem.
V. D ISCUSSION
There are aspects in the proposed approach to debugging
in multi-agent simulation that need to be discussed. The
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most important issues are the availability of explicit metaknowledge, dependencies between adaptations, the convergence of adaptation and the simplicity and understandability
of the outcome.
The approach described so far can only work when criteria
for validity can be formulated and tested automatically by
the agents, and changes be given on how to react on the
perceived deficiencies. The former is especially depending
on the particular model. For many multi-agent simulations
only statistical data are available on the macro level, population numbers, average turnovers, road link load over
a certain time, etc. However, for the described approach,
the validity criteria have to be broken down to individual
values, behavior paths or the outcomes of interactions.
Whether such information is formulate-able is depending
on the particular model. However, often a modeler, domain
expert or stakeholder can, based on their experience with the
original system, identify situations and features that do not
“look” realistic although they might not be able to explicitly
describe what are the reasons for this invalid observations.
When having identified that there is a problem, they can
often tell how the situation should “look” like or what should
happen. Thus, based on an appropriate user interface, human
intelligence should be used when automatic detection and
repair is not possible. Actually, this would be a fall back
to the previous way of debugging, it is now embedded into
systematics.
There is a second critical aspect: one can find application
scenarios where model modifications cannot be done for
agents independently from modifications in other agents or
entities. For example, the metabolism of an agent has a
connection to available resources in the environment when
intending to produce some sustainable agent population
growth. Interdependent modifications in different model elements cannot be formulated based on adaptive components
added to individual agents. Higher level entities can be
created that do not have a role, or just may have a passive
role in the original model. These entities or the explicitly
modeled environment can be augmented with the meta-level
module for testing and adaptation.
A priori, we cannot guarantee that the proposed approach
has any noticeable impact on model quality properties such
as simplicity or understandability. These are highly depending on the way the modeler formulated the initial nominal
and the adaptive behaviors. However, the distinction between
nominal and adaptive behavior and their explicit handling
may support understandability, as the modeler is forced
to explicitly treat and add meta-level knowledge about the
model. We would also expect that the explicitness of such
information is also of great relevance for the reusability and
maintainability of the model.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
We proposed a concept and architecture for selfdebugging agents for multi-agent simulation. A modeler
can start with a model prototype, augment it with additional explicit knowledge on how the outcome looks like.
Then, systematically non-valid situations are identified and
repaired. This forms an iterative, yet consequent debugging
and modification process towards a sufficiently valid representation of the original system. Our framework relies on the
ability of a human modeler to identify and formulate critical
situations. Yet, yhe modeler does not need to provide direct
solutions about how to adapt the agents’ behavior for coping
with or avoiding such situations, but just needs to indicate
what the agents might have to change for improving future
simulation runs. Thus, the process is different from trial and
error debugging but supports systematic design. From the
beginning, the modeler has to think about potential critical
situations. He explicitly classifies what may be adapted and
what is sacrosanct. This is not only a deliberate treatment
of potential non valid situations but also a clear and concise
elaboration of what are the parts of a model that are fixed
(e.g., because the data are clear or the underlying theory does
not allow adapting these model elements) or which ones can
be varied to what extent.
Clearly there are some weaknesses and potential perils
that have to be analyzed and tackled in future research:
in the current approach, there are only local adaptation
actions suggested, initiated by agents with local view on
NVS. A solution might be introducing adaptive agents
on higher aggregation levels. The most critical issue is
whether the modeler actually can provide sufficient metalevel information for specifying the adaptive part of the
agent behavior, the NVS including the repair plans. If he just
can specify the NVS but has to delegate all repair actions
to a manual modification, the overall process is reduced to
defining constraints and invariants and automatically testing
them, notifying the modeler in cases that they are violated.
This is nevertheless a valuable modeling support. Our future
research will therefore be directed to the application of the
self-modeling agents in a variety of application domains
gathering experience about forms of accessible and explainable meta-knowledge that can be used for systematically
defining critical situations and repair plans. Also, we will
test data mining methods for supporting the elicitation of
model meta-knowledge that can be used for guiding the
modifications towards better multi-agent models.
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Abstract— Performance curves of queuing systems can be
analyzed by separating them into three regions: the flat region,
the knee region, and the exponential region. Practical
considerations, usually locate the knee region between 70-90%
of the theoretical maximum utilization. However, there is not a
clear agreement about where the boundaries between regions
are, and where exactly the utilization knee is located. An open
debate about knees in performance curves was undertaken at
least 20 years ago. This historical debate is mainly divided
between those who claim that a knee in the curve is not a welldefined term in mathematics, or it is a subjective and not really
meaningful concept, and those who define knees
mathematically and consider their relevance and application.
In this paper, we present a mathematical model and analysis
for identifying the three mentioned regions on performance
curves for M/M/1 systems; specifically, we found the knees, or
optimal utilization percentiles, at the vertices of the hyperbolas
that relate response time as a function of utilization. Using
these results, we argue that an adaptive and optimal queuing
system could be deployed by keeping load and throughput
within the knee region.
Keywords- adaptive queuing system; performance
optimization; knees in performance curves; optimal utilization
region; optimal throughput region

I.

INTRODUCTION

According to Bose [1] and Kleinrock [2], queuing is a
basic phenomenon that arises whenever a shared resource
(server) of finite capacity is accessed for service by a large
number of jobs or customers. Queues or waiting lines are
frequent in many systems and daily life situations; e.g.,
when you wait for a free ATM to take money out of your
bank account, or when a computer inputs data packets into
the network, and after a time delay, they are delivered to the
destination computer.
Nobody likes to wait too long for a service on a shared
resource, thus, one major goal for the performance of a
queuing system is to reduce, as much as possible, the system
response time (R) or delay. However, making a very fast
service may have a very high cost. The response time may
be reduced if the system capacity is increased, but, if we
extend the capacity more than necessary, then the costs for
system maintenance and construction will rise, and surely,
many resources will be wasted unnecessarily. Therefore, in
order to reduce those costs, the system should operate with
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the greater load or throughput as possible, i.e., allowing to
attend as many jobs or customers as possible per unit of
time.
One measure of load is utilization (U), which is the
resource usage divided by resource capacity for a given time
interval. Thus, increasing the utilization rate of a queuing
system is another relevant goal for raising its performance.
However, as utilization for a resource goes up, so does the
response time, meanwhile in the opposite way, as the
response time goes down, so does the utilization rate. This
means that there is a conflict between reducing the response
time and increasing the system utilization, both goals cannot
be optimized simultaneously, unless we find a compromised
or balanced solution. In optimization theory, a Pareto
improvement [3] can be made by improving one goal as
long as the change that made that goal better off does not
make the other goal worse off. When no further Pareto
improvements can be made, then the solution is called
Pareto optimal or non-dominated solutions. The utilization
percentile at which this optimal balance occurs is called the
knee. This is the point at which load is maximized with
minimal negative impact to response times.
A recent article by Cary Millsap [4], about performance
for computer software, brought back a discussion on an old
debate that has been rounding out the queuing literature for
more than 20 years. In 1988, Stephen Samson [5] argued
that, at least for M/M/1 queuing systems (i.e., single-server
queues where both inter-arrival times and service times
follow the exponential distribution), no “knee” appears in
their performance curves. Moreover, Samson wrote: “In
most cases there is not a knee, no matter how much we wish
to find one.” Since that moment, a historical debate was
initiated between those who support the Samson’s claim
about knees, e.g., [6][7], and those who argue the existence
and relevance of the “knee in the curve” [4]. In this paper,
we provide a mathematical approach based on differential
calculus to find a “knee” or optimal balance point between
conflicting goals involving minimizing response times and
maximizing utilization rates for M/M/1 systems. In
difference with Millsap [4], who located the knee utilization
for a single-server system at U = 50% independently of any
other performance parameter, we claim that the knee
location is dependent on the average service time for each
arrival (S). This knee occurs where the hyperbola, relating U
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and R, makes its sharpest turn, corresponding to its vertex
located at the point ,
1 √ ,√ .
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents an
overview of proposals arguing in favor or against the
existence and location of knees in performance curves.
Section III starts by presenting a synopsis of the M/M/1
queue model and its nomenclature, then, it shows the
mathematical model and analysis for the optimal utilization
and the optimal throughput in M/M/1 performance graphs.
Thereafter, we propose a region of optimality based on the
hyperbola latus rectum. Section IV discusses the relevance
of the knee concept and its application to adaptive and
optimal communication networks. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper with a summary of contributions and
future work.
II.

OPEN DEBATE ABOUT KNEES

A. Proposals Against the Existence of Knees
Neil Gunther in [6] makes a rigorous but unconventional
study about knees. He, in fact, analyzed several of the
concepts we use in this paper. For instance, he described the
hyperbola vertex as an optimum, and he used the endpoints
of the latus rectum to find alternative optimum points.
Surprisingly, he arrived to the following conclusion: there
is no “knee” on the response time curve, even in the case of
M/M/1 systems; the same conclusion that Samson arrived in
1998.
A detailed analysis of Gunther’s argumentation revealed
that he arrived to such conclusion because he analyzed only
a normalized response time function (R/S). The R/S
function equals to 1/(1−U) which corresponds to the R(U)
function with S = 1. As we show in this paper, the curve for
S = 1 is one of the most inefficient performance curves,
because such curve is for an unconventional large number of
service times. This is the reason why Gunther, declined his
interest in considering the vertex of a hyperbola as the knee
in the curve.
Ley [7] reviewed ten different definitions about the knee
concept, but, he concluded that there is no a clear definition
of what constitutes the knee in the curve, and that all the
definitions he collected do not agree with the traditional
70% utilization level. As we prove in this paper, the
traditional 70-90% for the optimal utilization range is a
myth, because it depends on the service capacity, which
makes such a value not a universal constant.
B. Proposals in Favor of the Existence of Knees
Millsap [4] argues in favor of the existence of knees in
performance curves. His paper in fact is quite motivating
and provides many useful insights into the fundamentals of
performance and further details about this historic debate.
He published, in that paper, a table of knee values expressed
in utilization percentiles for different number of servers in
M/M/m systems. Particularly, for M/M/1 systems he
claimed the knee value is 50%. He mentioned that the knee
values for an arbitrary number of servers are difficult to
calculate, but he also said that the only parameter required
to compute them was the number of service channels or
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servers. However, we disagree on that issue because as we
show in this paper, the sharpest point in the curve is
dependent on the capacity of the system. We deduced that
he obtained such knee values by minimizing the function
R/U defined for a specific number of servers. Obtaining the
turning points for such function, i.e., making d(R/U)/dU = 0,
he calculated the U value of 50% independent of S. The
problem with dividing the R function by U is that the R/U
function is undefined at U = 0, which is inconsistent with
the valid value of R at no load.
III.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND ANALYSIS

A. The M/M/1 Queue Model and Parameters
The simplest queuing system is represented by the
Kendall notation as M / M / 1 / ∞ / FCFS. This means that
customers arrive according to a Poisson process (first M),
they request exponentially distributed service times from the
server (second M), the system has only one server, an
infinite waiting queue, and customers are served on a First
Come First Served (FCFS) basis. For simplicity, this
queuing system is sometimes named an M/M/1 system.
As it was neatly described by Chee-Hock in [8], the
single-server queue is a place where customers arrive
individually to obtain service from a service facility. The
service facility contains one server that can serve one
customer at a time. If the server is idle, the customer is
served immediately. Otherwise, the arriving customer joins
a waiting queue. This customer will receive his service later,
either when he reaches the head of the waiting queue or
according to some service discipline. When the server has
completed serving a customer, the customer departs. Along
this paper, the generic terms ‘customers’ and ‘servers’ are in
line with queuing literature, but they take various forms in
different application domains; e.g., in the case of a data
switching network, ‘customers’ are data packets and
‘servers’ are the transmission channels.
The M/M/1 system is depicted in Fig. 1. This figure also
illustrates some important parameters associated with the
queuing model. We describe them briefly.

Figure 1. The M/M/1 queue model and parameters at steady state.

•

λ, is the average arrival rate or the mean number of
customers arriving at the system per unit of time. In
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•

steady state, the rate for arrivals and departures is the
same. Moreover, if the waiting line buffer is infinite,
then λ also represents the throughput of the system, i.e.,
the mean number of customers that are served in a
single unit of time. The domain of this variable is λ ≥ 0.
µ, is the average service rate or the mean number of
customers that are served by the service facility per unit
of time. The operating condition λ < µ states the
theoretical maximum input rate for the queuing system
at λmax = µ. If this condition is not achieved (i.e., if λ >
µ), the number of customers in the waiting line will
grow without limit collapsing the system.
S, is the average service time per customer, it is defined
as the reciprocal of µ; i.e., the time interval between the
dispatching of a customer to the server and the
departure of that customer from the server. The service
time cannot be avoided in real scenarios, thus, S > 0.
U is the utilization rate or the fraction of time in which
the server is busy. It is obtained as the arrival rate
divided by the service rate and it can be expressed as U
= λS. For 0 ≤ λ < µ, the domain for U is 0 ≤ U < 1.
R is the average time that a customer spends in the
whole system, waiting and being served; aka, the mean
residence time, response time, or delay. R = 1/ (µ−λ) or
R = S/ (1−U), and the domain for R is S ≤ R < ∞.
r is the expected number of customers resident in the
whole system, including the customers being served (if
any) and the customers waiting (if any). This parameter
is defined by r = λ/ (µ−λ) or r = U/ (1−U) or r = Rλ.
The domain for r is 0 ≤ r < ∞.
Q is the queuing delay or the mean time that a customer
spends in a queue waiting to be serviced. Q = λ/
(µ(µ−λ)), Q = R−S, and the range for Q is 0 ≤ Q < ∞.
q is the average number of customers waiting in the
queue. q = λQ, q = λ2/ [µ(µ−λ)], q = r−U, with 0 ≤ q <
∞.

We use (1) for analyzing the relation between response
time R and utilization or traffic intensity U, and (2) for
studying the relation between delay R and throughput λ.
Equations (1) and (2) also show how the response time is a
function of service capacity, described by the service time S
in (1) and the service rate µ in (2). We will sketch the
graphs of these equations for different capacity parameters.
Fig. 2 shows a plot for R(U; S) illustrating the behavior
of response time as a function of utilization. Here, each
curve is plotted for different values of S, S = 2 (black), 1,
1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16 (blue). Notice the aspect ratio in the plot
is 1-to-1, to avoid what Gunther [9] calls an “optical
illusion” produced by using different aspect ratios in the
utilization and response time axes, which might result in a
misconception about the utilization knees. Notice also that,
as Gunther showed in [6], the graph for the response time
function can be depicted for an extended range of utilization
values −∞ < U < ∞, even if it does not make physical sense;
therefore, we demarcate at Fig. 2 the actual service
utilization range 0 ≤ U < 1 as the region of meaningful
performance metrics in between bold blue lines.
Fig. 2 stresses the hyperbolic characteristic of the
response time function by extending the utilization range.
The gray dotted line highlights the transversal axis of the
hyperbolae and pinpoints its sharpest turns or vertices.
Notice how each curve becomes sharper as S disminishes or
the system capacity increases; however, when S > 1, the
vertices jump to the negative utilization region and response
times within the performance region of interest (blue lines)
fluctuate rapidly with small changes of load. It is important
to design queuing systems operating with S values lower
than 1, whatever the time unit is chosen, e.g., seconds,
minutes, hours, etc.

In M/M/1 queuing systems, the inter-arrival times and
the service times follow the exponential distribution, this
means that the arrival and service processes are Poisson (or
random). The exponential distribution is the only continuous
function that has the memoryless (M) property, and thus, it
is commonly used to model stochastic processes [11].
Examples of random variables that are well-modeled by the
Poisson process are: the number of goals in a soccer match,
the number of raindrops falling over an area, the time it
takes before your next telephone call, the arrival of
customers in a queue, etc.
B. The Optimal Utilization Percentile (The Knee)
The performance curves of a queuing system can be
obtained by plotting different performance parameters; in
particular, we concentrate on relations between R, U, λ, and
S or µ. We consider the following relations:
;

λ;

⁄ 1
1⁄

λ ,

,
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Figure 2. Plot of response time vs utilization for distinct service times.

1) Hyperbola Vertex as an Optimum. Considering the
optimality condition that indicates a balance between
changes in U and changes in R, the point where a
differential increment of U yields the same increment of R,
or dR = dU, is the point where the rate of change of R with
respect to U (dR/dU) is equal to 1. This condition is reached
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exactly at the vertex of a hyperbola. In fact, that is the point
that we use to divide the R(U) function initially in three
sections: a) the flat section, where the gradient of the curve
is dR/dU < 1, indicating a small but constant increment in
response time at low load; b) the knee or optimal utilization
point, located at the hyperbola vertex, where dR/dU = 1; and
c) the exponential section, where dR/dU > 1, indicating that
response time rises exponentially at high load.
Our performance goals are maximizing load and
minimizing response time. According to Pareto optimality,
starting at no load (U = 0), we make improvements or
increments in load as long as the resulting increments in
response times do not exceed the increments in load (i.e., dR
< dU). Thus, the point where optimal balance occurs is the
vertex of the hyperbola. Differentiating equation (1) and
making R’(U) = 1, we obtain the coordinates for the vertices
at ,
1 √ , √ . Notice that the optimal utilization
percentile is a function of S, and depending on the service
capacity, this optimum occur at U = 0.5, only if S = 1/4; at
U > 0.5 (the high-load zone), if S < 1/4; at U < 0.5 (the lowload zone), if S > 1/4; or even at U = 0 if S = 1.
2) Latus Rectum as an Optimal Region. Practical
considerations such as response time requirements or buffer
sizes, are usually interested in a region of optimal utilization
rather than a single optimal point (knee) in the curve. This
optimal region is usually located between 70-90% of the
theoretical maximum utilization. However, there is no
agreement on defining this knee region. We argue that the
latus rectum of the hyperbola can be used to establish this
region of optimality.
Consider Fig. 3. The Latus Rectum [10] is the line
segment passing through a focus of a hyperbola, which is
perpendicular to the transversal axis and has both endpoints
(P, Q) on the intersection with the curve (P, Q are indicated
just for the curve S = 1).

Figure 3. Plot of R(U) for distinct service times (S) with Latus Rectum.

The dashed lines with slope 1 in Fig. 3, represent the
graphs of the latus rectum for each sketched hyperbola with
S ≤ 1. It can be observed that different scenarios may occur
in relation to where the endpoints of the latus rectum are
with respect to the region of interest: a) both endpoints are
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within the bold blue lines, b) one endpoint is in and the
other is out, and c) both endpoints are out of the blue lines.
The selection of one of these scenarios is, again, dependent
on the value of S.
3) Boundaries of the Knee Region
The following analysis is intended to obtain the
coordinates for both endpoints of the latus rectum and its
length in a general way, such that, it can be obtained for any
valid value of S.
We already obtained the coordinates for the vertices,
now we obtain the coordinates for the foci intersecting the
latus rectum of each hyperbola. The distance from the center
O (1,0) to the vertex V 1 √ , √ of the hyperbola is
√2 . Using this value, we calculate the distance from
center to focus as
2√ . Thus, the coordinates for the
foci are 1 √2 , √2 . The equation of the straight line
representing the latus rectum is:
1 2√2 . Now,
intersecting the latus rectum equation with the response time
function, we obtain the coordinates for the latus rectum
endpoints: 1 √2
1 √2
√ , √2
√ and
√ . Thus, the boundaries for the three regions
√ , √2
that can be used to study the response time versus utilization
performance curves can be stated as: a) flat region, the locus
of points before P, b) knee region, the locus of points
between P and Q, and c) exponential region, the locus of
points after Q. Using the distance between two points we
obtain the length of latus rectum as: 2√2 .
Considering that the region of interest for R(U) is 0 ≤ U
< 1 and its knee region is !1 √2
1
√ "
√2
√ , we calculate the service capacity condition that
makes both endpoints of the knee region reside in the
interest region; this condition is 0
3 2√2.
4) Knees in Delay-Throughput Curves
Considering (2), we analyze how the response time R
(delay), arrival rate λ (throughput), service capacity µ
(bandwidth), and delay knees (hyperbola vertices), are all
related to system performance. Fig. 4 shows a plot which we
use to illustrate and explain such relation. Here, each
hyperbola is plotted for different values of µ, µ = 1 (brown),
2, 4, 8, 16 (blue). Notice again, how the vertices V of the
⁄ λ 1 and they
hyperbolas occur precisely when
represent the sharpest points in the curve. Using this
condition we locate the vertices of the upper-half
hyperbolae at
1,1 . The coordinates for the centers
are
, 0 . With the coordinates for O and V, obtain the
distance to the vertices as
√2. Using the distance to
the vertex and the definition of hyperbola, we obtain the
distance to the focus as
2. Knowing the distance to
the focus, we obtain the coordinates of the focus at
√2, √2 . Using the coordinates for F and definition of latus
rectum, we obtain the equation for latus rectum as:
λ
√8 . Intersecting the latus rectum equation with the
hyperbola, we obtain the coordinates for the endpoints of
the latus rectum at :
√2 1, √2 1 and : !
√2 1, √2 1". Thus, the length of latus rectum is √8.
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endpoints it is possible to define optimality regions for load
and throughput. It can also be observed that both, the knee
values and knee regions are dependent on the service
capacity of the queuing system. Therefore, it was important
for us to determine what would be the required service
capacity that will make the knee regions to operate within
the regions of interest. The service capacity can be increased
by reducing the service time S or by increasing the number
of servers. Although we only analyzed the case of
increasing the service capacity by reducing S, similar results
can be obtained if the case of increasing the number of
servers is considered.
IV.
Figure 4. Plot of R(λ) for distinct service rates (µ) with Latus Rectum.

The region of interest is 0 ≤ λ < µ. Notice that for low
capacity systems, the knee region: !
√2 1" λ
√2 1 may have its lower endpoint outside the
region of interest. In order to have both endpoints of the
latus rectum within the region of interest, the following
condition must be satisfied: & √2 1.
System performance is measured by delay R (i.e., the
time a customer stays within the system), and by throughput
λ (i.e., the number of customers per unit of time that can
pass through the system). Throughput is a measure of the
system capacity. Delay and throughput are closely related
by (2), as throughput approaches 100% of service capacity
or bandwidth (µ), delay increases rapidly.
5) Summary of Results
Table I shows a summary of major results obtained from
the analysis presented in this paper.
TABLE I.

Response Times for Load and Throughput

Useful
Results
Region of
interest
Knee
values
Knee
coordinates
Knee
regions
Latus
rectum
endpoints
Length of
latus
rectum
Required
service
capacity

SUMMARY OF MAJOR RESULTS

R(U) = S/ (1 − U)

0, 0

1

1
! ,

: 1
: 1

√2
√2

3

!λ,

√ ,√

1

λ ":

λ&
λ

√
√

2√2
0

λ

λ

√ , √2
√ , √2

√2
√2

0, 0

√

": 1
&1
1

R(λ) = 1/ (µ − λ)

√
√

:
:

1, 1
1
1

√2
√2

√2
√2

1, √2
1, √2

1
1

2√2
2√2

& √2

1

These closed-form results show that there is a knee or
optimal value for load and throughput in simple M/M/1
queuing systems. Moreover, based on the latus rectum
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RELEVANCE AND APPLICATION OF THE KNEE

A. The Relevance of the Knee Region
Why is the knee value so important? The answer to this
question is related to the consequences of having a system
operating outside its optimal region. On one hand, if the
system operates at the flat region, it is likely that the system
capacity is oversized, and therefore, many valuable resources
may be wasted. On the other hand, if the system operates at
the exponential region, it is likely that the system capacity is
undersized, and hence, response times will fluctuate severely
even with microscopic changes in load or throughput. The
system operation in the exponential region may take the
system to instability, oscillating congestion, severe delays, or
the worst scenario, to a collapse. Hence, overall on systems
with random arrivals, it is vital to manage load and
throughput so that they do not operate outside the knee
region.
At M/M/1 system queues, we do not know exactly when
the next arrival request or service request is coming;
therefore, arrivals have a non-deterministic or random
behavior. The M/M/1 model considers an exponential
probability distribution for arrivals and service requests. The
exponential distribution assumes a higher probability for
small inter arrival times. This implies that arrivals will tend
to cluster and cause temporary spikes in utilization, as it was
mentioned by Millsap [4]. Temporary spikes in utilization
beyond the knee region may cause serious performance
problems or quality of service (QoS) degradation if they
exceed a few seconds in duration. This is the reason the knee
region is so important on a system with random arrivals.
Once we mentioned the consequences of a system with
oversized or undersized capacity, the question is how to
determine the adequate capacity that makes a system to
operate within its optimal region? Capacity management or
capacity planning is a task intended to answer that question.
A first consideration about the service capacity of a queuing
system is that it should be calculated so that the optimal
region lay down within the region of interest. The last row in
Table I shows the conditions for S and µ that make the knee
regions for R(U) and R(λ) to be within the region of interest.
A second consideration is to estimate the service capacity
according to specific service quality requirements; i.e., the
expected amount of traffic intensity, throughput, and
response times, particularly at peak times. The knee regions
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can be computed to meet these QoS requirements. If service
capacity cannot be changed dynamically, then the system
would operate within its optimal region at peak times, but it
would operate outside its optimal region at different load
conditions than the peak times. On the contrary, if capacity
could be changed dynamically, then the knee regions could
change accordingly so that the system operates always
within its optimal region. This implies to change adaptively
the knee regions according to different load conditions (at
low load, at peak times, or at excessive high loads). In this
way, we believe that and adaptive and optimal queuing
system could be deployed by dynamically managing the
service capacity in order to keep load and throughput within
their knee regions. Therefore, the knowledge about knees is
fundamental for capacity management.

stable and lossless network, T = γ; however, if T < γ then
there will be a steady build-up of bits within the network and
it will eventually become unstable. In case of T > γ, new bits
might be being created within the network.

B. The Knee Concept Applied to Communication Networks
The M/M/1/∞/FCFS model discussed earlier is simple
and useful if we just want to have a first estimation of a
system’s performance. However, as Chee-Hoc indicates in
[8], it becomes a bit unrealistic when it is applied to real-life
problems, where they often have a finite waiting queue
instead of one that can accommodate an infinite number of
customers. A single isolated M/M/1 model may have certain
limitations to represent real-life complex queuing systems;
however, the networks of queues, whereby the departures of
some queues feed into other queues, are a more realistic
model for a system with many shared resources interacting
with each other. In this way, a model for a virtual circuit in
packet switching networks can be designed in terms of a
network of tandem M/M/1 queues. Therefore, we can say
that M/M/1 queues are the building blocks for all the
queuing theory, as we will show in the next discussion.
1) Using the M/M/1 model:
In order to apply the knee concept to a real-life queuing
system, we now immerse a bit into the field of
communication networks. Two fundamental performance
measures of a network are: delay (D) and throughput (T).
First notice that we changed the symbols for the equivalent
terms we used before as R for delay and λ for throughput in
the M/M/1 model. The term delay (or end-to-end delay)
specifies how long it takes for a single bit of data to travel
across the network cloud from source to destination, as Fig. 5
illustrates. Comer in [12] cleverly describes four types of
delays that may occur within the network: propagation
delays, switching delays, access delays and queuing delays.
All these types of delays contribute to the total delay, which
is measured in seconds or fractions of seconds. The other
fundamental performance parameter of a network is
throughput. Throughput is the rate at which bits of data can
pass through the network, and is usually specified in bits per
second. The rate at which the hardware can transfer bits is
called bandwidth (B). It is impossible for a user to send data
faster than the bandwidth; therefore, bandwidth gives an
upper bound on throughput or 0 ≤ T < B. Notice that B is
equivalent to the µ parameter defined earlier.
In Fig. 5, we also made a distinction between the rate of
bits entering the network from source (γ) and the rate of bits
leaving the network at destination (T). Notice that for a

Figure 5. Store and forward data network. Packets traverse from source to
destination. Circles are packet switches and red lines are links.
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The capacity of a network refers to the maximum number
of bits that can simultaneously reside within the network,
inclusive of those bits waiting for a shared resource and
those that are actually traversing across a link. If D0 denotes
the average delay when the network is idle or when the
current utilization (U) is 0, then the network capacity is
defined by the Little’s Law as D × T (delay-throughput
product). According to [8], Little’s Law can be applied to all
types of queuing systems, including priority queuing and
multi-server systems, which is the case for packet-switching
networks. Notice that D0 corresponds to S, U = T/B
corresponds to U = λ/µ, and D × T corresponds to r = Rλ in
the M/M/1 model. When it is desired to measure the capacity
of the underlying hardware, the delay-throughput product
becomes the delay-bandwidth product.
Congestion in the network occurs when the offered
traffic load from the user to the network produces an excess
of bits residing within the network, which exceed the design
limit. Data entering a congested network will experience
longer delays than data entering an idle network. The
relationship between delay and congestion is estimated from
the current percentage of the network capacity being used,
according to the following expression:
'
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,

'(

0

0

1.
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As traffic approaches the network capacity (i.e., as U
becomes close to 1), the delay approaches infinity. We
already plotted this expression in Figure 2 and Figure 3 and
obtained some significant insights summarized in Table I.
2) Towards an Adaptive-Optimal Congestion Control:
A simple mechanism for preventing congestion is flow
control, which involves regulating the input rate of traffic
into the network so that the receiver controls the rate at
which it receives data. The main goal of a flow control
mechanism is to preserve the levels of throughput and delay
within a range of acceptable values. There are basically two
types of flow control mechanisms, open-loop and closedloop. The open-loop flow control is characterized by having
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no feedback between the source and destination. This
mechanism allocates networks resources for a specific traffic
flow with necessary previous reservation. Often this type of
mechanism is inefficient and results in over-allocation of
resources, it also lacks of any adaptability. On the contrary,
the closed-loop flow control is characterized by the ability of
the network to report pending network congestion back to
the source node. By using this feedback, the source can adapt
its transmission rate to a lower rate or a higher rate
depending on the network conditions. Real protocols that
implement different mechanisms of closed-loop flow control
are TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and ABR
(Available Bit Rate). On one hand, TCP adaptively
increments or decrements the size of a window in order to
speed-up or slow-down the transmission rate. On the other
hand, ABR uses congestion information generated in the
destination and updated at each packet switch on the path to
the source, to reduce or increment the transmission rate
accordingly.
Congestion is usually caused by unpredictable events.
Although the daily peak hour is semi-predictable, congestion
can also be random due to breakdowns, insertions, or
changes in the network topology. Therefore, an adaptive
mechanism to control the traffic flow is imperative to
alleviate congestion problems and preserve the stability of
the network.
To know where exactly the borders of the optimal
load/throughput region are, as identified in this paper, could
be used by the end nodes to regulate and control the stability
of the network. If the network capacity could be dynamically
managed by the source and destination nodes, then new
optimal knee regions would be created, giving the possibility
that end stations transmit data flows optimally, i.e.
minimizing delays and maximizing throughput [11].
The relevance of the results obtained in this paper is that
they can be applied to both, the simplest queuing systems
(M/M/1) and the most complex communication network.
This is because the M/M/1 model is the building block of
any complex queuing system and because Little’s Law can
be applied neatly to all types of queuing systems.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a mathematical approach to
determine the optimal utilization region and the optimal
throughput region for M/M/1 queuing systems. It showed
that performance curves for such systems can be analyzed
by separating them into three regions: the flat region, the
knee region, and the exponential region. The mathematical
definition of boundaries between these regions is a problem
that has not been properly addressed in the literature. The
paper showed that this problem has historical roots and it is
still an open debate. The major contribution of this paper is
the calculation of knees values and knees regions in
performance curves for load R(U) and throughput R(λ). The
relevance of knees and their applications was discussed
showing the consequences of operating a system outside of
its optimality region.
Although the knee model proposed in this paper seems
to be mathematically consistent, it is still necessary to create
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tests, in real applications or simulations, which can help us
to validate or invalidate this model. Therefore, our future
work will be focused on this task.
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